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named two respondents: STMicroelectronicsN.V. of Geneva, Switzerland and
STMicroelectronics, Inc. of Carrollton, Texas (collectively, “ST”)
On May 17,2006, the ALJ granted, by an ID issued June 1,2006, SanDisk’s motion for partial
termination of the investigation with respect to the ‘956 patent. The Commission issued a notice
that it determined not to review the ID on June 19,2006.
On June 1,2007, the ALJ issued the final ID finding no violation of Section 337 in the
importation into the United States, the sale for importation or the sale within the United States
after importation, of certain NOR and NAND flash memory devices and products containing the
same in connection with the asserted claims of the ‘517 and ‘338 patents. No petitions for
review of the ID were filed. The Commission has determined not to review the ID.
The authority for the Commission’s determination is contained in section 337 of the Tariff Act of
1930, as amended (19 U.S.C. 5 1337), and in section 210.42 of the Commission’s Rules of
Practice and Procedure (19 C.F.R. 5 2 10.42).
By order of the Commission.

Marilyn R. AbbSecretary to the Commission
Issued: July 13,2007
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PUBLIC VERSION
UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION

Washington, D.C.
In the Matter of
CERTAIN NOR AND NAND FLASH MEMORY
DEVICES AND PRODUCTS CONTAINING SAME

Inv. No. 337-TA-560

INITIAL DETERMINATION ON VIOLATION OF SECTION 337 AND
RECOMMENDED DETERMINATION ON REMEDY AND BOND

Administrative Law Judge Charles E. Bullock
(June 1,2007)
Pursuant to the Notice of Investigation' and Rule 2 10.42(a) of the Rules of Practice and
Procedure of the United States International Trade Commission, this is the Administrative Law
Judge's Initial Determination in the matter of Certain NOR and NAND flash memory devices and
products containing same, Investigation No. 337-TA-560.
The Administrative Law Judge hereby determines that a violation of Section 337 of the Tariff
Act of 1930, as amended, has not been found in the importation into the United States, the sale for
importation, or the sale within the United States after importation of certain NOR and NAND flash
memory devices and products containing same, in connection with claims 1,3,5,6,7,8,10, 12,13,
and 14 of U.S. Patent No. 5,991,517 and has not been found in the importation into the United
States, the sale for importation, or the sale within the United States after importation of certain NOR
and NAND flash memory devices and products containing same, in connection with claims 8,9,11,

' 70 Fed. Reg. 61,841 (October 26,2005).
1

27,28,32,50,51, and 64 0fU.S. Patent No. 5,172,338. Furthermore, the Administrative Law Judge
hereby determines that a domestic industry in the United States exists that practices U.S. Patent No.
5,991,517 and does not exist that practices U.S. Patent No. 5,172,338.

2

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
1.

The Commission has subject matter jurisdiction in this investigation.

2.

The Commission has personal jurisdiction over ST.

3.

ST’s accused NAND products infringe claims 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 10 of U.S. Patent No.
5,991,517 in violation of 35 U.S.C. $ 271(a).

In addition, all of ST’s accused NAND

products indirectly infringe these claims.
4.

ST’s accused NAND products do not infringe claims 12, 13, and 14 of U.S. Patent No.
5,991,517 in violation of 35 U.S.C. $ 271(a).

5.

ST’s accused NORproducts do not infringe claims 1,3,5,6,7,8,10,12,13, and 14 of U.S.
Patent No. 5,991,517 in violation of 35 U.S.C. 3 271(a).

6.

An industry in the United States exists with respect to SanDisk’s products that is protected

by claim 1,3, 5,6,7, 8, 10, and 12 of U.S. Patent No. 5,991,517, as required by 19 U.S.C.
$ 1337(a)(2) and (3).

7.

An industry in the United States does not exist with respect to SanDisk’s products that is

protected by any claim of U.S. Patent No. 5,172,338, as required by 19 U.S.C.

0 1337(a)(2)

and (3).

8.

Claims 1, 6, and 10 of U.S. Patent No. 5,991,517 are invalid under 35 U.S.C.

3

102 for

anticipation based on the GB ‘145 prior art reference.
9.

Claims 1, 3, 5, 6, 10, 12, 13, and 14 of U.S. Patent No. 5,991,517 are not invalid under 35
U.S.C. $ 102 for anticipation based the ‘179 patent.

10.

Claims 1,6, and 10 0fU.S. Patent No. 5,991,517 are not invalid under 35 U.S.C. $ 102 for
anticipation based the M293 prior art reference.
142

11.

Claims 1,3,5,6,7,8,
10,12,13,and14ofU.S.PatentNo.5,991,517areinvalidunder35
U.S.C. 9 103 for obviousness based on JPlOO by itself, or in combination with the ‘179
patent and/or the ‘344patent.

12.

Claims 1,6,7,8, 10,12,13, and 14 of U S . Patent No. 5,991,517are not invalid under 35
U.S.C. § 103 for obviousness based on JPlOO in combination with the ‘871patent andor the

‘541patent.

143

INITIAL DETERMINATION

Based on the foregoing opinion, findings of fact, conclusions of law, the evidence, and the
record as a whole, and having considered all pleadings and arguments, including the proposed
findings of fact and conclusions of law, it is the Administrative Law Judge’s Initial Determination
that a violation of Section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, has not been found in the
importation into the United States, the sale for importation, or the sale within the United States after
importation of certain NOR and NAND flash memory devices and products containing same, in
connection with claims 1,3,5,6,7,8,10, 12,13, and 14 of U.S. Patent No. 5,9913 17 and has not
been found in the importation into the United States, the sale for importation, or the sale within the
United States after importation of certain NOR and NAND flash memory devices and products
containing same, in connection with claims 8,9, 11,27,28,32,50, 51, and 64 of U.S. Patent No.
5,172,338. Furthermore, the Administrative Law Judge hereby determines that a domestic industry
in the United States exists that practices U.S. Patent No. 5,9913 17 and does not exist that practices
U.S. Patent No. 5,172,338.
The Administrative Law Judge hereby CERTIFIES to the Commission this Initial
Determination, together with the record of the hearing in this investigation consisting of the
following: the transcript of the evidentiary hearing, with appropriate corrections as may hereafter be
ordered by the Administrative Law Judge; and further the exhibits accepted into evidence in this
investigation as listed in the attached exhibit lists.
Pursuant to 19 C.F.R. $ 210.42(h), this Initial Determination shall become the determination
of the Commission unless a party files a petition for review pursuant to 19 C.F.R. $ 2 10.43(a) or the
Commission, pursuant to 19 C.F.R. $ 210.44, orders on its own motion a review of the Initial
144

Determination or certain issues therein.
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PUBLIC VERSION
UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION
Washington, D.C.
In the Matter of
CERTAIN NOR AND NAND FLASH MEMORY
DEVICES AND PRODUCTS CONTAINING SAME

Inv. No. 337-TA-560

INITIAL DETERMINATION ON VIOLATION OF SECTION 337 AND
RECOMMENDED DETERMINATION ON REMEDY AND BOND
Administrative Law Judge Charles E. Bullock
(June 1,2007)
Pursuant to the Notice of Investigation' and Rule 210.42(a) of the Rules of Practice and
Procedure of the United States International Trade Commission, this is the Administrative Law
Judge's Initial Determination in the matter of Certain NOR and NAND flash memory devices and
products containing same, Investigation No. 337-TA-560.
The Administrative Law Judge hereby determinesthat a violation of Section 337 ofthe Tariff
Act of 1930, as amended, has not been found in the importation into the United States, the sale for
importation, or the sale within the United States after importation of certain NOR and NAND flash
memory devices and products containing same, in connection with claims 1,3,5,6,7,8,10, 12,13,
and 14 of US. Patent No. 5,991,517 and has not been found in the importation into the United
States, the sale for importation, or the sale within the United States after importation of certainNOR
and NAND flash memory devices and products containing same, in connection with claims 8,9,11,

' 70 Fed. Reg. 61,841 (October 26,2005).
1

27,28,32,50,51, and 64 0fU.S. PatentNo. 5,172,338. Furthermore, the Administrative Law Judge
hereby determines that a domestic industry in the United States exists that practices U.S. Patent No.
5,991,517 and does not exist that practices U.S. Patent No. 5,172,338.
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DISCUSSION
I.

Introduction
A.

Procedural History
1.

Prior Investigations
a.

Inv. No. 337-TA-382

The ‘338 patent has been asserted in two prior Section 337 investigations. The first was Inv.
No. 337-TA-382, Certain Flash Memory Circuits and Products Containing Same (“the 382
investigation” or “Certain Flash Memory Circuits”), which involved SanDisk and Respondents
Samsung Electric Company, Ltd. and Samsung Semiconductor, Inc. (collectively “Samsung”), and
was before ALJ Harris. In the ‘382 investigation, ALJ Harris found that Samsung infringed claim
27 of the ‘338 patent and that SanDisk met the technical prong of domestic industry. The
Commission did not review ALJ Harris’ determination on these issues. The case eventually settled.
b.

Inv. No. 337-TA-526

The second investigationinvolvingthe ‘338patent was Inv. No. 337-TA-526, CertainNAND

Flash Memory Circuits and Products Containing Same (“the 526 investigation’’ or “ Certain NAND
Flash Memory Circuits”),which involved SanDisk and ST, and was before ALJ Luckern. In the
‘526 investigation, ALJ Luckern found that ST’s NAND products did not infringe claims 27,28, or
32 of the ‘338 patent and that SanDisk’s NAND products did not meet the technical prong of
domestic industry. The Commission affirmed ALJ Luckern’s findings on these issues. The Federal
Circuit affirmed the Commission’s decision without a published opinion on March 6,2007.*

See SanDisk Corp. v. Int ’I Trade Comm ’n,Docket No. 06-1 187 (Fed. Cir., Mar. 6,2007)
(affirmed per Rule 36 without published opinion) (“SanDisk”).
3

2.

Current Investigation

On January 10,2006,Complainant SanDisk Corporation (“SanDisk”) filed a complaint with
the Commission pursuant to Section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930,as amended, 19 U.S.C.

5 1337.

The complaint was supplemented on January 24,2006.The complaint, as supplemented, asserts
unfair methods of competition and unfair acts in violation of Section 337 by Respondents
STMicroelectronicsN.V., and STMicroelectronics,Inc. (“collectively ST”) in connection with the
importation, sale for importation, and sale within the United States after importation of certain NOR
and NAND flash memory devices and products containing same.
The complaint accuses ST’s products of infringingvarious claims of the following three U.S.
Patentsownedby SanDisk: claims27,28,32,50,51,and64ofU.S.
PatentNo. 5,172,338(“the‘338
patent”); claims 1-8and 10-14of U.S. Patent No. 5,991,517 (“the ‘517 patent”); and claims 7 and

10 of U.S. Patent No. 6,542,956(“the ‘956patent”). The complaint further alleges that there exists
adomestic industry with respect to the patents-at-issue. SanDisk seeks, among other things, a limited
exclusion order of the infringing NOR and NAND flash memory devices and products containing
same, including all downstream products containing the accused ST chips. On February 8,2006,
the Commission issued a notice of investigation that was subsequently published in the Federal
Register on February 13,2005.3 On February 14,2006,the undersigned set a fourteen-month target
date for the investigation, or April 13,2007: ST filed a response to the complaint and notice of
investigation on March 6,2006,which was subsequently amended on June 5,2006and September

28,2006.

See Notice of Investigation, 71 Fed. Reg. 7576 (February 13,2006).
See Order No. 2 (February 14,2006).
4

On April 13,2006, SanDisk filed a motion for leave to amend the Complaint and Notice of
Investigation, which was granted by initial determination in Order No. 4, issued on April 25,2006.
On May 17, 2006, the Commission issued a notice not to review the initial determination.
Specifically, SanDisk moved to assert three additional claims from the ‘338 patent (claims 8,9, and
1l), one additional claim from the ‘956 patent (claim 1l), and to accuse ST’s NAND flash memory
devices of infringing claims 3 and 5 of the ‘5 17 patent.
On March 3 1,2006, ST filed a motion to terminate the investigation as to the ‘338 patent
based on SanDisk having no domestic industry in the ‘338 patent, largely based on issue preclusion
from the ‘526 investigation. On May 1,2006, the undersigned denied the motion to terminate in
Order No. 5. On May 8,2006, ST filed a motion for leave to appeal Order No. 5, which was denied
by Order No. 7, issued on May 22,2006.
On May 17,2006, SanDisk filed a motion for partial termination of the investigation with
respect to the ‘956 patent, which was granted by initial determination in Order No. 8, issued on June
1,2006. On June 19,2006, the Commission issued a notice not to review the initial determination.
On May 15,2006, the Commission Investigative Staff (“Staff ’) filed a motion to amend the
notice of investigation, which was denied in Order No. 9, issued on June 1,2006. Specifically, Staff
moved to amend the notice of investigation to make the case caption (which read “Certain NOR and
NAND Flash Memory Devices and Products Containing Same) consistent with the body of the
notice, which failed to include the “products containing same” language. The undersigned ruled that,
while it was understandable that the omission of the standard “products containing same” language
may have been an inadvertent error, good cause did not exist to amend the notice of investigation
at that time, which was more than four months after the notice of investigation had been issued,
5

because of the potential prejudice to the public interest (including non-parties to the investigation),
and parties to the investigation.
On June 7,2006, Staff filed a motion for reconsideration of Order No. 9, or in the alternative,
for leave to seek interlocutory review, which was denied in Order No. 14, issued on July 6,2006.
On June 8,2006, SanDisk filed a motion for reconsideration, or in the alternative, clarification of
Order No. 9, which was granted in part by Order No. 14. On June 15,2006, SanDisk filed a motion
for leave to amend the complaint to remove any ambiguity regarding the scope of the remedy sought
by SanDisk (which includes a remedy against third party downstream products that incorporate the
infringing ST chips), which was denied by Order No. 14.

In Order No. 14, the undersigned clarified certain aspects of Order No. 9, including (1) that
the language in the body of the notice of investigation defines the parameters of the scope of the
investigation, not the case caption, and (2) that ST’s downstream products are not within the scope
of the investigation. In that order, the undersigned clarified that the purpose of the notice of
investigation differs from the complaint. Specifically, the notice of investigation determines the
scope of the investigation, while the complaint serves as a notice function, detailing the specific
claims on which a complainant is relying. The undersigned noted that the Commission has the
authority to institute an investigation that covers downstream products, regardless of whether a
complainant requests such relief in the complaint. But, the complaint is what puts the other parties
on notice that complainant intends to assert narrower relief. The undersigned determined that, in the
case where the scope of the notice of investigation is narrower, than the relief sought in the
complaint, the notice of investigation must govern.
On July 24,2006, the Commission, sua sponte, issued a “Notice of Correction” regarding
6

the notice of investigation, adding the “and products containing same” language to the body of the
notice. The notice also stated that the Commission “expects that the administrative law judge will
extend the target date for completion of the investigation to the extent necessary to avoid any
prejudice to the parties.” On August 15, 2006, the undersigned issued Order No. 18, an initial
determination granting SanDisk’s renewed second motion for leave to amend the complaint based
on the Commission’s notice of correction, and to extend the target date by four months. On
September 26,2006, the Commission issued a notice not to review the initial determination.
On July 27,2006, SanDisk filed a motion to requestjudicial enforcement of subpoena to Intel
Corporation (“Intel”). According to SanDisk, it served a subpoena on Intel requesting discovery on
the design and operation of Intel’s licensed flash memory products and on Intel’s related
expenditures in the United States, which was essential to SanDisk’s claim of a domestic industry in
the ‘338 patent because SanDisk’s claim of domestic industry relies solely on Intel’s practice of the
‘338 patent and that the information could only be obtained from Intel. On August 15, 2006, the
undersigned issued Order No. 2 1, which denied the motion. The undersigned ruled that
This is not the usual type of request for judicial enforcement of a subpoena
because it involves information essential to proving Complainant’s own domestic
industry based on a licensing agreement with a third-party for a patent that has
already been adjudicated at the Commission. While the undersigned finds that
Complainant otherwise could have made a proper showing of purpose, relevance and
reasonableness, that there are other considerations that warrant against certifjringthe
judicial enforcement request to the Commission.
First, the undersigned does not find that this is a situation where a third-party
receives a subpoena and simply ignores it, believing that the Commission’s
subpoenas are rarely enforced so that there is little incentive for them to produce
relevant information in response to a Commission subpoena. Based on the pleadings
filed by Intel, Intel asserts that it has already turned over 7,000 pages of circuit
schematic diagrams as well as several thousand more pages of design guides and
internal architecture specifications detailing the structure and operation of Intel’s
products. The fact that such documents were produced in what SanDisk considers to
7

be an “inconvenient format and are difficult and time-consuming to analyze” should
not be held against Intel. Perhaps if SanDisk would have requested such information
from Intel before it filed the complaint, SanDisk would have had more time to
analyze the documents without any time constraints and more fully evaluate whether
Intel’s NOR flash memory products practice the ‘338 patent.
Second, the undersigned finds it troubling that Complainant did not have the
requisite information needed to meet its burden of proof on domestic industry before
filing the complaint or that it cannot obtain this information from Intel based on its
already existing businessAicense relationship. This is somewhat surprising given
Complainant’s history of already having adjudicated the ‘338 patent here at the
Commission. The undersigned finds it disturbing that SanDisk did not even
approach Intel prior to filing the complaint in an attempt to ascertain whether Intel’s
NOR flash memory products practice the ‘338 patent, especially since it appears that
SanDisk is relying on the doctrine of equivalents for certain claim limitations.
Complainant had complete control of the timing of filing the complaint and it could
have waited to file the complaint after it received information from Intel in order to
have a good faith basis to assert a domestic industry in the ‘338 patent.5
On August 28,2006, SanDisk filed a motion for reconsideration of Order No. 21 with respect
to the economic prong of the domestic industry requirement. On September 15, 2006, the
undersigned issued Order No. 26, denying the motion. The undersigned ruled that
In general, requests for reconsideration “must be confined to new questions
raised by the contested determination or the action to be taken thereunder-questions
upon which the moving party had no previous opportunity to submit arguments.’’
SanDisk had the opportunity to clearly raise the issue of economic prong documents
in its original motion for judicial enforcement. While it is clear that the subpoena
covers issues related to both the technical and economic prong of domestic industry,
the moving papers focused exclusively on technical prong (with a few conclusory
statementsregarding economic prong), so the undersigned’s order naturally focused
on technical prong as well, even though the order was not limited to technical prong
and was written in terms of “domestic industry” in general. Accordingly, the
undersigned finds that no new questions have been raised since the undersigned’s
ruling in Order No. 2 1 because SanDisk had the opportunity to present its arguments
regarding economic prong documents at the time of its original motion for judicial
enforcement, and that because it did not do so, no new questions have been raised.
Furthermore, the undersigned recognizes that there is no requirement under
~~

See Order No. 21 (August 15,2006) (footnotes omitted).
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Section 337 that a patent holder, who is relying on domestic industry based on the
operations of a licensee, must consult with and obtain the cooperation of that licensee
before requesting institution of a Section 337 investigation. The undersigned did not
base his ruling in Order No. 21 solely because SanDisk did not consult with Intel
before filing the complaint. Rather, all the facts and circumstances were considered
and the fact that SanDisk did not consult with Intel before the complaint was filed
was merely one of the factors that the undersigned considered, which weighed against
judicial enforcement. The undersigned’s intention in noting that SanDisk’s failure to
consult with Intel as a factor against judicial enforcement was that SanDisk, as the
complainant in this investigation who had already litigated the ‘338 patent at the
Commission twice before, was that a complainant who has the burden of proof with
regards to domestic industry should have a good faith basis for establishing that such
industry exists before the complaint is filed and that informing a licensee before a
case is filed could be beneficial.6
On September 12,2006, SanDisk filed a motion for partial termination of the investigation
with respect to claims 1,2, and 4 of the ‘517 patent. On October 10,2006, the undersigned filed
Order No. 30, an initial determination granting the motion in part. The undersigned granted the
motion with respect to claims 2 and 4, but denied the motion with respect to claim 1. On October
27,2006, the Commission issued a notice not to review the initial determination.
On September 25,2006, SanDisk filed a motion for summary determination on the economic
prong of the domestic industry requirement in the ‘517 patent. On November 17, 2006, the
undersigned issued Order No. 37, an initial determination granting the motion. On December 8,
2006, the Commission issued a notice not to review the initial determination.
On September 25,2006, ST filed a motion for summary determination of non-infringement

with respect to ST’s SLC NOR, 1G F70 NAND,[

land[

] products.

On November 17,2006, the undersigned issued Order No. 38, an initial determination granting in
part ST’s motion. Specifically, the undersigned determined that there was no infringement with
~~

See Order No. 26 (September 15,2006) (footnotes omitted).
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respect to ST's SLC NOR products. As to ST's 1G F70 NAND,[

1 and

] products, the undersigned made no determination regarding infringement, but

[

terminated those products from the investigationand ruled that those products would not be covered
by an exclusion order, if applicable.
The parties have stipulated as to certain material facts.7 Particular stipulated facts that are
relevant to this Initial Determination are cited accordingly.
An evidentiary hearing on liability was conducted before the undersigned from December

4-15,2006. In support of its case-in-chief and rebuttal case, SanDisk called the following witnesses:
0

Mr. Eli Harari (chaiman and CEO or SanDisk);'

0

Sanjay Mehrotra (president of SanDisk):
Dr. Khandker Quader (VP for memory design at SanDisk);''
Gerald Parsons, Esq. (SanDisk's patent prosecution attorney);"
Brian Napper (SanDisk's domestic industry expert);I2

0

Sakhawat Khan (SanDisk's e~pert);'~

V. Thomas Rhyne (SanDisk's expert);I4 and
Dr. G. R. Mohan Rao (SanDisk's e ~ p e r t ) . ' ~

See JX-138, JX-l39C, and JX-148.

' CX-2225C (Harari Direct); CX-2294C (Harari Rebuttal).
CX-2226C (Mehrotra Direct); CX-2295C (Mehrotra Rebuttal).
CX-2227C (Quader Direct).
CX-2232C (Parsons Direct).
l2 CX-2234C (Napper Direct); CX-2296C (Napper Rebuttal).
l3 CX-223OC (Khan Direct).
l4 CX-2229C (Rhyne Direct); CX-2324C (Rhyne Supplemental Direct); CX-2298C (Rhyne
Rebuttal).
l5 CX-2235C (Rao Direct).
lo
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In support of its case-in-chief and rebuttal case, ST called the following witnesses:
0

Dr. Vivek Subramanian (ST’s expert);16

0

Giulio Casagrande (ST’s group VP & director of R&D in the memory products

0

Corrado Villa (ST design director of the wireless flash division of the memory
products group);’*

0

Mauro Sali (ST product design director);”

0

Richard Pashley (ST’s claim construction expert);20

0

Carla Mulhern (ST’s remedy and bonding expert);21and
Martin Adelman (ST’s patent procedures expert).22

In addition, various deposition testimony was received into evidence in lieu of direct witness
statements or live testimony.
After the hearing, post-hearing briefs and reply briefs, together with proposed findings of
fact, conclusions of law and rebuttals to the same, were filed on January 8,2007 and January 19,
2007, respectively.

On January 16,2007, the undersigned issued Order No. 43, an initial determination extending
the target date of the investigation by one and a half months, to October 1,2007. The Commission
did not review this Initial Determination.

RX-l801C (Subramanian Direct); RX-2153C (Subramanian Rebuttal).
l7 RX-1804C (Casagrande Direct).
l8 RX-2155C (Villa Rebuttal).
l9 RX-2156C (Sali Rebuttal).
2o RX- 1802C (Pashley Direct).
21 RX-1 8OOC (Mulhern Direct); RX-2154C (Mulhern Rebuttal).
22 RX-1803C (Adelman Direct).
l6
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B.

TheParties
1.

Complainant

Complainant SanDisk Corporation (“SanDisk”) is a Delaware corporation with its
headquarters in Milpitas, California. Prior to 1995, SanDisk was known as “SunDisk Corporation.”

2.

Respondents

Respondent STMicroelectronicsN.V. is a Netherlands corporation with its principal place
of business in Geneva, Switzerland. Respondent STMicroelectronics, Inc. is a Delaware corporation
with its principal place of business in Carrollton, Texas. Prior to 1998, ST was known as SGSThompson Microelectronics.
C.

Overview of the Technology

At issue in this investigationare certainNOR and NAND flash memory devices and products
containing same. Both the ‘517 and ‘338 patents relate to improving the performance and accuracy
of flash memory devices and systems. “EEPROM’ stands for “electrically erasable programmable
read-only memory,” which is a type of non-volatile memory chip(s). Non-volatile memory chips
include memory cells that contain a structure (e.g.,a floating gate) that retains its data content even
when power is removed from the memory chip. Memory that retains information when power is
removed is useful in many applications, including computer systems.

An EEPROM includes a source, a drain, a gate (called a “control” gate), a floating gate, and
a substrate. If the memory cell stores more than one bit of information (“1 l”, “lo”, “01” or “OO”),
the EEPROM is called a multi-level cell (MLC) device. The basic unit of memory in a flash
EEPROM device is referred as a “cell.” Memory cells are based on a type of transistor - the metal
oxide semiconductor field effect transistor (“MOSFET”). EEPROM cells consist of a MOSFET
12

with an additional “floating” gate between the control gate and the substrate for storing one or more
bits of information. One method of placing electrons on a floating gate is called Hot Electron
Injection (“HEI”). A cell undergoing HE1 has its source grounded to 0 volts and the voltage at its
drain terminal and its control gate raised to a high voltage. Another method for placing electrons
on a floating gate is Fowler-Nordheim Tunneling.

In flash EEPROM devices, memory cells are arranged into rows, connected with wordlines
and columns, connected via bit lines, which together form an array. Two of the most common
EEPROM array architectures are NAND and NOR architectures. In a NAND EEPROM array, all
cells in a column are linked together in what is referred to as a “NAND string.” In a NAND string,
access to a given cell in a column goes through the other cells in the NAND string. In a NOR
architecture, each memory cell is at the intersection of a wordline and a bitline.

D.

The Patents at Issue
1.

The ‘338 Patent

The ‘338 patent is entitled “Multi-state EEPROM read and write circuits and techniques”
which was issued on December 15, 1992, based on Application Serial No. 508,273, filed on April
11, 1990. The named inventors are Sanjah Mehrotra and Eliyahou Hara1-i,2~and the patent was
assigned to the SunDisk Corporation. SanDisk is the current owner of the ‘338 patent by
assignment. On July 8, 1997, a reexamination certificate was issued, along with a certificate of
correction. The ‘338 patent has a total of 65 claims.24Three independent claims, claims 8,27, and
23 Note that Winston Lee is noted as an inventor, but a Certificate of Correction, issued on
November 2, 1993, deleted him as a named inventor.
24 The ‘338 patent was reexamined, where it was determined that the patentability of claims
1-31,35-43, and 45-47 is confirmed, claims 32 and 44 were determined to be patentable as amended,
(continued.. .)
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32 are at issue here. Dependent claims 9, 11,28,50,5 1, and 64 are also at issue here?’

2.

The ‘517 Patent

The ‘517 patent is entitled “Flash EEPROM system with cell by cell programming
verification” which was issued onNovember 23,1999, based on Application SerialNo. 08/771,708,
filed on December 20,1996. The named inventors are Eliyahou Harari, Robert D. Norman, and
Sanjay Mehrotra, and the patent was assigned to SanDisk Corporation, the current owner of the ‘517
patent. The ‘517 patent has a total of 39 claims. One independent claim, claim 1 is at issue here.
Dependent claims 3, 5-8, and 10-14 are also at issue here.26

E.

The Products at Issue
1.

SanDisk’s Products

SanDisk is in the semiconductor and consumer electronics business. SanDisk produces
NAND flash components, as well as controllers, and packages them into products such as flash
memory cards, MP3 players, and USB flash drives. SanDisk asserts that its [

1

flash memory satisfies the technical prong of the domestic industry requirement for the ‘ 5 17 patent.
24(...continued)
claims 33 and 34, dependent on an amended claim, were determined to be patentable, while claims
48-65 were added and determined to be patentable.
25 See CX-98rn-l (“the ‘338 patent”); CX-1OO/RX-3 (“the ‘338 prosecution history”); CX102/RX-5 (“the ‘338 reexamination”).
The undersigned notes that the Ground Rules specifically provide that parties are supposed
to exchange exhibit lists with each other prior to date exhibits are to be exchanged to eliminate any
duplicate exhibits or renumber the exhibits as joint exhibits. See Ground Rule 9.4.1. The
undersigned can find no reason why the parties should not be able to agree to have the patents at
issue, along with their corresponding prosecution histories, to be labeled as joint exhibits. Because
the parties failed to adhere to this Ground Rule, it makes referencing specific pages in the
prosecution history quite burdensome because the parties have put different bates numbers on their
own exhibits when referring to the same document. The undersigned has attempted to crossreference such bates numbers in as many places as possible.
26 See CX-99/RX-2 (“the ‘517 patent”); CX-103/RX-4 (“the ‘5 17 prosecution history”).
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The parties have agreed that SanDisk’s [

] is representative

of the design of SanDisk’s other NAND flash memories including the following chips: [

SanDisk relies on the following Intel MLC NOR products for domestic industry in the ‘338
patent: L18L30 StrataFlash, code named [
[

] and J3 StrataFlash, code named [

2.

1,

K3K18 StrataFlash, code named

1

ST’s Products

ST produces chips and flash cards, and also sells its products for use in mobile phones,
automotive, disc drive, computer, and consumer electronics applications. SanDisk accuses ST’s
] MLC NOR chips of infringing claims 8,9,27,28,32,50, and

[

64 ofthe ‘338 patent, and claims 1,3,5-8,10, 12-14 ofthe ‘517 patent. In addition SanDisk accuses
ST’s SLC NAND chips, as well as certain versions of the 4G F90 MLC NAND chip, to infringe
claims 1, 3, 5-8, 10, and 12 of the ‘517 patent.
] is representative of the [

the[

The parties have agreed that the design of

3 and that the operation of the [

] is representative

of the design of the W8EL.28Specifically, SanDisk accuses the following ST products as inflinging
the asserted patents:
.[
3 MLC NOR flash memory chips: M30LOT7000, M36LLT7760,
M25P128, M58LT128G, M58LT256G, M36LOT7040, M36LOR7060, M30LOT8000,
M3OLOT8800, M3OLOT88 60, M3OLOT88 8 8, M36LOT8060, M36LORS860,
M36LLR8870, M39LOR8070, M36LNR8860, M36LOR8050, M36LOR8060,
M36LOT8050, M36LOT7060, M30LOR7000, M58LR128G, M58WR128FU,
M36LOR7040, M36LOR7050, M30LOR8000, M58LR256GU, M30LOR8800,

27

28

JX- 139C (Stipulation Regarding Representative Products) at 3.
JX-139C (Stipulation) at 172-4.
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M39LLR8870, M36LLR8860, M39LOR8870, M36LOR8870, M36LLR8760,
M36LOR8070, M39POR8070, M39POR8060, M36LOP8060, M36POR8060;

3 MLC NOR flash memory chips: M39POR9970, M39LOR9070,
.[
M39POR9070, M36POR9070, M39POR9080, M36POR9080, M36POR9060; and
0 NAND flash memory chips: 512 Mb F12 NAND, 256 Mb F12 NAND, 128 Mb
F90 NAND, 256 Mb F90 NAND, 512 Mb F90 NAND (Small Page), 512 Mb F90
NAND (Large Page), 1 Gb F90 NAND, 2 Gb F90 NAND, 4 Gb F90 MLC NAND,
2 Gb F70 NAND, and 4 Gb F70 NAND.

11.

Jurisdiction and Importation
Section 337 confers subject matter jurisdiction on the International Trade Commission to

investigate, and if appropriate, to provide a remedy for, unfair acts and unfair methods of
competition in the importation of articles into the United States. In order to have the power to decide

a case, a court or agency must have both subject matter jurisdiction, and jurisdiction over either the
parties or the property involved.29
A.

Subject Matter Jurisdiction

The complaint alleges that ST has violated Subsection 337(a)(l)(A) and (B) in the
importation and sale of products that infkinge the asserted patents. ST has admitted that it has
imported millions of dollars of accused products into the United States and that it has [
] accused chips in inventory in the United States.30Accordingly, the Commission has subject

matter jurisdiction over ST in this inve~tigation.~’

19 U.S.C. 1337; also see Certain Steel Rod Treating Apparatus and Components
ThereoJ;Inv. No. 337-TA-97, Commission Memorandum Opinion, 215 U.S.P.Q. 229,231 (1981)
(“Certain Steel Rod”).
30 ST’s Response to Second Amended Complaint at 1; JX-135C (ST’s Interrogatory
Responses) at 9- 11; CX- 1871C (Americas Inventory); CX-2234C (Napper Direct) at 67-68.
31 See Amgen, Inc. v. US. Int’I Trade Comm’n, 902 F.2d 1532, 1536 (Fed. Cir. 1990)
(c‘Amgen”).
29
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B.

Personal Jurisdiction

ST has responded to the complaint and notice of investigation, participated in the
investigation, including participating in discovery, made an appearance at the hearing, and submitted
post-hearing briefs, thereby submitting to the personal jurisdiction of the Commi~sion.~~
111.

Relevant Law
A.

Claim Construction

Analyzing whether a patent is infringed “entails two steps. The first step is determining the
meaning and scope of the patent claims asserted to be infringed. The second step is comparing the
properly construed claims to the device or process accused of infringing.”33 The first step is a
question of law, whereas the second step is a factual determinati~n.~~
Concerning the first step of
claim construction, “[ilt is well-settled that, in interpreting an asserted claim, the court should look
first to the intrinsic evidence of record, i.e., the patent itself, including the claims, the specification
and, if in evidence, the prosecution history . . . . Such intrinsic evidence is the most significant
source of the legally operative meaning of disputed claim language.”35

“In construing claims, the analytical focus must begin and remain centered on the language
of the claims themselves, for it is that language that the patentee chose to use to ‘particularly point

32 See Certain Miniature Hacksaws, Inv. No. 337-TA-237, U.S.I.T.C. Pub. No. 1948, Initial
Determination (unreviewed by Commission in relevant part) at 4, 1986 WL 379287 (U.S.I.T.C.,
October 15, 1986) (“Certain Miniature Hacksaws”).
33
Dow Chem. Co. v. United States, 226 F.3d 1334, 1338 (Fed. Cir. 2000) (“Dow
Chemical”), citing Markman v. Westview Instruments, Inc., 52 F.3d 967,976 (Fed. Cir. 1995) (en
banc), a f d , 5 17 U.S. 370 (1996) (“Markman”).
34 Markman, supra.
35 Bell Atlantic Network Sew., Inc. v. Covad Communications Group, Inc., 262 F.3d 1258,
1267 (Fed. Cir. 2001) (“Bell Atlantic”). See also Phillips v. AWH Corp., 415 F.3d 1303, 1312-17
(Fed. Cir. 2005) (“Phillips”),cert. denied, 126 S.Ct. 1332.
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[ ] out and distinctly claim [ 3 the subject matter which the patentee regards as his in~ention.”’~~

“Quite apart from the written description and the prosecution history, the claims themselves
provide substantial guidance as to the meaning of particular claim

Usage of a term in both

the asserted and unasserted claims is “highly instructive” in determining the meaning of the same
term in other claims.38“Furthermore, a claim term should be construed consistently with its
appearance in other places in the same claim or in other claims of the same patent.”39
“While not an absolute rule, all claim terms are presumed to have meaning in a claim.’A0If
the claim language is not clear on its face, “[tlhen we look to the rest of the intrinsic evidence,
beginning with the specification and concluding with the prosecution history, if in evidence” for the
purpose of “resolving, if possible, the lack of clarity.”41
There is a “heavy presumption” that claim terms are to be given “their ordinary and
accustomed meaning as understood by one of ordinary skill in the art,” and in aid of this
interpretation, “[dlictionaries and technical treatises, which are extrinsic evidence, hold a ‘special
place’ and may sometimes be considered along with the intrinsic evidence when determining the
ordinary meaning of claim

Caution must be used, however, when referring to non-

36 Interactive Gift Express, Inc. v. Compusewe Inc., 256 F.3d 1323, 1331 (Fed. Cir. 2001)
(“Interactive Gift Express”),citing 35 U.S.C. 0 112,v 2.
37 Phillips, 41 5 F.3d at 1314 citing Vitronics Corp. v. Conceptronic Inc., 90 F.3d 1576,1582
(Fed. Cir. 2003) (“Vitronics”).
38 Id.
39 Rexnord Corp. v. Laitram Corp.,274 F.3d 1336,1342 (Fed. Cir. 2001) (“Rexnord”)citing
Phonometrics Inc. v. Northern Telecom Inc., 133 F.3d 1459, 1465 (Fed. Cir. 1998)
(“Phonometrics”).
40 InnovdPure Water, Inc. v. Safari Water Filtration Sys., 381 F.3d 1111, 1119 (Fed. Cir.
2004) (“Innova”)).
41 Id.
42 Bell Atlantic, 262 F.3d at 1267-68.
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scientific dictionaries “lest dictionary definitions . . . be converted into technical terms of art having
legal, not linguistic ~ignificance.”~~
The presumption in favor of according a claim term its ordinary meaning is overcome “( 1)
where the patentee has chosen to be his own lexicographer, or (2) where a claim term deprives the
claim of clarity such that there is ‘no means by which the scope of the claim may be ascertained from
the language used.”’44 In this regard, “[tlhe specification acts as a dictionary ‘when it expressly
defines terms used in the claims or when it defines terms by irnplicati~n.”~~
The specification is considered “always highly relevant” to claim construction and “[u]sually,
it is dispositive; it is the single best guide to the meaning of a disputed term.’46 The prosecution
history is also examined for a claim’s scope and meaning “to determine whether the patentee has
relinquished a potential claim construction in an amendment to the claim or in an argument to
overcome or distinguish a refe~ence.”~~
“[Ilf the meaning of the claim limitation is apparent from the intrinsic evidence alone, it is
improper to rely on extrinsic evidence other than that used to ascertain the ordinary meaning of the
claim limitation. [citation omitted] However, in the rare circumstance that the court is unable to
determine the meaning of the asserted claims after assessing the intrinsic evidence, it may look to
additional evidence that is extrinsic to the complete document record to help resolve any lack of
ciarity.7748

Id. at 1267 (internal quotation marks omitted).
44 Id. at 1268.
45 Id. See also Phillips, 415 F.3d at 1316.
46 Id.
47 Id.
48 Id. at 1268-69.
43
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“Extrinsic evidence consists of all evidence external to the patent and prosecution history

. . . .”49 It includes “such evidence as expert testimony, articles, and inventor te~timony.”~’But,
“[ilf the intrinsic evidence resolves any ambiguity in a disputed claim, extrinsic evidence cannot be
used to contradict the established meaning of the claim lang~age.”~’
“What is disapproved of is an
attempt to use extrinsic evidence to arrive at a claim construction that is clearly at odds with the
claim construction mandated by the claims themselves, the written description, and the prosecution
history, in other words, with the written record of the patent.”52
In interpreting particular limitations within each claim, “adding limitations to claims not
required by the claim terms themselves, or unambiguously required by the specification or
prosecution history, is impermi~sible.”~~
Usually, a patent is not limited to its preferred
embodiments in the face of evidence of broader coverage by the claims.54A claim construction that
excludes the preferred embodiment in the specification of a patent, however, is “rarely, if ever,

On the other hand, “there is sometimes ‘a fine line between reading a claim in light of the

Markman, 52 F.3d at 980.
50 Bell Atlantic, 262 F.3d at 1269.
51 DeMarini Sports, Inc. v. Worth, Inc., 239 F.3d 1314, 1322-23 (Fed. Cir. 2001)
(“DeMarini”).
52 Markman, 52 F.3d at 979.
53 Dayco Prod., Inc. v. Total Containment, Inc., 258 F.3d 1317, 1327 (Fed. Cir. 2001)
(“Dayco Products”), citing Laitram Corp. v. NEC Corp., 163 F.3d 1342, 1347 (Fed. Cir. 1998)
(“Laitram”)(“a court may not import limitations from the written description into the claims”).
54 Acromed Corp. v. Sofamor Danek Group, Inc., 253 F.3d 1371,1382-83 (Fed. Cir. 2001)
(“Acromed”);Electro Med. Sys. S.A. v. Cooper Life Sci., Inc., 34 F.3d 1048, 1054 (Fed. Cir. 1994)
(“Electro Med”) (“particular embodiments appearing in a specification will not be read into the
claims when the claim language is broader than such embodiments”).
55 Vitronics,90 F.3d at 1583-34.
49
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specification, and reading a limitation into the claim from the ~pecification.’”~~
In order to negotiate
this “fine line,” one guideline is that features of embodiments in the specification do not restrict
patent claims “unless the patentee has demonstrated a clear intention to limit the claim scope using
‘words or expressions of manifest exclusion or re~trictian.”’~~
Another guideline is that features of

an embodiment in the specification do not restrict claims unless the specification defines the claim
terms “by implication” as may be “found in or ascertained by a reading of the patent document^."^^
For the specification to limit the claims, there must be “a clear case of the disclaimer of subject
matter that, absent the disclaimer, could have been considered to fall within the scope of the claim
language.”59
Claims amenable to more than one construction should, when it is reasonably possible to do

so, be construed to preserve their validity.60A claim cannot, however, be construed contrary to its
plain language.61 Claims cannot be judicially rewritten in order to fulfill the axiom of preserving

Bell Atlantic, 262 F.3d at 1270.
57 Liebel-Flarsheim Co. v. Medrad, Inc., 358 F.3d 898, 906 (Fed. Cir. 2004) (“LiebelFlarsheim P’).
58 Irdeto Access, Inc. v. Echostar Satellite Corp., 383 F.3d 1295, 1300 (Fed. Cir. 2004)
(“Irdeto”).
59 Liebel-Flarsheim I, 358 F.3d at 907. The Federal Circuit “has expressly rejected the
contention that if a patent describes only a single embodiment, the claims of the patent must be
construed as being limited to that embodiment.” Liebel-Flarsheim I, supra, 358 F.3d at 906
(emphasis added); also see, e.g., Golight, Inc. v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., 355 F.3d 1327,1331 (Fed.
Cir. 2004) (“Golight”);Bio-Technology General Corp. v. Duramed Pharmaceuticals, Inc.,325 F.3d
1356, 1362 (Fed. Cir. 2003) (“Bio-Technology”)(aspects of only embodiment described in
specification not read into claims). The Liebel-Flarsheim I panel further held that even where a
patent describes only a single embodiment, claims will not be “read restrictively unless the patentee
has demonstrated a clear intention to limit the claim scope using ‘words or expressions of manifest
exclusion or restriction.”’ Id.
6o Karsten Mfg. Corp. v. Cleveland Golf Co., 242 F.3d 1376, 1384 (Fed. Cir. 2001)
(“Karsten”).
61 See Rhine v. Casio, Inc., 183 F.3d 1342, 1345 (Fed. Cir. 1999) (“Rhine”).
56
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their validity; “if the only claim construction that is consistent with the claim’s language and the
written description renders the claim invalid, then the axiom does not apply and the claim is simply
invalid.”62
Pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 3 112, 7 6, “[aln element in a claim for a combination may be
expressed as a means or step for performing a specified function without the recital of structure,
material, or acts in support thereof, and such claim shall be construed to cover the corresponding
structure, material, or acts described in the specification and equivalents thereof.” An applicant may
therefore “claim an element of a combination hctionally, without reciting structuresfor performing
those functions.”63To invoke this rule, “a claim limitation that actually uses the word ‘means’ will
invoke a rebuttable presumption that $ 112 7 6 applies. By contrast, a claim term that does not use
‘means’ will trigger the rebuttable presumption that $ 112 7 6 does not apply.”64 In general, the
words “circuit” and “circuitry” connote sufficient structure in and of themselves so as not to be
deemed as “means-plus-function” elements.65

B.

Infringement
1.

Literal Infringement

Literal infringement is a question of fact.& Literal infringement requires the patentee to
prove that the accused device contains each limitation of the asserted claim(s). Each element of a

Id.
Apex Inc. v. Raritan Computer, Inc., 325 F.3d 1364, 1371 (Fed. Cir.), cert. denied, 540
U.S. 1073 (2003) (“Apex”).
64 Linear Technology Corp. v. Impala Linear Corp., 379 F.3d 1311, 1319 (Fed. Cir. 2004)
(“Linear”).
65 See Linear, supra; Apex, 325 F.3d at 1374.
66 Tegal Corp. v. Tokyo Electron Am., Inc., 257 F.3d 1331,1350 (Fed. Cir. 2001) (“Tegal”),
cert. denied, 535 U.S. 927 (2002).
62
63
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claim is considered material and essential, and in order to show literal infringement, every element
must be found to be present in the accused device.67 If any claim limitation is absent from the
accused device, there is no literal infringement of that claim as a matter of law.68

2.

Indirect Infringement

To establish a claim for induced infringement, a complainant must show that a respondent
has actively induced a person to make, use, or sell a product or use a method that falls within the
scope of the claims of the patent at issue.69 The required elements of a claim of induced
infringement are: “( 1)an act of direct infringement; (2) the accused infringer actively induced a third
party to infringe the patent; and (3) the accused infringer knew or should have known that his actions
would induce infringement.”70
Under 35 U.S.C. 5 271(c), a seller of a component of an infringing product can be held liable
for contributory infringement if: “( 1) there has been an act of direct infringement by a third party;
(2) the accused contributoryinfringer knows that the combination for which its component was made
was both patented and infringing; and (3) there are no substantial non-infringing uses for the
component part, i. e., the component is not a ‘staple article’ of c~mmerce.”~’

London v. Carson Pirie Scott & Co., 946 F.2d 1534, 1538 (Fed. Cir. 1991) (“London”).
Bayer AG v. Elan Pharm. Research Corp., 212 F.3d 1241, 1247 (Fed. Cir. 2000)
(“Bayer”).
69 35 U.S.C. $271(b).
70 Certain Flash Memory Circuits,Inv. No. 337-TA-382, U.S.I.T.C. Pub. 3046, Commission
Opinion on the Issues Under Review and on Remedy, the Public Interest, and Bonding, at 16, 1997
WL 8 17778 (U.S.I.T.C., July 1997) citing Manville Sales Corp. v. Paramount Sys. Inc., 917 F.2d
544,553 (Fed. Cir. 1990) (LLManville”).See also Certain Headboxes and Papermaking Machine
Forming Sectionsfor the Continuous Production ofpaper, and Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337TA-82, USITC Pub. No. 1138 at 18- 19 (1981) (“Certain Headboxes”).
71 Certain Flash Memory, Commission Opinion at 9-10.
67

68
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C.

Domestic Industry

In a patent-based complaint, a violation of Section 337 can be found “only if an industry in
the United States, relating to the articles protected by the patent

. . . concerned, exists or is in the

process of being established.”” This “domestic industry requirement” has an “economic” prong and
a “technical” prong.
The term “domestic industry” in Section 337 is not defined by the statute, but the
Commission has interpreted the intent of Section 337 to be “the protection of domestic manufacture
The Commission has further stated that “[tlhe scope of the domestic industry in patent-

of

based investigations has been determined on a case by case basis in light of the realities of the
marketplace and encompasses not only the manufacturing operations but may include, in addition,
distribution, research and development and sales.”74

In making this determination, Section 337(a)(2) provides that for investigations based on
patent infringement, a violation can be found “only if an industry in the United States, relating to the
articles protected by the patent

. . . concerned, exists or is in the process of being established.” 19

U.S.C. tj 1337(a)(2). Section 337(a)(3) sets forth the following economic criteria for determining
the existence of a domestic industry in such investigations:

an industry in the United States shall be considered to exist if there is in the United
States, with respect to the articles protected by the . . . patent . . . concerned (A) significant investment in plant and equipment;

19 U.S.C. tj 1337(a)(2).
Certain Dynamic Random Access Memories, Components Thereof and Products
ContainingSame, Inv. No. 337-TA-242, U.S.I.T.C. Pub. No. 2034 (November 1987), Commission
Opinion at 61, 1987 WL 450856 (U.S.I.T.C., September 21, 1987) (“Certain DRAMS”).
74 Id. at 62 (footnotes omitted).
72

73
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(B) significant employment of labor or capital; or
(C) substantial investment in its exploitation, including engineering, research
and development, or licensing.75
As the statute uses the disjunctive term “or,” a complainant can demonstrate this so-called
“economic prong” of the domestic industry requirement by satisfying any one of the three tests set
forth in Section 337(a)(3).76 The complainant bears the burden of establishing that the domestic
industry requirement is satisfied.77
In addition to meeting the economic criteria of the domestic industry requirement, a
complainant in a patent-based Section 337 investigation must also demonstrate that it is practicing
or exploiting the patents at issue.78 In order to find the existence of a domestic industry exploiting
a patent at issue, it is sufficientto show that the domestic industry practices any claim of that patent,
not necessarily an asserted claim of that patent.79 Fulfillment of this so-called “technical prong” of
the domestic industry requirement is not determined by a rigid formula, but rather by the articles of
commerce and the realities of the marketplace.”
19 U.S.C. 0 1337(a)(3).
See Certain Plastic Encapsulated Integrated Circuits, Inv. No. 337-TA-3 15, U.S.I.T.C.
Pub. No. 2574 (November 1992), Initial Determination at 83,1992 WL 813952 (U.S.I.T.C., October
15, 1991) (unreviewed by Commission in relevant part) (“Certain Encapsulated Circuits”).
77 See Certain Set-Top Boxes and Components Thereof; Inv. No. 337-TA-454, U.S.I.T.C.
Pub. No. 3564 (November 2002), Initial Determinationat 294,2002 WL 3 1556392(U.S.I.T.C., June
21,2002), unreviewedby Commission in relevantpart, Commission Opinion at 2 (August 29,2002)
(“Certain Set-Top Boxes”).
78 See 19 U.S.C. $1337(a)(2) and (3); also see Certain Microsphere Adhesives, Processfor
Making Same, and Products Containing Same, Including Self-stickRepositionable Notes, Inv. No.
337-TA-366, CommissionOpinionat 8,1996 WL 1056095(U.S.I.T.C., January 16,1996) (“Certain
MicrosphereAdhesives”),afdsub nom. MinnesotaMining & Mfg. Co. v. US. Int’l Trade Comm ’n,
91 F.3d 171 (Fed. Cir. 1996) (Table); Certain Encapsulated Circuits, Commission Opinion at 16.
79 Certain Microsphere Adhesives, Commission Opinion at 7- 16.
8o Certain Diltiazem Hydrochloride and Diltiazem Preparations, Inv. No. 337-TA-349,
(continued...)
75
76
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The test for claim coverage for the purposes of the technical prong of the domestic industry
requirement is the same as that for infringement.” “First, the claims of the patent are construed.
Second, the complainant’s article or process is examined to determine whether it falls within the
scope of the claims.”82 As with infringement, the first step of claim construction is a question of
law, whereas the second step of comparing the article to the claims is a factual determinati~n.’~
To
prevail, the patentee must establish by a preponderance of the evidence that the domestic product
practices one or more claims of the patent either literally or under the doctrine of equivalent^.'^

D.

Validity

A patent is presumed valid.85 The party challenging a patent’s validity has the burden of
overcoming this presumption by clear and convincing evidence.86 Since the claims of a patent
measure the invention at issue, the claims must be interpreted and given the same meaning for
purposes of both validity and infringement analyses. As with an infringement analysis, an analysis
of invalidity involves two steps: the claim scope is first determined, and then the properly construed
claim is compared with the prior art to determine whether the claimed invention is anticipated andor
..continued)
U.S.I.T.C. Pub. No. 2902, Initial Determination at 138, 1995 WL 945 191 (U.S.I.T.C., February 1,
1995) (unreviewed in relevant part) (“Certain Diltiazem”); Certain Double-Sided Floppy Disk
Drives and Components ThereoJ Inv. No. 337-TA-215, 227 U.S.P.Q. 982, 989 (Commission
Opinion 1985) (“Certain Floppy Disk Drives”).
” Certain Doxorubicin and Preparations Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-300, Initial
Determination at 109,1990 WL 710463 (U.S.I.T.C., May 21,1990) (“CertainDoxorubicin”),a f d ,
Views of the Commission at 22 (October 3 1, 1990).
82 Id.
83 Markman, 52 F.3d at 976.
84 See Bayer, 212 F.3d at 1247.
85 35 U.S.C. 0 282; Richardson-Vicks Inc. v. Upjohn Co., 122 F.3d 1476, 1480 (Fed. Cir.
1997) (“Richardson-Vicks”).
86 Richardson-Vicks Inc., supra; Uniroyal, Inc. v. Rudkin- Wiley Corp., 837 F.2d 1044 (Fed.
Cir.) (“Uniroyal”),cert. denied, 488 U.S. 825 (1988).
‘O(.
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rendered obvious.87

1.

Anticipation, 35 U.S.C. $5 102 (a), (b) and (e)

A patent may be found invalid as anticipated under 35 U.S.C.

3 102(a)if “the invention was

known or used by others in this country, or patented or described in a printed publication in this
country, or patented or described in a printed publication in a foreign country, before the invention
thereof by the applicant for patent.” 35 U.S.C. 9 102(a). A patent may be found invalid as anticipated
under 35 U.S.C.

3 102(b) if “the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this

or a foreign country or in public use or on sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date
of the application for patent in the United States.”88 Under 35 U.S.C.

9 102(e), a patent is invalid

as anticipated if “the invention was described in a patent granted on an application for patent by
another filed in the United States before the invention thereof by the applicant for patent.”89
Anticipation is a question of fact.g0
Under the foregoing statutory provision, a claim is anticipated and therefore invalid when
“the four comers of a single, prior art document describe[s] every element of the claimed invention,
either expressly or inherently, such that a person of ordinary skill in the art could practice the
invention without undue experimentation.”” To be considered anticipatory, the prior art reference
must be enabling and describe the applicant’s claimed invention sufficiently to have placed it in

Amazon.com, Inc. v. Barnesandnoble.com, Inc., 239 F.3d 1343, 1351 (Fed. Cir. 2001)
(“Amazon.corn”).
88 35 U.S.C. 3 102(b).
89 35 U.S.C. 3 102(e).
90 Texas Instruments,Inc. v. US. Int ’I Trade Comm ’n,988 F.2d 1165,1177 (Fed. Cir. 1993)
(,,Texas Instruments If’).
9’ Advanced Display Sys., Inc. v. Kent State Univ., 212 F.3d 1272, 1282 (Fed. Cir. 2000),
cert. denied, 532 U.S. 904 (2001) (“Advanced Display Systems”).
87
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possession of a person of ordinary skill in the field of the invention.92But, the degree of enabling
detail contained in the reference does not have to exceed that contained in the patent at issue.93
Further, the disclosure in the prior art reference does not have to be express, but may
anticipate by inherency where the inherency would be appreciated by one of ordinary skill in the
art.94 To be inherent, the feature must necessarily be present in the prior art.95 Inherency may not

be established by probabilities or possibilities. The mere fact that a certain thing may result from
a given set of circumstances is not sufficient. If, however, the disclosure is sufficient to show that
the natural result flowing fiom the operation as taught would result in the performance of the
questioned function, it seems to be well settled that the disclosure should be regarded as sufficient.
This modest flexibility in the rule that “anticipation”requires that every element of the claims appear
in a single reference accommodates situations where the common knowledge of technologists is not
recorded in the reference; that is, where technological facts are known to those in the field of the
invention, albeit not known to judges.96
2.

Obviousness, 35 U.S.C. 5 103 (a)

Under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a), apatent is valid unless “the differences between the subject matter
sought to be patented and the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been
obvious at the time the invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said

Helifix Ltd. v. Blok-Lok, Ltd., 208 F.3d 1339, 1346 (Fed. Cir. 2000) (“HeliJx”);In re
Paulsen, 30 F.3d 1475, 1478 (Fed. Cir. 1994) (“Paulsen”).
93 Paulsen, 30 F.3d at 1481 n.9.
94 Glaxo Inc. v. Novopharm Ltd, 52 F.3d 1043,1047 (Fed. Cir.), cert. denied, 516 U.S. 988
(1995) (“Glaxo”).
95 See Finnigan Corp. v. US. Int ’1 Trade Comm ’n, 180 F.3d 1354,1365-66 (Fed. Cir. 1999)
(“Finnigan”).
96 See Cont’l Can Co. v. Monsanto Co., 948 F.2d 1264, 1268-69 (Fed. Cir. 1991)
(“Continental Can ”); Finnigan, 180 F.2d at 1365.
92
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subject matter pertains.”97The ultimate question of obviousness is a question of law, but “it is well
understood that there are factual issues underlying the ultimate obviousness decision.”98
Once claims have been properly construed, “[tlhe second step in an obviousness inquiry is
to determine whether the claimed invention would have been obvious as a legal matter, based on
underlying factual inquiries including : (1) the scope and content of the prior art, (2) the level of
ordinary skill in the art, (3) the differences between the claimed invention and the prior art ;and (4)
secondary considerations of non-obviousness” (also known as “objective e v i d e n ~ e ” ) . ~ ~
Although the Federal Circuit case law also required that, in order to prove obviousness, the
patent challenger must demonstrate, by clear and convincing evidence, that there is a “teaching,
suggestion, or motivation to combine, the Supreme Court has rejected this “rigid approach”
employed by the Federal Circuit in KSR Int ’I Co. v. TeIejZex Inc.:loo
When a work is available in one field of endeavor, design incentives and other
market forces can prompt variations of it, either in the same field or a different one.
If a person of ordinary skill can implement a predictable variation, 9 103 likely bars
its patentability. For the same reason, if a technique has been used to improve one
device, and a person of ordinary skill in the art would recognize that it would
improve similar devices in the same way, using the technique is obvious unless its
actual application is beyond his or her skill. Sakraida and Anderson’s-Black Rock are
illustrative-a court must ask whether the improvement is more than the predictable
use of prior art elements according to their established h c t i o n .
Following these principles may be more difficult in other cases than it is here
because the claimed subject matter may involve more than the simple substitution of
one known element for another or the mere application of a known technique to a
piece of prior art ready for the improvement. Often, it will be necessary for a court
to look to interrelated teachings of multiple patents; the effects of demands known
35 U.S.C. 5 103(a).
Richardson-Vicb Inc., 122 F.3d at 1479; WangLab.,Inc. v. Toshiba Corp.,993 F.2d 858,
863 (Fed. Cir. 1993) (“Wang Laboratories”).
99 Smiths Indus. Med Sys., Inc. v. Vital Signs, Inc., 183 F.3d 1347, 1354 (Fed. Cir. 1999)
(“SmithsIndustries”),citing Graham v. John Deere Co., 383 U.S. 1, 17 (1966) (“Graham”).
loo KSR Int ’I Co. v. TeIejZex Inc., 500 U.S. - (2007), 127 S.Ct. 1727, 1739 (“KSR”).
97

98
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to the design community or present in the marketplace; and the background
knowledge possessed by a person having ordinary skill in the art, all in order to
determine whether there was an apparent reason to combine the known elements in
the fashion claimed by the patent at issue. To facilitate review, this analysis should
be made explicitly. See In re Kahn, 441 F.3d 977,988 (CA Fed. 2006) (“[R)ejections
on obviousness grounds cannot be sustained by mere conclusory statements; instead,
there must be some articulated reasoning with some rational underpinning to support
the legal conclusions of obviou~ness’~).
As our precedents make clear, however, the
analysis need not seek out precise teachings directed to the specific subject matter of
the challenged claim, for a court can take account of the inferences and creative steps
that a person of ordinary skill in the art would employ.

The obviousness analysis cannot be confined by a formalistic conception of the
words teaching, suggestion, and motivation, or by overemphasis on the importance
of published articles and the explicit content of issued patents. The diversity of
inventive pursuits and of modern technology counsels against limiting the analysis
in this way. In many fields it may be that there is little discussion of obvious
techniques or combinations, and it often may be the case that market demand, rather
than scientific literature, will drive design trends. Granting patent protection to
advance that would occur in the ordinary course without real innovation retards
progress and may, in the case of patents combining previously known elements,
deprive prior inventions of their value or utility.’”
“Secondary considerations,” also referred to as “objective evidence of non-obviousness,”
such as “commercial success, long felt but unsolved needs, failure of others, etc.” may be used to
understand the origin of the subject matter at issue, and may be relevant as indicia of obviousness
or non-obviousness.’02Secondary considerations may also include copying by others, prior art
teaching away, and professional acclaim. lo3

KSR, 500 U.S. at - ; 127 S.Ct. at 1740-41.
Graham, 383 U.S. at 17-18.
See Perkin-Elmer Corp. v. Computervision Corp., 732 F.2d 888, 894 (Fed. Cir. 1984)
(“Perkin-Elmer”),cert. denied, 469 U.S. 857 (1984); Avia Group Int’l, Inc. v. L.A. Gear California,
853 F.2d 1557, 1564 (Fed. Cir. 1988) (‘‘Avia’’)(copying by others); In re Hedges, 783 F.2d 1038,
1041 (Fed. Cir. 1986) (“Hedges”)(prior art teaching away; invention contrary to accepted wisdom);
Kloster Speedsteel AB v. Crucible Inc., 793 F.2d 1565 (Fed. ir. 1986) ( “ K l o ~ t e r ~cert.
~ ) , denied, 479
(continued...)
lo’
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Evidence of “objective indicia of non-obviousness,” also known as “secondary
considerations,” must be considered in evaluating the obviousness of a claimed invention, but the
existence of such evidence does not control the obviousness determination. A court must consider
all of the evidence under the Graham factors before reaching a decision on obvi~usness.’~~
In order
to accord objective evidence substantial weight, its proponent must establish a nexus between the
evidence and the merits of the claimed invention, and aprimafacie case is generally made out “when
the patentee shows both that there is commercial success, and that the thing (product or method) that
is commercially successful is the invention disclosed and claimed in the patent.”lo5Once the patentee
has made aprimafacie case of nexus, the burden shifts to the challenger to show that the commercial
success was caused by “extraneous factors other than the patented invention, such as advertising,
superior workmanship, etc.”’06

3.

Written DescriptiodEnablement, 35 U.S.C. 0 112,y 1

Section 112,T 1 of Title 35 requires that the specification describe the manner and process
of making and using the invention “in such full, clear, concise, and exact terms as to enable any
person skilled in the art to which it pertains, or with which it is most nearly connected, to make and
use the same.”

lo3(...continued)
U.S. 1034 (1987) (wide acceptance and recognition of the invention).
lo4 Richardson-Vicks Inc., 122 F.3d at 1483-84.
lo5 In re GPACInc.,57 F.3d 1573,1580 (Fed. Cir. 1995) (“GPAC”);DemacoCorp. v. F. Von
Langsdor-Licensing Ltd., 851 F.2d 1387,1392 (Fed. Cir. 1988), cert. denied, 488 U.S. 956 (1988)
(“Demaco”); Certain Crystalline Cefadroxil Monohydrate, Inv. No. 337-TA-293, Commission
Opinion (March 15, 1990),15 U.S.P.Q.2d 1263, 1270 (“Certain Crystalline”).
lo‘ Id. at 1393.
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The issue of whether a disclosure is enabling is a matter of law.’07 “To be enabling, the
specification of a patent must teach those skilled in the art how to make and use the full scope of the
claimed invention without ‘undue experimentation.”’1o8“Patent protection is granted in return for
an enabling disclosure of an invention, not for vague, intimations of general ideas that may or may
not be ~orkable.”’~’
Although a specification need not disclose minor details that are well known
in the art,“[ilt is the specification, not the knowledge of one skilled in the art, that must supply the
novel aspects of an invention in order to constitute adequate enablement,” and in so doing the
specification cannot merely provide “only a starting point, a direction for further research.””’ On
the other hand, “[ilt is not fatal if some experimentation is needed, for the patent document is not
intended to be a production specification.””’ “Undue experimentation” is “a matter of degree” and
“not merely quantitative, since a considerable amount of experimentation is permissible, if it is
merely routine, or if the specification in question provides a reasonable amount of guidance with
respect to the direction in which the experimentation should proceed ....,7112
It is well-settled that in order to be enabling under Section 112, “the patent must contain a
description sufficient to enable one skilled in the art to make and use the full scope of the claimed

IO7 Applied Materials, Inc. v. Advanced Semiconductor Materials America, Inc., 98 F.3d
1563, 1575 (Fed. Cir. 1996) (“Applied Materials”).
IO8 Genentech, Inc. v. Novo Nordisk, MS, 108 F.3d 1361, 1365 (Fed. Cir. 1997)
(“Genentech”).
lo’ Id. at 1366.
‘lo Id.
‘ I 1 Northern Telecom,Inc. v. Datapoint Corp.,908 F.2d 93 1,941 (Fed. Cir. 1990) (“Northern
Telecom”).
11* PPG Industries, Inc. v. Guardian Industries Corp., 75 F.3d 1558, 1564 (Fed. Cir. 1996)
(“PPG Industries”).
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in~ention.””~
Section 112 requires that the scope of the claims must bear a reasonable correlation
to the scope of enablement provided by the specification to such person^."^
E.

Enforceability

1.

Inequitable Conduct

A patent is unenforceable on grounds of “inequitable conduct” if the patentee withheld
material information from the PTO with intent to mislead or deceive the PTO into allowing the
claims.”’ Both materiality and intent must be proven by clear and convincing evidence.I16 When
inequitable conduct occurs in relation to one or more claims of a patent, the entire patent is
unenforceable.

l7

According to the rules of the PTO, the duty to disclose information “exists with respect to
each pending claim until the claim is canceled or withdrawn from consideration, or the application
becomes abandoned. Information material to the patentability of a claim that is canceled or
withdrawn from consideration need not be submitted if the information is not material to the
patentability of any claim remaining under consideration in the application. There is no duty to
submit information which is not material to the patentability of any existing claim.”118
Generally, when withheld information is highly material, a lower showing of deceptive intent

Unitedstates v. Teletronics, Inc., 857 F.2d 778,785 (Fed. Cir. 1988) (“Teletronics”);see
also Amgen, Inc. v. Chugai Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd., 927 F.2d 1200, 1213 (Fed. Cir. 1991)
(“Chugai”)(inventor’s disclosure must be “sufficient to enable on skilled in the art to carry out the
invention commensurate with the scope of his claims”).
Application of Fischer, 427 F.2d 833,839 (C.C.P.A. 1970) (“Fischer”).
Inc. v. US. Int’I Trade Comm ’n, 958 F.2d 1066, 1070-1074 (Fed. Cir.
LaBounty Mfi.,
1992) ((‘LaBounty”).
Id.; Kingsdown Med. Consultants, Ltd. v. Hollister, Inc., 863 F.2d 867, 872 (Fed. Cir.
1988), cert. denied, 490 U.S. 1067 (1989) (“Kingsdown”).
Kingsdown, 863 F.2d at 874.
37 C.F.R. § 1.56(a).
‘I3
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will be sufficient to establish inequitable on duct.^'' Moreover, “[dlirect proof of wrongful intent
is rarely available but may be inferred from clear and convincing evidence of the surrounding
circumstances.”12o The conduct at issue must be viewed in light of all the evidence, including
evidence of good faith.121In other words “where withheld information is material and the patentee
knew or should have known of that materiality, he or she can expect to have great difficulty in
establishing subjective good faith sufficient to overcome an inference of intent to mislead.”122
“Information is material where there is a substantial likelihood that a reasonable examiner
would consider it important in deciding whether to allow the application to issue as a

A

patent applicant, however, has no obligation to disclose a reference that is cumulative or less
pertinent than those already before the examiner.124Under the rules of the PTO, information is
material when it is not cumulative to information of record and it either (i) “establishes, by itself or
in combination with other information, a prima facie case of unpatentability of a claim”; or (ii) “it
refutes, or is inconsistent with, a position the applicant takes” in either opposing the PTOs argument
of unpatentability or asserting the applicant’s own argument of ~atentabi1ity.l~~
Close cases,

Am. Hoist & Derrick Co. v. Sowa & Sons, Inc., 725 F.2d 1350, 1363 (Fed. Cir.), cert.
denied, 469 U.S. 821 (1984) (“AmericanHoist”).
120 LaBounty, 958 F.2d at 1076;Bristol-Myers Squibb Co. v. Rhone-Poulenc Rorer, Inc., 326
F.3d 1226,1239 (Fed. Cir. 2003) (“Bristol-Myers”);GFI, 265 F.3d at 1274;Merck& Co. v. Danbury
Pharmacal, Inc., 873 F.2d 1418, 1422 (Fed. Cir. 1989) (“Danbury”).
Kingsdown, 863 F.2d at 876.
122 Bristol-Myers Squibb, 326 F.3d at 1239 (citing Akron Polymer Container Corp. v. Exxel
Container, Inc., 148 F.3d 1380,1384 (Fed. Cir. 1998) (“Akron”));see also GFI, 265 F.3d at 1275.
123 LaBounty, 958 F.2d at 1074; GFI, 265 F.3d at 1274; Molins PLC v. Textron, Inc., 48 F.3d
1172, 1179 (Fed. Cir. 1995) (“Molins”).
124 Halliburton Co. v. Schlumberger Tech. Corp., 925 F.2d 1435,1439-40 (Fed. Cir. 1991)
(“‘Halliburton”).
125 37 C.F.R. 9 1.56(b).
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however, “should be resolved by disclosure, not unilaterally by applicant.”126
2.

Improper Inventorship, 35 U.S.C. 0 102(f)

The patent statute provides that when an invention is made by two or more persons, they shall
apply for the patent j0int1y.l~~Where there is joint inventorship, the patent must issue to all
inventors.’28
The issuance of a patent creates a presumption that the named inventors are the true and only
in~ent0rs.I~~
“In order to rebut this presumption, a party challenging patent validity for omission of
an inventor must present clear and convincing evidence that the omitted individual actually invented
the claimed in~ention.”’~~
Inventorship is a question of law.’31
“Conception is the touchstone of in~entorship.”’~~
It is the “formation in the mind of the
inventor, of a definite and permanent idea of the complete and operative invention as it is hereafter
to be applied in practice.”’33“An idea is sufficiently ‘definite and permanent’ when ‘only ordinary
skill would be necessary to reduce the invention to practice, without extensive research or

Abbott Laboratories v. TorPharm, Inc., 300 F.3d 1367, 1379 (Fed. Cir. 2002)
(“TorPharm”)quoting LaBounty, 958 F.2d at 1076.
127 35 U.S.C. 5 116; also see Certain EPROM; EEPROM, Flash Memory, and Flash
Microcontroller Semiconductor Devices, and Products Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-395,
USITC Pub. No. 3 136, Commission Opinion at 7 (October 1998) (“Certain EPROM”).
128 35 U.S.C. $5 102(f), 116, and 256.
129Ethicon, Inc. v. UnitedStatesSurgicaICorp., 135 F.3d 1456,1460 (Fed.Cir.), cert. denied,
525 U.S. 923 (1998) (“EthiconIl”).
130 See Acromed, 253 F.3d at 137.
13’ Ethicon II, supra.
132 Burroughs Wellcome Co. v. Barr Laboratories, Inc., 40 F.3d 1223,1227 (Fed.Cir. 1994),
cert. denied, 5 16 U.S. 1070 (1996) (“Burroughs”).
133 Hybritech, Inc. v. Monoclonal Antibodies, Inc., 802 F.2d 1367, 1376 (Fed.Cir. 1986)
(“Hybritech”).
126
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experimentation.7,9134 (6The conceived invention must include every feature of the subject matter
claimed in the ~atent.”’~’Moreover, in the case of patent claims having means-plus-function
language, “the contributor of any disclosed means of a means-plus-function claim element is a joint
inventor as to that claim, unless one asserting sole inventorship can show that the contribution of that
means was simply a reduction to practice of the sole inventor’s broader concept.”136

To be a joint inventor, “an individual must make a contribution to the conception of the
claimed invention that is not insignificant in quality, when that contribution is measured against the
dimension of the full in~ention.”’~~
Each of the joint inventors, however, does not have to make the
same type or amount of contribution to the invention; each needs to perform only a part of the task
which produces the in~enti0n.l~’
Further, a co-inventor need not make a contribution to every claim
of a patent; a contribution to one claim is enough.139
“Thus, the critical question for joint conception
is who conceived, as that term is used in the patent law, the subject matter of the claims at issue.”14o
A person does not qualify as ajoint inventor by merely assisting the actual inventor afler
conception of the claimed in~enti0n.l~’
“One who simply provides the inventor with well-known
principles or explains the state of the art without ever having ‘a firm and definite idea’ of the claimed
combination as a whole does not qualifL as a joint inventor.”142
In order to be considered a joint inventor, there must be clear and convincing evidence

Ethicon II, supra, 135 F.3d at 1460.
135 Id.
136 Id. at 1463; quoted in Certain EPROM; supra.
137 Fina Oil & Chemical Co. v. Ewen, 123 F.3d 11 66, 1473 (Fed.Cir. 997) (“Fina”).
13’ Ethicon II, supra.
139 Id.
140 Id.
141 Id.
142 Id.
134
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corroborating the individual’s ~0ntribution.l~~
In Ethicon 11,the Federal Circuit noted in this regard
that:
an inventor’s testimony respecting the facts surrounding a claim of derivation or
priority of invention cannot, standing alone, rise to the level of clear and convincing
proof. Price v. Symsek, 988 F.2d 1187, 1194, 26 USPQ2d 1031, 1036 (Fed.Cir.
1993). The rule is the same for an alleged co-inventor’s testimony. See Hess, 106
F.3d at 980. Thus, an alleged co-inventor must supply evidence to corroborate his
testimony. See Price, 988 F.2d at 1194. Whether the inventor’s testimony has been
sufficiently corroborated is evaluated under a “rule of reason” analysis. Id. at 1195.
Under this analysis, “[aln evaluation of all pertinent evidence must be made so that
a sound determination of the credibility of the [alleged] inventor’s story may be
reached.” Id.
Corroborating evidence may take many forms. Often contemporaneous documents
prepared by a putative inventor serve to corroborate an inventor’s testimony. See id.
at 1195-96. Circumstantial evidence about the inventive process may also
corroborate. See Knorr v. Pearson, 671 F.2d 1368,1373,2 13 USPQ 196,200 (CCPA
1982) (“[Slufficientcircumstantial evidence of an independent nature can satisfy the
corroboration rule.”) Additionally, oral testimony of someone other than the alleged
inventor may corroborate. See Price, 988 F.2d at 1195-96.’44

IV.

The ‘338 Patent
As stated earlier, the ‘338 patent has been litigated by SanDisk at the ITC on two previous

occasions, making this investigation the third time SanDisk has asserted the ‘338 patent in front of
three different presiding Administrative Law Judges. Based on the evidence presented in this
investigation,the undersigned finds that it is unnecessary to perform a complete analysis of the ‘338
patent yet again’45because an analysis of SanDisk’s economic prong for domestic industry will be

143 Fina,

supra, 123 F.3d at 1474.
Ethicon I4 supra, 135 F.3d at 1461; quoted in Certain EPROM, Initial Determination at
97-98 (March 19, 1998, Public version April 29, 1998).
145 Even if the undersigned were to do a complete analysis of the ‘338 patent, the undersigned
previously stated, during the prehearing conference that,
I did want to mention, though, I meant to mention this at the beginning, and I believe
it’s related somewhat to this matter here. We‘re talking about, again, the 526
(continued...)
144
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sufficient to show that there can be no relief for SanDisk regarding the ‘338 patent because
SanDisk’s evidence falls significantly below the standard of meeting their “preponderance of the
evidence” burden. 146
While it has been customary for administrative law judges to address all outstanding issues
in their initial determinations, the undersigned finds that this is an appropriate case where it would
be a waste of judicial resources to go through a complete analysis of claim construction,
infringement, domestic industry technical prong, validity, and enforceability,when it is clear that the
economic prong of domestic industry has not been met, and when the Complainant has litigated the
case at the Commission twice before.
ST takes issue with SanDisk’s timing of the filing of the Complaint in this in~estigation,’~~

145(...continued)
proceeding, which, as the parties have indicated, is currently before the Federal
Circuit. I understand the maxim of administrative law that nothing is ever set in
stone, at least when a new case is filed, and that I am free to revisit matters in this
case. However, it is my intention to adopt the Commission’sclaim construction to the
extent it was decided in the 526 proceeding for purposes of this case. And this is a
fairly recent case. I don’t see any need to revisit that. I understand that I’m free to do
that. But given the circumstances, unless someone can really show me some reason
why I should deviate from what the Commission has already decided, I’m not going
to do that.
Bullock, Tr. 20 (12/01/06).
146 See CertainEncapsulatedIntegrated Circuit Devices and Products Containing Same, Inv.
No. 337-TA-501 (Remand), Initial Determination at 102 (Nov. 9, 2005) (“Certain Encapsulated
Integrated Circuits”) (“The burden of showing something by a ‘preponderance of the evidence’ . .
. simply requires the trier of fact to believe that the existence of a fact is more probable than its
nonexistence before [he] may find in favor of the party who the burden to persuade the Ijudge] of
the fact’s existence.”)
14’ See RIB 1 (“SanDisk acted in haste. Barely a month after the Commission affirmed Judge
Luckern’s ruling in 337-TA-526 that ST’s and SanDisk’sNAND products do not practice the meansplus-function limitations of the then-asserted ‘338 claims, SanDisk filed again. In this second
consecutive action against ST in under 15 months, SanDisk reasserted the ‘338 patent, and added
the ‘517 and ‘956 patents for good measure. SanDisk’s haste made waste.”)
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which was just thirty-five days after the Commission determined to affirm Judge Luckern’s
determination of non-infringement of the ‘338 patent, which was subsequently affirmed by the
Federal

This may or may not be the basis for the inadequacy of SanDisk’s presentation

on the economic prong. Therefore, the timing of the filing of the Complaint, in and of itself, is not
the basis for the undersigned’s ruling on this matter. As has already been discussed in the
undersigned’s previous orders, SanDisk was relying on Intel, a licensee, for its domestic industry in
the ‘338 patent. Yet SanDisk never contacted Intel before it filed the Complaint in this investigation.
While there is no requirement for SanDisk to have contacted Intel before filing the Complaint, it
would have been in SanDisk’s best interest to do so, which was already discussed at length in Order
NO.

21.149
To make matters worse, SanDisk took inconsistent positions regarding proving its case for

economic prong for the ‘338 patent. In SanDisk’s pleadings to the undersigned regarding the motion
to enforce the subpoena against Intel, SanDisk represented to the undersigned, along with the other
parties in this investigation, that SanDisk was relying “solely” on Intel’s practice of the ‘338 patent
for domestic industry. Yet, when the undersigned denied the motion to enforce the subpoena against
Intel, SanDisk reverted back to its position that it would rely on its own licensing activities to prove
domestic industry.’50 While SanDisk attempted to explain away the inconsistency by claiming they
were regrettably litigating on ‘‘two parallel paths,” the undersigned ruled that counsel should be held
accountable to the statements made in their motions, and that SanDisk should be limited to relying
only on Intel’s practice of the ‘338 patent:

I4’See SanDisk, supra.
149 See also Order No. 26.
I5O See generally, Tr. 99-124 (12/01/06), 134-162 (12/04/06).
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To me if you wanted to keep your options open, you should have said this -for
example, this is one of the main bases for - that we're going to be relying on for
domestic industry. But to make a kind of unqualified statement here and then say,
well, we didn't really mean that. I mean I guess it's - at a certain point I have to be
able to rely on statements. I mean, I guess what you're saying is, well, it was our sole
basis but it really wasn't our sole basis. I have a problem with that.15'

This is something that I'm sure everyone who deals in this practice here at the
Commission, the 337 practice, it's very fast track. It's very precise. We have rules
that are much stricter - let's say, I've been at other administrative agencies where we
haven't had these rules. But the fact that we are required, we the judges and the
Commission are required to get these cases out as much as practical within the
18-month period, we have to have very strict rules. Here we have a case where it's
complainant, this is the third time you've been here. I realize the facts are somewhat
different. But complainant has some advantage in the sense they can pick the timing
of the case. And the assumption is that, when complainant comes here, they are
ready to go. They've gotten their - all of the discovery they need, at least from, let's
say from Intel, if you're going to be relying on Intel, that's one example. And I come
back again to the argument of the statements made to - made to the judge. I think
these are very unequivocal statements. I understand there's some ambiguity here.
But just as if someone fails to raise an issue in an expert report, and that expert is
precluded from testifling, those are the rules. This is a highly specialized practice.
And I think when you miss - when a mistake is made, the question is, it should - it
seems to me, it should be upon the person who made the mistake. And I'm not saying
it was a willfkl error. But it was one nonetheless. And I think I, and the others, have
a right to rely on the statement that was made that complainant was relying on
licensing with respect to Intel. So my ruling from Friday stands.lS2
The ruling was that SanDisk was prohibited from using its own licensing activities as an
alternate basis for proving economic prong of domestic industry in light of statements of counsel that
Intel's practice of the '338 patent would be the sole basis for SanDisk's case for meeting the
economic prong requirement. SanDisk then commissioned a report from Semico-CX-48 1-to prove
Intel's domestic industry in the '338 patent. As discussed below, however, the Semico report is

15'

15*

Bullock, Tr. 121 (12/01/06).
Bullock, Tr. 160-62 (12/04/06).
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based on nothing more than assumptions, guesses, and estimates, making it wholly unreliable and
therefore entitled to no weight. Further, any testimony that relies solely on the Semico report is also
entitled to no weight, i. e. CX-2234C (Napper Direct); CX-2296C (Napper Rebuttal).
SanDisk asserts that the economic prong of the domestic industry requirement for the ‘338
patent is satisfied under 19 U.S.C. 5 1337(a)(3)(A), (B), and (C) because Intel, a licensee ofthe ‘338
patent, has made significant investment in plant and equipment, significant employment of labor or
capital, and made a substantial investment in R&D and engineering related to the ‘338 patent.’53
According to SanDisk, Intel has manufactured and sold its StrataFlash (MLC NOR) line of
products since 1997 and has sold 100 million L18L30 StrataFlash between Q3-Q4 of 2003 and 1
billion flash memory chips by 2000 and 2 billion flash memory chips by 2003.’54 According to
SanDisk, Intel’s 130 nm, 180 nm, and 250 nmNORMLC (StrataFlash)products all practice the ‘338
patent.’55 SanDisk asserts that Intel has a fabrication facility in New Mexico that is used for
manufacturing flash memory. SanDisk asserts that approximately 37%, 69%, 78%, and 64% of the
revenue of all the flash memory manufactured at Intel’s New Mexico fab in 2002,2003,2004, and
2005, respectively, is attributable to the 130 nm, 180 nm, and 250 nm MLC NOR
Specifically, SanDisk asserts that, for 2005, Intel had a $4.3 million investment in domestic
plant and equipment related to the 130 nm, 180 nm, and 250 nm StrataFlash. This is based on a
“conservative estimation,” based on Intel’s total investment of $1 1 -$12 billion in net property, plant

CIB 59.
154 CIB 59-60 citing CX-436 (Intel news release, 9/26/01); CX-437 (Intel news release,
4/10/03); CX-439 (Intel news release 5/22/00); CX-48 1 C (Semico Report); CX-2234C (Napper
Direct) at Q. 87-88.
155 CIB 60 citing CX-2229C (Rhyne Direct) at Q. 1324-1404.
156 CIB 60 citing CX-363 (Intel 1 OK); CX-48 1 C (Semico Report); CX-2234C (Napper Direct)
at Q. 107-13.
153
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and equipment in the U.S. from 2003-2005.’57 SanDisk asserts that, between 2003 and 2005, Intel
employed approximately 1700-2600people to work in the U.S. related to the 130 nm, 180 nm, and
250 nm StrataF1a~h.l~~
SanDisk asserts that, between 2003 and 2004, Intel invested approximately
$200 million in domestic R&D and engineering related to the 130 nm, 180 nm, and 250 nm
StrataFlash.159
ST asserts that SanDisk’s domestic industry evidence is unreliable because there is no direct
evidence from Intel regarding its U.S. economic activities related to the 130 nm, 180 nm, and 250
nm StrataFlash. ST asserts that the only evidence provided by SanDisk is a third party report’6othat
is full of second-hand information, estimates, and unfounded assumptions, consisting of spreadsheets
and document fragments with no narrative explanation or supporting witness testimony, which is
completely unreliable and should be entitled to no weight. ST asserts that, as of matter of fact or
policy, SanDisk’s evidence should be rejected as insufficient to establish its legal standing to
maintain this action on behalf of the purported “domestic industry.” According to ST, the author of
the Semico report was never produced for questioningregarding the sources used, or the assumptions
made. Therefore, there is no way to veri@ the reliability of the estimates made. ST also asserts that
SanDisk’s reliance on its expert, Mr. Napper, is also unreliable because Mr. Napper relied on the
numbers presented within the Semico report. Furthermore, ST notes that Mr. Napper made a

CIB 60 citing CX-363 (Intel 1OK); CX-442 (Intel worldwide manufacturing and assembly
test sites at a glance - fabs); CX-48 1C (Semico Report); CX-2234C (Napper Direct) at Q. 96, 10206, 113; Napper, Tr. 91 1.
158
CIB 61 citing CX-363 (Intel 1OK); CX-364 (Intel 1OK); CX-481C (Semico Report); CX600 (Intel 1 OK); CX-2234C (Napper Direct) at Q. 121-22; Napper, Tr. 9 11.
159 CIB 61 citing CX-363 (Intel 1OK); CX-380 (Intel presentation - continuing Moore’s law
cost reduction in non volatile semiconductor memories); CX-48 1C (Semico Report); CX-2234C
(Napper Direct) at Q. 114, 116, 120.
160 CX-48 1 (Semico Report).
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miscalculation in his expert report, which rippled through all of his calculations, making his
testimony further unreliable.161
ST asserts that, even if the estimates of Intel’s 130 nm manufacturing activities were
accepted, SanDisk has not met its burden. According to ST, both the Semico report and Mr. Napper
attribute 100%of the cost of manufacturing and employment to Intel’s fabrication facilities, ignoring
all other production steps. According to ST, the evidence shows that Intel conducts final production
of its flash memory chips at assembly and test facilities in the Philippines and China. Therefore, ST
asserts that SanDisk should have performed a comparative analysis of the production activities to
determine whether the domestic portion is significant, but that SanDisk failed to do so.162
ST also asserts that, by April 1,2007, Intel will have totally withdrawn from producing the
domestic industry products. The Semico report shows that Intel discontinued producing the 250 nm
in 2002 and the 180 nm in 2004. As for the 130 nm, production will be completely phased out by
the second quarter of 2007, when it will be replaced by the 90 nm, which SanDisk does not allege
to practice the ‘338 patent.’63 According to ST, voluntary withdrawal from the market eliminates
the required domestic industry and extinguishes the need for a remedial order.164
Staff asserts that the publicly available information, relied upon by SanDisk, is insufficient
to allow SanDisk to meet its burden of proof regarding the economic prong for the ‘338 patent.
According to Staff, based on the evidence in the record, a preponderance of the evidence does not
RIB 58-59; RRB 22-23.
16* RIB 59 citing Certain Microlithographic Machines and Components ThereoJ;Inv. No.
337-TA-468, Initial Determination at 347-52 (January 29, 2003) (“Certain Microlithographic
Machines”).
163 RIB 60 citing CDX-11-155; WF23 15-17.
164RIB 60 citing Certain Variable Speed Wind Turbines, Inv. No. 337-TA-376, co111111’n Op.
at 26 (September 23, 1996) (“Certain Wind Turbines”).
16’
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show how much Intel has invested in the United States related to the 130 nm, 180 nm, and 250 nm
StrataFlash, and whether the investment is substantial or significant, as required by Section 337.’65
According to Staff, SanDisk relies exclusively on Intel’s investments in plant, equipment,
labor, and capital in its New Mexico fab. Staff asserts, however, that Intel has never publicly
disclosed the level of its property, plant and equipment allocated to its New Mexico fab, nor how
many people are employed in New Mexico, along with what kind of work they do.’66 According to
Staff, S d i s k ’ s arguments are based on nothing more than the fact that Intel, at one point in time,
produced chips at the New Mexico fab.’67 As for Intel’s research and development, SanDisk’s
analysis is also entirely speculative because there is simply no evidence of where Intel conducted any

3 chips.’68

research and development relating to [

Staff counters ST’s argument that it is impossible to base a domestic industry on a product
that has been di~c0ntinued.l~~
According to Staff, whether a domestic industry continues to exist is
a factor that may be considered, but the fact that there is no longer any domestic production does not,
by itself, indicate that relief is not appr~priate.’~~
Staff also disagrees that a “comparative analysis”
of foreign and domestic investment is req~ired.’~’
The undersigned finds that SanDisk has failed to meet its burden of proof for the economic
prong of domestic industry for the ‘338 patent. The evidence cited by SanDisk is unreliable and
I6’S1B 60-61; SRB 31-33.
166 SIB 61 citing CX-2234 (Napper Direct) at 33; Napper, Tr. 1012-13.
SRB 32.
SIB 62 citing Napper, Tr. 948-49; RX-2 154C (Mulhern Rebuttal) at 12-13.
169 SRB 32-33, n. 3.
I7O SRB 33, n. 3 citing Certain Wind Turbines, C O I T ~ IOp.
I ~ ’at
~ 10-13.
17’ SRB 33, n.3 citing Certain Personal Computers, Server Computers, and Components
ThereoJ; Inv. No. 337-TA-509, Notice of Commission Determination at 2-3 (April 6 , 2005)
(“CertainPersonal Computers”).
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unpersuasive. SanDisk’s relies on estimates and projections from a market research firm hired for
this investigation, rather than any concrete figures from Intel regarding these specific accused
products. The only concrete numbers obtained from Intel were from its SEC filings, which report
figures for total U.S. operations for all of its products.
Because SanDisk did not have any direct evidence from Intel, it hired a third party to put
together a report, which was admitted into evidence as CX-48 1. The Semico Report quite explicitly
states that the information contained in the report is based on “Semico’s estimate of data not
disclosed by

As noted by Staff, “Complainant’s methodology is to take a guess, divide it

by an estimate, divide it by another estimate, and allocated the final figure based on an
A calculation that “adds vague estimation and gross extrapolation to unsupported
presumption,” that “[alt every step . . . is fraught with speculation,” cannot satisfy a party’s burden
of proof. The undersigned agrees. Because SanDisk has failed to produce any evidence of Intel’s
domestic industry other than the Semico report, along with the testimony of Mr. Napper, who also
relies on the Semico report, SanDisk has failed to prove, by a preponderance of the evidence, that
it has met the economic prong of domestic industry for the ‘338 patent.
Perhaps if SanDisk would have approached Intel before the Complaint was filed, SanDisk
would have had the requisite information needed to prove its case, or SanDisk could have
determined that Intel did not have a domestic industry in the ‘338 patent and not have asserted the
‘338 patent in this investigation. Instead, SanDisk, acting in haste, subjected ST to months of
relitigating the ‘338 patent, wasting both public and private resources. Therefore, no other judicial

CX-481 (Semico Report) at SDITC-11166601.
‘73 SIB 62.
172
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resources will be consumed in addressing this patent.

V.

The ‘517 Patent
A.

Claim Construction
1.

Asserted Claims

The asserted claims read as follows (with the first instance of the disputed terms highlighted
in italics):

1.

A method of operating an EEprom system having memory cells that individually include an
electricallyfloating gate carrying a charge level that is alterable in response to appropriate
voltage conditions being applied to the cell in order to set a variable threshold level thereof
into a range that is determinable by reading the cell, said method comprising:
applying said appropriate voltage conditions in parallel to a plurality of said
memory cells, thereby to alter the charge levels on the floating gates of said plurality
of memory cells,
determining the threshold level ranges in which individual ones of saidplurality of
memory cells lie, and
terminating said application of appropriate voltage conditions to individual ones of
saidplurality of memory cells upon their being determined to have reached desired
threshold level ranges while continuing to apply said appropriate voltage conditions
to others of saidplurality of cells until all of the plurality of cells are determined to
have reached their desired threshold level ranges.

3.

The method of claim 1, wherein there are more than two threshold level ranges.

5.

The method of claim 1, wherein the threshold level ranges are separated by more than one
breakpoint threshold level,thereby to provide more than two non-overlapping threshold level
ranges.

6.

The method of claim 1, wherein said desired threshold level ranges include an erased
threshold level range.

7.

The method of claim 1, wherein the array of memory cells are grouped into blocks of cells
wherein the threshold levels of cells within a selected one of the blocks are changed together
to a single given threshold level range prior to applying said appropriate voltage conditions
in parallel to the plurality of cells within said one block.
46

8.

The method of claim 7, wherein individual ones of said blocks include a specific number of
memory cells and said plurality of memory cells to which said appropriate voltage
conditions are applied in parallel are less than said specific number, and additionally
comprising repeating for another plurality of cells within said one block said applying,
determining and terminating operations.

10.

The method of any one of claims 1-9, carried out on a single integrated circuit chip.

12.

The method of claim 1 wherein the desired ones of said threshold level ranges reached by
applying appropriate voltage conditions to the plurality of memory cells correspond to a
chunk of input data beingprogrammed into the memory system.

13.

The method of claim 12, wherein the plurality of cells are determined to have reached the
desired threshold level ranges by comparing the threshold levels of theplurality of cells with
the chunk of input data.

14.

The method of claim 13, wherein the chunk of input data is stored in a cache memoryprior
to beingprogrammed into memory cells within the EEprom.

2.

Disputed Claim Terms
a.

-

Claim 1 In General

A major underlying dispute between the parties is whether claim 1 is directed towards a
“program operation” only, or whether claim 1 also covers an “erase ~peration.”’~~
SanDisk asserts
that claim1 is only directed to programming. Both ST and Staffassert that claim 1 is not limited to
programming and can be directed to erasing as well.

Although the undersigned is not in agreement with ST that SanDisk’s “overview” violates
Ground Rule 8.2, which is discussed below, the undersigned does find that the inclusion of this
“overview” section by SanDisk has made it difficult to analyze the parties’ specific claim
construction arguments. Generally, the undersigned requires parties to follow the same general
outline for their briefs in order to be able to easily identify each party’s position on a particular issue.
See Ground Rule 11.3. The undersigned does not require a joint narrative statement of issues, as
some other ALJs may require, because the undersigned would like to give the parties as much
latitude in preparing their briefs as they’d like. If parties cannot, however, agree to which claim
terms are actually in dispute, then the undersigned will require parties to prepare an outline before
the briefs are due and adhere to it strictly. It is difficult enough to analyze claim construction issues
without having to find where the arguments are for a particular disputed issue.
174
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SanDisk asserts that the term “desired threshold level range” corresponds to a “desired” state
that results from programming, not erasing.’75In support, SanDiskpoints to the specification, which
it alleges only refers to states and threshold levels that result from a program operation as “desired,”
while it refers to the state that results from an erase operation as the “erased” state.’76
SanDisk also asserts that dependent claim 7 supports its claim construction. According to
SanDisk, claim 7 clearly refers to a block erase operation, which is described as a “single given
threshold level range.” SanDisk contrasts this term with “desired threshold level ranges” in claim
1. Because of the difference in terminology, “desired” in claim 1 versus “single given” in claim 7,
SanDisk asserts that they are referring to two different operation^.'^^
Furthermore, SanDisk points to the prosecution history which refers to application claim 63
(issued claim 1) as directed to:
[Plrogramming a group of non-volatile memory cells by applying programming
conditions to the cells in the group, monitoring their programmed states, and then
terminating application of the programming conditions on a cell-by-cell basis as they
reach their respective programmed states corresponding to data that is being stored
in the memory.178
SanDisk also argues that the issue of whether “altering”refers to adding or removing a charge
is distinct from whether claim 1 only covers a program operation. According to SanDisk, whether
or not the undersigned construes “altering” to include adding and removing a charge from the
floating gate, this does not necessarily mean that claim 1 also covers an erase operation because of

175CIB 6 citing C X - 9 9 N - 2

(the ‘517 patent) at col21:33-34,27:22-25,27:60-64,28:8-17.

176 CIB

7-8.
177 CIB 9- 10.
17* CIB 10 citing CX- 1 0 3 N - 4 (the ‘ 5 17prosecution history) at SDITC-II- 12603//ST560-H
17083-84.
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the separate “desired threshold level ranges” limitation.‘79 SanDisk, however, concedes that the
convention used for programming is to add or remove charge.’”
ST counters all of SanDisk’s arguments. First, ST asserts that SanDiskhas waived construing
the term “desired” to “programming” because they did not preserve this issue in the pre-hearing
brief.’”

Second, ST asserts that because claim 1 refers to “appropriate voltage conditions . . . to

alter” a cell’s floating gate charge, the claim covers removing a charge.”* According to ST, even
SanDisk’s experts agree that the plain meaning of the claim includes erasing.Ig3 Furthermore, ST
argues that SanDisk specificallytold the Patent Office that claim 1 covered programming and erasing
during prosecution.lU
The undersigned addresses the procedural issue first. As for ST’s argument that SanDisk
failed to preserve the issue of construing the term “desired,” the undersigned finds that, although
SanDisk could have briefed this issue with more specificityin its prehearing brief by clearly labeling
it as a disputed claim term, it is hereby determined that it was sufficiently pre~erved.’’~
Now, as to the substantive arguments, the undersigned finds ST and Staffs arguments to be
persuasive. The strongest support for ST and Staffs position comes from looking at claims 1 and

6. Claim 6, which depends from claim 1, reads as follows:
CIB 11.
CIB 11, n. 6, which states that the usual convention in the industry, as testified by Dr.
Subramanian, is to program by adding charge to the floating gate. Subramanian, Tr. 1069.
RRB 1 citing Ground Rule 8.2.
RRB 1.
lg3 RRB 1 citing Rhyne, Tr. 1771 (“plain meaning of the word to alter includes increasing and
decreasing”); Rao, Tr. 3 125 (claim 1 “covers erasure”); RPX-22 (water into cup physical exhibit)
(“to alter” includes decreasing).
RRB 1.
See SanDisk’s Prehearing Brief at 1 15 (“These desired ranges correspond to data that is
being programmed into the cells.”).
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The method of claim 1, wherein said desired threshold level ranges include an erased
threshold level range.Ig6
Based on claim 6 above, it is clear that the “desired threshold level ranges” referred to in claim 1 can
include an erased threshold level range. While the “desired threshold level ranges” referred to in
claim 1 does not have to include such an erased threshold level range, as is required by claim 6, it
can include an erased threshold level range. Therefore, to construe “desired threshold level ranges”
as only referring to programming, and not including erasing, would be incorrect.
The undersigned rejects S d i s k ’ s arguments regarding the comparison of claims 1 and 7.
The fact that claim 7 refers to a “single given threshold level range,” rather than “desired threshold
level ranges” does not preclude claim 1 from including an erase operation.
While the specification does make repeated reference to a “desired” state that results from
programming, rather than erasing, the claims themselves do not limit the construction of “desired”

in referring to a program operation exclusively. Furthermore, the specification does make some
reference to “desired” with respect to the erasing.Ig7
The undersigned agrees with Staffthat the prosecution history is, at best, ambiguous. While
SanDisk asserts that during the prosecution history, the applicants described application claim 63
(issued claim 1) as directed to “programming,” ST also asserts that the applicant’s preliminary
amendment also implied that the new claims were intended to encompass not only those claims of
the ‘338 patent that cover programming, but also those claims of the ‘338 patent, Le. claim 40, that

CX-99/RX-2 (the ‘5 17 patent) at col. 3 1 :9-10.
CX-99/RX-2 (the ‘5 17 patent) at col. 7:61 (“desired to be erased”) and col. 7:10 (“desired
sector” for erasure).
lg7
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covers erasing.”lg8 In the absence of a clear disclaimer of scope, the prosecution history cannot
change the meaning of the claims.189In this instance, the prosecution history does not help clarify
the meaning of the claim term. Therefore, it will not be considered.
Based on the above, the undersigned finds it unnecessary to address the parties’ arguments
regarding whether term “alter” necessarily means that claim 1 covers programming and erasing.
“Alter” will be construed in further detail below.
Therefore, a reading of the claims themselves supports the undersigned’s finding that the
term “desired” is not limited to programming. Accordingly, the undersigned finds that claim 1 is
directed toward a “program operation” as well as an “erase operation.”

b.

“EEprom system” (claim 1)

SanDisk asserts that the claim term “EEprom system” should be construed as “a system that
includes one or more EEprom arrays under the control of a controller.”190Staff agrees.’” ST asserts
that the term “EEprom system” is not a limitation of claim 1 and need not be construed because it
is a non-limiting introduction to the method steps that follow in the claim.’92
SanDisk asserts that its construction is based on the plain meaning of the term “EEprom
system” as known by a person of ordinary skill in the art.193Staff asserts that, because the claims
cover a method of operation, the device must have some sort of controller in order to operate the

CX-103/RX-4 (the ‘517prosecution history) at SDITC-II12567/ST560-H 17074; Rhyne,
Tr. 1785-86.
lg9 Markman, 52 F.3d at 980.
190 CIB 14 citing CX-2229C (Rhyne Direct) at Q. 415.
19’ SIB 28 citing CX-99/RX-2 (“the ‘517 patent”) at col. 2:l-3; 4:32-33; 5:l-3; 7:22-24;
20~22-26.
192 RIB 3.
193 See, inpa, Section V(D)( 1).
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device.194
The undersigned finds SanDisk and S t a r s arguments persuasive and that the term “EEprom
system” should be construed. As SanDisk and Staff are the only parties that proposed a claim
construction for this claim term, their claim construction is hereby adopted, which is construed
consistently with the ~pecification.”~Accordingly, the ‘phrase “EEprom system” in claim 1 is
construed to mean: “a system that includes one or more EEprom arrays under the control of a
controller.”
C.

“Electrically floating gate” (claim 1)

SanDisk asserts that the claim term “electrically floating gate” should be construed as “a gate
that is surrounded by a dielectric material so as to be insulated from other conductive element^."'^^

ST does not propose a construction for this claim term. Staff asserts that, because there is no
substantive dispute over this claim limitation, it does not need to be c o n ~ t r u e d . ’As
~ ~there is no real
dispute, the claim construction proposed by SanDisk is hereby adopted, which is supported by the
specification.19’
Accordingly, the phrase “electrically floating gate” in claim 1 is construed to mean: “a gate
that is surrounded by a dielectric material so as to be insulated from other conductive
elements.”
SIB 28.
195 CX-99/RX-2 (“the ‘517 patent”) at col. 2:l-3 (“A Flash EEprom memory system
comprises one or more Flash EEprom chips under the control of a controller.”).
196 CIB 14 citing CX-2229C (Rhyne Direct) at Q. 417.
197 SIB 13.
19* CX-99/RX-2 (“the ‘517 patent”) at col. 18:39-44 (“Each of the memory cells 101 1 and
1013 contains respective conductive floating gates 1023 and 1025, generally made of polysilicon
material. Each of these floating gates is surrounded by dielectric material so as to be insulated from
each other and any other conductive elements of the structure.”).
194
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d.

“Alterable” (claim 1)

SanDisk does not give a straightforward claim construction for this claim term. Instead,
SanDisk argues that both ST and Staff are confusing the two distinct issues of whether “altering the
charge” on the floating gate is limited to adding charge to the floating gate, or can also mean
removing a charge, and whether claim 1 covers only a program operation or also covers an erase
0perati0n.l~~
According to Staff, while SanDisk argued that “alterable” should be construed as
“increasingthe charge level,” i. e., programming the cell, in its pre-hearing brief?’”’SanDisk has now
reversed course and appears to concede that “alterable” refers to both adding and subtracting
charge.2o1ST asserts that the term “alterable” should be construed as “increasing the charge levels
or decreasing the charge levels.”202Staff agrees with ST.203

ST asserts that the plain meaning of “to alter the charge levels” undisputedly includes
increasing the charge levels or decreasing the charge levels.2o4According to ST, the specification
expressly discloses altering the charge levels by applying appropriate voltage conditions to decrease
them, which is consistent with the plain meaning of the term.205 ST asserts that SanDisk’s claim
construction, limiting claim 1 to programming, should be rejected because it is contrary to the plain
meaning ofthe term.206

CIB 10-11.
2oo Complainants’ Prehearing Brief 120-29.
201 SRB 12 citing CIB 11.
202 RIB 5-6.
203 SIB 29.
204 RIB 5 citing RX-l801C (Subramanian Direct) at 81-83; RX-2153C (Subramanian
Rebuttal) at 33-39; Rhyne, Tr. 1771.
205 RIB 5-6 citing RX-l801C (Subramanian Direct) at 83-85; RX-2153C (Subramanian
Rebuttal) at 39-44; Rhyne, Tr. 2369-74; RDX-40.
206 RIB 6 citing RX-1801C (Subramanian Direct) at 85-87; RX-2153C (Subramanian
(continued...)
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Staff asserts that the plain meaning of “alter” is “to change.”2o7In addition, Staff notes that
when a claim in the ‘ 5 17 patent is limited to programming, the term “programming” is used, rather
than the term “alter.” And when different words or phrases are used in separate claims, a difference
in meaning is presumed.208
All parties agree that the conventional use of the term “alter” refers to both increasing and
decreasing.209The undersigned finds that there is no indication in the specification that the applicant
chose to assign a different meaning to “alterable” than its plain meaning.
Accordingly, the phrase “alterableho alter” in claim 1 is construed to mean: “increasing
or decreasing.”
e.

“Appropriate voltage conditions” (claim 1)

SanDisk asserts that the claim term “appropriate voltage conditions being applied to the cell
in order to set a variable threshold level thereof into a range that is determinable by reading the cell”
should be construed as referring to “one or more program voltage pulses that individually shift the
threshold level of the cell into a threshold level range corresponding to a state.”21o ST does not
propose a claim constructionfor this claim term in its brief?

Staff asserts that “appropriate voltage

conditions” should not be restricted to any particular types of voltage conditions, but should include
all voltage conditions that one of ordinary skill in the art would understand were appropriate to alter

206(. ..continued)
Rebuttal) at 44-47; Rhyne, Tr. 1786.
207 SIB 29 citing WEBSTER’S THIRD
NEWINTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY
63 (1981).
208 SIB 29 citing Nystrom v. TREXCo., 424 F.3d 1136, 1143 (Fed. Cir. 2005) (“Nystrom”).
209 SanDisk’s expert, Dr. Rhyne, conceded at trial that “to alter includes increasing and
decreasing” (Rhyne, Tr. 1771); RIB 5; SIB 29-3 1.
210 CIB 14 citing CX-2229C (Rhyne Direct) at Q. 418.
211 Staff notes, however, that ST has addressed this issue in their findings of fact. SRB 12.
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the charge level of the floating gate.212In other words, SanDisk asserts that the claim only covers
hot electron injection, while Staff asserts that the claim covers both hot electron injection and
Fowler-Nordheim tunneling.213
SanDisk asserts that the plurality of cells to which the “appropriate voltage conditions” are
applied reach their “desired threshold level ranges.” SanDisk argues that cells reach their “desired
threshold level ranges” as the result of a program operation, not an erase operation. Therefore,
according to SanDisk, “appropriate voltage conditions” are conditions for programming, not erasing.
SanDisk asserts that its claim construction is correct based on claim differentiation and points to
dependent claim 7. According to SanDisk, the block erase operation in claim 7 occurs “prior to
applying said appropriate voltage conditions in parallel” to a plurality of cells within the block.
SanDisk argues that claim 7’sreference back to the “said appropriate voltage conditions,” which is
recited in claim 1 necessarily means that “said appropriate voltage conditions” are those required to
perform a program operation, not an erase operation.214
Staff asserts that both SanDisk’s and ST’s experts agree that, although the ‘517 patent only
discloses programming by means of hot electron injection, one of ordinary skill in the art would
understand that Fowler-Nordheimtunneling could also be used to program cells.215Staff also asserts
that the specification discloses the use of hot electron injection for programming and FowlerNordheim tunneling for

In addition, the Staff notes that the specification refers to voltage

conditions that both the ‘517 and ‘338 patents list for erase are those conditions used to create

SIB 31.
SIB 31.
214 CIB 14 citing CX-2229C (Rhyne Direct) at Q. 418.
215 SIB 31 citing CX-2229C (Rhyne Direct) at 331; Subramanian, Tr. 1227-28.
216 SRB citing Rhyne, Tr. 1828; Subramanian, Tr. 1083-85.
212
213
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Fowler-Nordheim tunneling.217
As noted above, the undersigned rejected SanDisk’s argument that claim 1 is solely directed
to programming. As SanDisk has not presented any other arguments, SanDisk’s claim construction
is rejected. In addition, the undersigned finds Staffs arguments persuasive. The Federal Circuit has
“expressly rejected the contention that if a patent describes only a single embodiment, the claims of
the patent must be construed as being limited to that embodiment.”218
Accordingly, the phrase “appropriatevoltage conditions” in claim 1 is construed to mean:
“all voltage conditions that are appropriate to alter the charge level of the floating gate.” In
other words, claim 1 covers both hot electron injection and Fowler-Nordheim tunneling.
f.

“Applying said appropriate voltage conditions in parallel to a
plurality of said memory cells” (claims 1 and 7)

SanDisk asserts that the claim term “applying said appropriate voltage conditions in parallel
to a plurality of said memory cells” should be construed consistently as the term was construed
above. In addition, SanDisk asserts that the phrase “in parallel to a plurality of memory cells” should
be construed as “two or more cells receive the recited appropriate voltage conditions
simultaneously,” which SanDisk asserts is not in dispute.219ST asserts that the “plurality” is limited
solely to cells whose threshold level ranges are intentionally changed by performing the claimed
applying appropriate voltage conditions step.220Staff asserts that the claim term should be construed

SIB 31 citing Subramanian, Tr. 1083-85; CX-98/RX-1 (the ‘338 patent), figs. 18-19; CX99/RX-2 (the ‘517 patent), figs. 26-27.
218 Phillips, 415 F.3d at 1323.
219 CIB 14-15.
220 RIB 3-4 citing RDX-57.
217
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to mean that “appropriate voltage conditions are applied to two or more cells simultaneously.”22’
Staff asserts that the dispute between the parties is what is meant by “said” appropriate
voltage conditions. According to Staff, ST asserts that the same voltage conditions must always be
applied in the same operation. In other words, once the device applies a particular set of voltage
conditions to alter the charge level, it must continue exactly the same voltage conditions, i.e. the
device must apply constant voltage pulses.222Staff asserts that, because the preamble refers to
voltage conditions appropriate to alter the charge level of the floating gate in order to set a threshold
level for the cell, the “said appropriate voltage conditions” are the same voltage conditions.
Therefore, the “said appropriate voltage conditions” should not be limited to constant or increasing

The undersigned finds Staffs arguments to be persuasive. The use of the term “said” in a
patent specifically refers to an antecedent basis.224The term ‘‘said‘’ does not change the meaning of
the antecedent to which it refers.225As the undersigned has already construed the term “appropriate
voltage conditions” above, the reference to “said appropriate voltage conditions” is construed the
same. In addition, the parties appear to agree on the meaning of the term “plurality” as “two or
more.”226
Accordingly, the phrase “applying said appropriate voltage conditions in parallel to a
plurality of said memory cells” in claims 1 and 7 is construed to mean: “appropriate voltage
SIB 32 citing CX-99M-2 (the ‘517 patent) at col. 21:31-47,27:20-45; Fig. 23.
222 SIB 33 citing Respondents’ prehearing brief 63-70.
223 SIB 33; SRB 14-15.
224 MPEP 9 2173.05(e) (8&ed. 2005); Energizer Holdings, Inc. v. Int ’I Trade Comm ’n,435
F.3d 1366, 1370 (Fed. Cir. 2006) (“Energizer”).
225 See In re SeK 671 F.2d 1344, 1347 (C.C.P.A. 1982) (“Self‘).
226 CIB 15, RIB 3, SIB 32.
221
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conditions are applied to two or more cells simultaneously.”
g*

“Determiningthe threshold level ranges in which individual ones
of said plurality of memory cells lie” (claim 1)

SanDisk asserts that the claim term “determining the threshold level ranges in which
individual ones of said plurality of memory cells lie” should be construed as “determining, on a cellby-cell basis, in which threshold level range an individual cell undergoing programming lies.”227ST
asserts that the term should be construed as “requiring, for each memory cell in the plurality,
establishing the threshold level range in which its inversion layer forms.”228Staff asserts that the
claim term should be construed as “referring to determining the threshold level range in which each
cell ofthe plurality
SanDisk asserts that its claim construction is supported by the specification. Pointing to
Figures 14 and 15A, SanDisk asserts that the specific threshold level range for a particular cell
defines the state of that cell. Therefore, there is a one-to-one correspondence between a cell’s state
and the threshold level range in which the cell lies. SanDisk also asserts that the specification
explains that the state of cell may be defined in terms of either threshold level ranges or the sourcedrain current ranges that correspond to the threshold level ranges.230 According to SanDisk, the
corresponding source-drain current window for Figure 15A is shown in Figure 15B. Therefore,
SanDisk asserts that the specification treats threshold voltage and source-drain current as
interchangeable and that either voltage or source-drain current can be used to determine the cell’s

CIB 15.
228 RIB 6 citing RDX-59.
229 SIB 33-34 citing CX-99/RX-2 (the ‘517 patent) at Figs. 14A, 15B; col. 21:15-30,21:4855,22:43-23:60.
230 CIB 16 citing CX-2229C (Rhyne Direct) at Q. 450.
227
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state and threshold level range.231
SanDisk also asserts that the “determining” step includes, but does not require “margining.”
According to SanDisk, “margining” is used during the verify read operation to ensure that minor
variations do not impact the one-to-one correspondencebetween a programmed cell’s threshold level
range and its state. SanDisk asserts that, because claim 16 depends from claim 1, and adds the
limitation that programming of cells is terminated “upon their being determined to have been
programmed to within the desired threshold levels by a margin,” the determining step provides a
margin to ensure that, when the cell is programmed, there is a one-to-one correspondence between
the cell’s threshold level range and its state.232
Staff asserts that the dispute over this limitation appears to be whether this method step
requires measuring the threshold level of each cell, or whether any method of determining the range
into which the cell falls may be used. According to Staff, while Figure 15A compares threshold
levels directly, Figure 15B compares threshold levels indirectly by measuring the source-drain
current. Staff asserts that the “determining” step in claim 1 requires determining the memory state
of the cell in relation to a threshold level range, but that it does not require the measuring of the
threshold level of cells to be

Therefore, Staff states that this claim limitation is not limited

to measuring the threshold voltage directly, but it is limited to cases in which the memory state of

CIB 16.
232 CIB 17 citing CX-99/RX-2 (the ‘517 patent) at col. 30:14-19,31:58-62.
233 SIB 34 citing CX-99/RX-2 (the ‘5 17 patent) at figs. 15A-l5B, col. 22:60-66 (“Just as the
breakpoint threshold levels (see FIGS. 14 and 15A) are used to demarcate the different regions in the
threshold voltage window, the ImF levels are used to do the same in the corresponding source-drain
current window. By comparing with the IREF’S,the conduction state of the memory cell can be
determined.”)
231
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the cell is determined by reference to its threshold voltage.234
ST opposes both SanDisk and Staff. According to ST, claim 1 does not recite determining
a “state,” it recites determining a “threshold level range,” which is not the same thing.235ST asserts
that “state” is a much broader term than “threshold level range,” and that SanDisk’s attempt to use
such a broad generic term be rejected.236ST asserts that SanDisk’s expert, Dr. Rhyne, conceded that
the “threshold level of a memory cell is a cell’s threshold voltage” which is the control gate voltage
at which an inversion layer forms in the cell’s channel region allowing source drain conduction to
begin.237ST argues that, while there can be a relationship between conduction and threshold voltage,
conduction is not the same thing as threshold voltage.238ST asserts that a comparison of Figures
15A and 15B supports its argument, as the specification describes these alternative metrics.
According to ST, these two figures depict two cells that have different conduction states, but are
conceded to have the identical threshold level range, i.e. both in range 1353.239 ST argues that,
because SanDisk recited “threshold level range” in this claim term, that the “threshold voltage”
metric is the one that must be used to assign states, not conduction.240ST asserts that, by the patent’s

own disclosure, claim 1 does not encompass every technique capable of assigning states to cells.241
The undersigned does not adopt SanDisk’s claim construction’s reference limiting the claim

SRB 15.
235 RIB 6.
236 RIB 8.
237 RIB 6 citing Rhyne, Tr. 1881-82. See also RX-1801C (Subramanian Direct) at 94-102;
RX-2153C (Subramanian Rebuttal) at 57-66; JX-39C (Norman Dep) at 179-80.
238 RIB 7 citing Rhyne, Tr. 1884, 1910.
239 RRB 6 citing Rhyne, Tr. 1910; RX-2153C (Subramanian Rebuttal) at 450-53.
240 RRB6-7citingRX-1801C (SubramanianDirect) at A. 355-72; RX-2153C (Subramanian
Rebuttal) at A. 453,459-61.
241 RRB 7 citing Unique Concepts, Inc. v. Brown, 939 F.2d 1558, 1562-63 (Fed. Cir. 1991)
(L‘ Unique Concepts”).
234
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to “programming,” which was rejected above. The undersigned also does not adopt SanDisk’s
“margining” argument because there is no evidence that the applicant intended to encompass
margining as part of the “determining” claim limitation. While there is a reference to margining in
the specification, care should be taken not to import a limitation into the claim from the
spe~ification.~~~
The undersigned also does not find ST’s arguments to be persuasive. There is no mention
of “inversion layers” anywhere in the specification; therefore ST’s claim construction will not be
adopted. In addition, while the undersigned agrees that conduction is not the same thing as threshold
voltage, there is a relationship between the two so that one can determine threshold voltage from
conduction.
The undersigned finds Staffs arguments to be persuasive. Based on the claim language,
measuring the threshold level of each cell is not required as long as a method is used to determined
the range into which the cells falls. The specificationdescribes two figures which compare threshold
level-Figure 15A compares it directly, while Figure 15B compares it indirectly by measuring the
source-drain current:
Just as the breakpoint threshold levels (see FIGS.14 and 15A) are used to demarcate
the different regions in the threshold voltage window, the ,I levels are used to do
the same in the corresponding source-drain current window. By comparing with the
IEF’S, the conduction state of the memory cell can be determined.243
Therefore, the claim limitation is met when the memory state of the cell is determined by reference
to its threshold voltage, whether that be directly or indirectly.
Accordingly, the phrase “determiningthe threshold level ranges in which individual ones
Bell Atlantic, 262 F.3d at 1270.
243 CX-99/RX-2 (the ‘5 17 patent) at figs. 15A-l5B, col. 22:60-66.
242
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of said plurality of memory cells lie” in claim 1 is construed to mean: “referring to determining
the threshold level range in which each cell of the plurality lies.”
h.

“Terminatingsaid application of appropriate voltage conditions
to individual ones of said plurality of memory cells” (claim 1)

SanDisk asserts that the claim term “terminating said application of appropriate voltage
conditions to individual ones of said plurality of memory cells” should be construed as meaning that

“an individual cell that has been determined to fall within its desired threshold level range will not
receive additional applications of appropriate voltage conditions for the remainder of the program
operation, and the program operation ends.”244 ST asserts that the term should be construed as
“when a cell is first determined to have reached its desired threshold level range, preventing all
further alteration of the charge level on the memory cell’s floating gate.”245Staff asserts that the
claim term should be construed to mean that “an individual cell that has been determined to fall
within its desired threshold level range will not receive additional applications of appropriatevoltage
conditions for the remainder of the program operation.”246
SanDisk asserts that its claim construction is consistent with the plain meaning of the term
“terminating” and that it is consistent with the description in the specification and prosecution
history.247For example, when a cell is verified as having reached its desired threshold level range,

244

CIB 17.

RIB 8 citing RDX-60.
246 SIB 34-35citing CX-99M-2(the ‘517patent) at Fig. 23(6); col. 352-4:13,21:35-42,
245

27:22-30,28:8-17,29:5-10,29:60-64.
247 CIB 18 citing CX-2229C(Rhyne Direct) at Q.479,481 ;CX-2298C(Rhyne Rebuttal) at
4.48-49;CX-103M-4(the ‘517prosecution history) at SDITC-II-17083-84/SDITC-II-O
12603-04,
(“the ‘338reexamination”) at SDITC-II-14444-46,14636/SDITC-II-000198312567;CX-102/RX-5

85.
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its programming terminates.248
Staff agrees with SanDisk. Staff asserts that the main dispute over the construction of this
claim limitation is whether the claim prohibits “program disturb,” in other words, whether
terminating the application of appropriate voltage conditions means terminating the transfer of any
electrons to the floating gate. Staff argues that the plain meaning of the term requires terminating the
application of appropriate voltage conditions to a cell when that cell reaches the correct threshold
level range. According to Staff, the fact that there is incidental leakage of charge because appropriate
voltage conditions continue to be applied to other cells is irrelevant.249
ST asserts that its claim construction is supported by the prosecution history because the
applicants made a clear and unmistakable disclaimer as to what “terminating” means in order to
distinguish the ‘5 17 patent from the prior

According to ST, SanDisk told the examiner that

latch 1721 is set when a cell reaches its desired threshold level range, and “[sletting of this latch
terminates any further alteration of the charge of its associated cell that might result from further
application of the appropriate voltage conditions to others of the plurality of cells being programmed
in parallel.”25’ ST argues that Dr. Rhyne agreed that latch 1721 is the only enabling disclosure of
cell-by-cell inhibiting.252
ST also asserts that its claim construction is supported by the claim construction in the 526

248 CIB 18 citing CX-2229C (Rhyne Direct) at Q. 475-78; CX-99AXX-2 (the ‘5 17 patent) at
col. 3:62-4:1, 21:35-42, 27:18-26, 62-64, 2823-17, 29:4-9, 60-62 Fig. 23; CX-2226C (Mehrotra
Direct) at Q. 178-80, 184, 188, 192, 196,202,207.
249 SIB 35.
250 RIB 8.
251 RIB 8 citing CX- 103/RX-4 (the ‘5 17 prosecution history) at SDITC-I1 12646BT560-H
17181.
252 RIB 9, RRE3 7 citing Rhyne, Tr. 2029-30.
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investigation. According to ST, Judge Luckern adopted SanDisk’s construction of the “means for
inhibiting” limitation, where SanDisk represented to Judge Luckern that a memory cell will not have
any additional electrons added to its floating gate once terminating occurs.253According to ST,
SanDisk concedes that its current position is inconsistent with the representations made to Judge
L~ckern.~~~
SanDisk counters ST arguments. According to SanDisk, ST’s claim construction rewrites the
plain language of the claim, is unsupported by the description in the specification,and is unsupported
by the prosecution history.255
Staff also counters ST’s arguments. According to Staff, ST’s reference to the prosecution
history does not relate to claim 1 of the ‘517 patent, but refers to claim 37 of the patent which
requires preventing the application of appropriate voltage conditions to other cells in the plurality
from altering the charge level of the inhibited cell.256
The undersigned finds SanDisk and Staffs arguments to be persuasive because their claim
construction most closely resembles the plain and ordinary meaning of the term “terminating.” In
addition, ST’s reference to the prosecution history does not support ST’s arguments, as the cited
reference does not even relate to application claim 63 (issued claim 1). Rather, the statement refers
to application claim 100 (issued claim 37), which does not include any “terminating” language and
is not at issue in this investigation. In order for there to be a disclaimer, it must be clear in the

RIB 9 citing Rhyne, Tr. 2033-35; CX-372C (the 526 ID) at 49-50.
RIB 9 citing Rhyne, Tr. 2035.
255 CIB 18 citing CX-2229C (Rhyne Direct) at Q. 483,485,487-89; Subramanian, Tr. 121011; CX-99RX-2 (the ‘517 patent) at col. 21 :42-47.
256 SIB 35 citing CX- 103/Rx-4 (the ‘5 17 prosecution history) at SDITC-I1 12646BT560-H
17181; SFU3 15-16.
253
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prosecution history.257In this instance, the undersigned does not find that such a disclaimer was
made. As to ST’s argument that SanDisk’s current position is inconsistent with the representations
made to Judge Luckern during the 526 investigation, the undersigned finds that such argument is not
convincing because the disputed claim term in the 526 investigation was the “means for inhibiting
further programming of correctly verified cells among the plurality of addressed cells,” which is
different than this disputed claim term.258
Accordingly, the phrase “terminatingsaid application of appropriate voltage conditions
to individual ones of said plurality of memory cells” in claim 1 is construed to mean: “an
individual cell that has been determined to fall within its desired threshold level range will not
receive additional applications of appropriate voltage conditions for the remainder of the
program operation.”
i.

“Continuing to apply said appropriate voltage conditions to
others of said plurality of cells” (claim 1)

S d i s k asserts that the claim term “continuingto apply said appropriate voltage conditions
to others of said plurality of cells” should be construed as consistent as the term “appropriate voltage
condition”was construed above.259Staff agrees that this claim term should be construed consistently
with how “ appropriate voltage conditions” was construed above.260ST asserts that the term should
be construed as “continuing to apply the same set of voltage conditions as used at the outset of the

257 See Markman, 52 F.3d at 980 (in the absence of a clear disclaimer of scope, the
prosecution history cannot change the meaning of the claims); Superguide Corp. v. DirecTVEnters.,
Inc., 358 F.3d 870, 875 (Fed. Cir. 2004) (“Superguide”).
258 CX-372C (the 526 ID) at 47.
259 CIB 18.
260 SRB 14.
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operation.”261
SanDisk asserts that the appropriate voltage conditions are not limited to a single set of
voltage conditions, which is reflected by the use of the term “voltage conditions,” which is plural.
According to SanDisk, in 1989 it was well-known that a wide range of program pulse techniques
could be used to apply “appropriate voltage conditions” to a cell, including ramped programming
pulses as well as constant programming pulses.262
Staff asserts that the use of the word “continuing” does not mean that the same specific
voltages must always be applied because the claim covers “continuing to apply said appropriate
voltage conditions,” which Staff construed above as voltage conditions appropriate to alter the
charge

While Staff acknowledges that the claim term excludes voltage conditions

appropriate for reading, the claim does include voltage conditionsthat program or erase the cell, such
as both constant voltage pulses and incremental step pulse programming.264
ST asserts that the claim term “continuing to apply said appropriate voltage conditions”
should refer to the same set of voltage conditions that were used in the first “applying” step.265ST
argues that the use of the term “continuing to apply said” refers back to the “applying” step;
therefore, the “continuing” step requires the same exact voltage conditions as in the “applying”

RIB 10 citing RDX-6 1.
262 CIB 18 citing CX-2229C (Rhyne Direct) at Q. 419-20,429; Pashley, Tr. 2763-65; CX2225C (Harari Direct) at Q. 108; RX-l801C (Subramanian Direct) at Q. 258; CX-110 (the ‘685
patent) at Abstract.
263 SRB 14-15.
264 SRB 14.
265 RRB 5 citing Phillips, 415 F.3d at 13 16.
261
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step.266ST asserts that the specification and prosecution history support its p0sition.2~~
The undersigned agrees with SanDisk and Staff that “continuing to apply said appropriate
voltage conditions” should be construed consistently with “appropriate voltage conditions” and “said
appropriate voltage conditions” above. The claim construction does not require the same exact
voltage conditions. While the use of the term “continuing” may imply that the only one set of
voltage conditions needs to be applied, it was determined above that there are multiple conditions
that may be applied in order to alter the charge level of the floating gate in order to set a threshold
level for the cell.
Accordingly, the phrase “continuing to apply said appropriate voltage conditions to
others of said plurality of cells” in claim 1 is not limited to the same set of voltage conditions as
used at the outset of the operation and refers to “all voltage conditions that are appropriate to
alter the charge level of the floating gate.”
j-

“Until all of the plurality of cells are determined to have reached
their desired threshold level ranges” (claim 1)

SanDisk asserts that the claim term “until all of the plurality of cells are determined to have
reached their desired threshold level ranges” should be construed as “meaning that the recited
programming steps will be performed until all of the plurality of cells are determined to have reached
their desired threshold level ranges, at which point the EEprom system stops the program
operation.”268ST asserts that the term should be construed as “once the threshold level of each cell
in the plurality has been established to have moved into the desired one of the two or more potential
RIB 10-11 citing Rhyne, Tr. 1830; RX-l801C (Subramanian Direct) at 77-78, 126-27.
267 RIB 11 citing Rhyne, Tr. 1832-40; RX-l801C (Subramanian Direct) at 78-79,255; CX103/RX-4 (the ‘5 17 prosecution history) at SDITC-I1 12603BT560-H 17083.
268 CIB 19.
266
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ending ranges, the terminating, determining and applying steps stop.”269Staff asserts that the claim
term should be construed to mean that “the application of appropriate voltage conditions to cells in
the plurality will continue until all cells in the plurality have reached the desired threshold level
ranges, at which point application of the appropriate voltage conditions
SanDisk asserts that the plain meaning of “until” requires the system to affirmatively
determine that all of the plurality of cells have reached their desired threshold level ranges.
According to SanDisk, the determination is what causes the application of further appropriate voltage
conditions to stop. SanDisk points to the specification in support.271

ST asserts that claim 1 requires the steps of “applying,” “determining,” “terminating,” and
“continuing to apply” to continue until all of the plurality of cells are determined to have reached
their desired threshold level ranges. ST argues that the claim is explicit in that only “the plurality”
are relevant to the “ranges” requirement. Therefore, according to ST, what claim 1 requires is that
the plurality include some cells whose threshold levels reach one ending range and other cells whose
threshold levels reach a second, different ending range.272
Staff opposes both SanDisk’s and ST’s argument. Staff opposes SanDisk’s arguments
because SanDisk asserts that claim 1 only covers programming because cells being erased have only
a single desired threshold level range, the erased state. Staff opposes ST’s arguments because ST
asserts that claim 1 only covers multi-level cells because the cells whose charge levels are being
RIB 3 citing RDX-62.
270 SIB 35-36 citing C X - 9 9 m - 2 (the ‘517patent) at Fig. 23(5)-(7); col. 28:66-29: 10,29:29269

41.
271 CIB 19 citing CX-2229C (Rhyne Direct) at Q. 499-503; CX-99/RX-2 (the ‘5 17 patent)
at col. 28:8-20,29:29-34, Figs. 13,24; Pashley, Tr. 2558.
272 RIB 4 citing RX-1801C (Subramanian Direct) at 128-31; RX-2153C (Subramanian
Rebuttal) at 104-08; Rhyne, Tr. 1764.
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altered must reach more than one desired threshold level range. Staff asserts that its claim
construction is exactly what is disclosed in the specification,where both single-level and multi-level
Staff also asserts that, because dependent

cells, and both programming and erase, are

claims 2 and 4 cover single level cells, and dependent claims 3 and 5 cover multilevel cells,
independent claim 1 must cover both. In addition, Staff asserts that dependent claim 10 requires that
the claimed method be carried out on a single chip, which implies that the methods of claims 2 and
4 can be performed on a single
The undersigned does not adopt SanDisk’s claim construction because it incorporates a
“programming” requirement that was rejected above. The undersigned also does not adopt ST’s
claim construction because the use of the term “ranges” does not necessarily require that there be
more than one desired threshold level range for the plurality of cells because such construction would
make claim 1 inconsistent with certain dependent claims, such as claim 10 which covers the use of
a single chip with single level
The undersigned finds Staffs arguments persuasive. The fact that the plurality of addressed
cells must reach their desired ranges does not mean that each cell must have more than one desired
threshold level range. Rather, it means that each cell must reach its range and the cells together must
reach their ranges?76 In addition, the scope of an independent claim must encompass the scope of
a claim that depends from it.
Accordingly, the phrase “until all of the plurality of cells are determined to have reached

SIB 36 citing CX-99/RX-2 (the ‘5 17patent) at figs. 14,15A, col. 2 1:15-60, col. 3:62-4: 13.
SIB 36.
275 CX-99/RX-2 (the ‘5 17 patent) at col. 30:64-65,3 1:1-4,29-30.
276 CX-99M-2 (the ‘517 patent) at figs. 14, 15A, col. 21:15-60, col. 3:62-4:13.
273
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their desired threshold level ranges” in claim 1 is construed to mean: “the application of
appropriate voltage conditions ceases when all cells in the plurality are in the desired memory
state.” In addition, the claim is not limited to types of cells, such as single-level or multi-level, or
operations, such as programming or erasing.
k.

“Breakpoint threshold level” (claim 5)

SanDisk asserts that the claim term “breakpoint threshold level” should be construed as “the
threshold level that separates one threshold level range from another threshold level range.”2n ST
asserts that the term should be construed as “a threshold level that partitions the threshold voltage
window or memory cells.”278 Staff asserts that the claim term should construed to mean “the
threshold level that separates one threshold voltage range from another threshold voltage range.”279
While SanDisk and Staffs constructions are quite similar, the undersigned finds SanDisk’s
claim construction most closely reflects the plain meaning of this disputed claim term because of
Staffs extraneous reference to the term “voltage.” Accordingly, the phrase “breakpoint threshold
level” in claim 5 is construed to mean: “the threshold level that separates one threshold level
range from another threshold level range.”
1.

“Blocks” (claims 7 and 8)

SanDisk asserts that the claim term “blocks” should be construed as “the Flash unit of erase,
which is substantially larger than a byte or a word.”280ST asserts that the term should be construed

277 CIB 19-20 citing CX-2229C (Rhyne Direct) at Q. 505-06; C X - 9 9 m - 2 (the ‘5 17 patent)
at col. 21:20-30,51-53, Fig. 14-15; Subramanian, Tr. 1076-78.
278 RRB 7 citing RX-l801C (Subramanian Direct) at A. 342-54, 416-24; RX-2153C
(Subramanian Rebuttal) at A. 421-22,473,524.
279 SIB 37 citing CX-99/RX-2 (the ‘517 patent) at Figs. 14, 15A; col. 21:26-28,21:48-51.
CIB 20.
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as “some number of cells greater than one that are grouped together for operational purposes.”281
Staff asserts that the claim term “blocks of cells” should be construed to mean “groups of multiple
memory
SanDisk asserts that its claim construction is consistent with the plain meaning of the term.
SanDisk points to the testimony of ST’s expert, Dr. Pashley, who stated that a flash EEPROM “can
quickly erase a large block of memory at one time, or in a ‘flash .,9283 SanDisk also points to the
9

specification which states that a large group of cells that is erased simultaneously is a “block” or
“sector” while a smaller group of cells that is programmed simultaneously is a “chunk.”284Based
on its claim construction, SanDisk asserts that claim 7 covers a Flash EEPROM with block erase and
the step of performing a block erase occurs prior to programming a plurality of cells within the
block; that claim 8 adds a requirement that the plurality of cells programmed is less than the size of
a block and that two such pluralities of cells are programmed; and that claim 11 covers performing
a block erase on two or more selected
Staff asserts that the main dispute regarding this claim term appears to be whether it should
be construed as a “unit of erase” and whether the number of cells in the block is substantially larger
than a byte or word. Staff notes that the specification uses the term “block” and “sector”
interchangeably.286Staff also points out that the specification states that

In the Flash EEprom array 1060 (FIG. 12), each group of memory cells which is

RIB 12 citing RDX-64.
282 SIB 37.
283 CIB 20 citing Rx-1802C (Pashley Direct) at Q. 74.
284 CIB 20 citing CX-2229C (Rhyne Direct) at Q. 509-10; CX-99/RX-2 (the ‘517 patent) at
col. 7:6-9, 14-17, 14~38-42,16:4-9,21:31-33,25:7-11,28:7-11,24-25,28-30,38-57.
285 CIB 20.
286 SIB 37 citing CX-99/RX-2 (the ‘517 patent) at col. 7:6-8, 10:45-47.
281
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collectively erased or programmed is called a sector.287
Therefore, Staff asserts that a block is not simply a unit of erase. In addition, Staffpoints out that the
specification does not describe the size of a block. Rather, Staff asserts the specification notes that
a sector may have 512 bytes.288

ST agrees with Staff and asserts that a “block” is simply a “groups of cells” that is not limited
to a unit of erase.289ST also points to the same portion of specification noted by Staff above.290ST
also notes that the specification does not limit the size of a block and that the claimed blocks are

simply some number of cells greater than one grouped together for operational purposes. Because
the term blocks is plural, ST asserts that at least two such blocks are req~ired.2~’
The undersigned finds ST’s and Staffs arguments to be persuasive because the specification
clearly states that a block/sector/group of memory ceHs, is not simply a unit of erase.292Although

ST agrees that a block is a group of cells, ST proposes a claim construction with additional
limitations, such as an “operational purpose,” that is extraneous to what is required to construe the
claim. Therefore, the undersigned finds Staffs claim construction to most clearly reflect the plain
meaning of the term.
Accordingly, the phrase “blocks of cells” in claims 7, 8, and 11 is construed to mean: “a
group of more than one memory cell.”

SIB 37-38 citing CX-99M-2 (the ‘517 patent) at col. 25:7-11.
288 SIB 38 citing CX-99/RX-2 (the ‘517 patent) at col. 7:28-30,28:28-30.
289 RRB 7-8.
290 RRB 8 citing CX-99/RX-2 (the ‘517 patent) at col. 25:7-11.
291 RRB 8 citing RX-l801C (Subramanian Direct) at A. 264-67, 443-49; Rx-2153C
(Subramanian Rebuttal) at A. 344-46,530,534-35,537-58.
292 CX-99M-2 (the ‘517 patent) at col. 25:7-11.
287
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m.

“A chunk of input data being programmed into the memory
system” (claims 12 and 13)

SanDisk asserts that the claim term “a chunk of input data being programmed into the
memory system” should be construed as “a quantity of information, typically several bytes, to be

ST asserts that the term should be construed as

programmed into the plurality of memory

“N * L bits of user data, where N is the number of addressed cells and L is the number of bits per
cell.”294Staff asserts that the claim term should be construed to require “several bytes of data” to
be programmed into the memory system.295
SanDisk asserts that its claim construction is consistent with the plain meaning of the term,
which is also consistent with the way the term is used in the s p e ~ i f i c a t i o n . ~ ~ ~
According to Staff, the claim term “chunk of input data” was also at issue in the 526
investigation. Staff asserts that, because the ‘5 17 specification uses the phrase in the same way as
the ‘338 patent, the claim term should be interpreted the same.297

ST asserts that Judge Luckern construed “chunk of data” in claim 27 of the ‘338 patent to be
“the final target memory states for the cells being

According to ST, there is no

reason to depart from Judge Luckern’s claim construction with respect to “chunk of input data” in
claims 12-14 of the ‘5 17 patent because these claims were expressly patterned after claim 27 of the

CIB 20.
RIB 12 citing RDX-67.
295 SIB 39 citing CX-99M-2 (the ‘517 patent) at col. 3:57-58,28:8-10.
296 CIB 20 citing CX-2229C (Rhyne Direct) at Q. 529-3 1 ;CX-99/RX-2 (the ‘ 5 17 patent) at
C O ~ 3:56-58,28:8-11.
.
297 SIB 39; SRB 19.
298 RIB 13 citing CX-372C (the 526 ID) at 2 1.
293

294
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‘338 patent.299ST asserts that its claim construction is consistent with the plain meaning of the term,
which is also consistent with the way the term is used in the specification and that a person of
ordinary skill in the art would understand the claim term to require user data, not status flags.300
During the prehearing conference, the undersigned informed the parties that the undersigned
intended to adopt the Commission’s claim construction from the 526 in~estigation.~’~
As this
disputed claim term, which is in the ‘ 5 17 patent, is being used similarly as it was used in the ‘338
patent,302the undersigned agrees that the claim construction adopted for this claim term in the 526
investigation should also be adopted here. In the 526 investigation, Judge Luckern stated that the
term “‘chunk of data’ is typically several bytes of data.”303
Accordingly, the phrase “a chunk of input data being programmed into the memory
system” in claims 12 and 13 is construed to require: “several byes of data to be programmed into
the memory system.”
n.

“Comparing the threshold levels of the plurality of cells with the
chunk of input data” (claim 13)

SanDisk asserts that the claim term “comparing the threshold levels of the plurality of cells
with the chunk of input data” should be construed as “requiring determining when the threshold
levels of the plurality of cells have reached the desired threshold level ranges corresponding to the
See CX- 103/RX-4 (the ‘5 17 prosecution history) at SDITC-I1 12567ET560-H 17074.
RIB 13 citing RX-1801 (Subramanian Direct) at 140-42; RX-2153C (Subramanian
Rebuttal) at 124-27.
301 Bullock, Tr. 20 (December 1,2006 prehearing conference). See Epcon Gas Sys., Inc. v.
Bauer Compressors, Inc., 279 F.3d 1022,1030 (Fed. Cir. 2002) (“‘Epcon”)(the same term or phrase
should be interpreted consistently where it appears in claims of common ancestry).
302 It should be noted that, although the ‘338 patent and the ‘517 patent are not literally
related, the specifications are identical in relevant part. SRB 19 citing CX-2229C (Rhyne Direct)
at 26; CX-103/RX-4 (the ‘5 17 prosecution history) at SDITC-I1 12566-67/ST560-H 17073-74.
303 CX-372C (the ‘526 Initial Determination) at 20.
299

300
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data they are to store, i.e. the chunk of input data.”304ST asserts that the term should be construed
as “comparing the threshold level of each memory cell in the plurality of addressed cells against its
corresponding bit in the chunk of input data.”305Staff agrees with ST.306
SanDisk asserts that, while this claim term requires a comparison to be made, the comparison
does not need to be direct; therefore, a comparator structure is not required. According to SanDisk,
the claim limitation merely requires the step of comparing and does not recite any particular circuitry
or structure used to achieve the comparison.3o7In other words, SanDisk asserts that no particular
structure is required by this method step.

ST asserts that the plain language of the claim term requires that the “threshold levels of the
plurality of cells” be compared against the “chunk of input data.” According to ST, the specification
explains that the threshold level of each cell in the plurality is assigned a bit value based upon the
threshold level range in which it lies. One or more bits of user data will be stored for each cell,
which collectively comprises the chunk of input data. After each pulse of appropriate voltage
conditions, a verification is performed by reading the data bits out of each memory cell in the
plurality and comparing them bit by bit against each bit of user data in the chunk of input data.308

In addition, ST counters SanDisk’s construction because it insists that no particular structure is

CIB 20-21 citing CX-2229C (Rhyne Direct) at Q. 537.
RIB 13 citing RDX-68.
306 SIB 39 citing CX-99/RX-2 (the ‘517 patent) at Fig. 23(5); col. 28:66-29:2.
307 cIl3 2 1.
308 RIB 13-14 citing CX-99RX-2 (the ‘517patent) at Figs. 23-24; col28:39-29:28; RX-1801
(Subramanian Direct) at 143-44; RX-2153C (Subramanian Rebuttal) at A. 568-72.
304

305
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required, which is contrary to the spe~ification.~’~
Staff agrees with ST.310
The undersigned finds ST and Staffs arguments to be persuasive. The specification clearly
states that this claim limitation requires comparing the data bits out of each memory cell in the
plurality bit by bit against each bit of user data in the chunk of input data.311 In addition, the
specification describes particular circuitry used to perform this comparison:
In each cell compare module such as the module 1701, the L read bits (L=number of
binary bits encoded for each cell) are compared bit by bit with the corresponding
program data bits.312
This comparison is also shown in Figure 24, which is described in the specification as showing:
a “read data bit” produced by read circuits is compared by XOR gates against a
“write data bit7’produced from the readprogram latches and shift registers 190where
the “chunk of input data” is stored.313
These passages confirm that the chunk of input data is compared bit by bit with the threshold levels
read from the plurality of addressed memory cells.
Accordingly, the phrase “comparing the threshold levels of the plurality of cells with the
chunk of input data” in claim 13 is construed to mean: “comparing the threshold level of each
memory cell in the plurality of addressed cells against its corresponding bit in the chunk of
input data.”
0.

“Cache memory” (claim 14)

SanDisk asserts that the claim term “cache memory” should be construed as “any memory,

309 RRB 8 citing=-1801C
(SubramanianDirect)at A n s . 473-76; RX-2153C (Subramanian
Rebuttal) at 568-72.
310 SIB 39.
3’1 CX-99/RX-2 (the ‘517 patent) at Fig. 23(5); col. 28:66-29:2.
312 CX-99/RX-2 (the ‘517 patent) at col. 29:14-17.
313 CX-99/RX-2 (the ‘517 patent) at col. 2859-295
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distinct from the flash memory array, that is used to speed up the performance of the system by
temporarily storing data to be programmed into memory cells.”314ST asserts that the term should
be construed as “memory used to insulate the Flash memory device from enduring too many
progrderase cycles allowing data to be operated on several times in the cache before being
committed to the Flash memory.”315 Staff asserts that the claim term should be construed by its
ordinary meaning, which is “memory used to temporarily store data so as to speed up an
operati~n.”~’~
SanDisk asserts that its claim construction is consistent with the plain meaning of the term,
which is also consistent with the way the term is used in the ~pecification.~’~
Staff also asserts that
its claim construction is consistent with the plain meaning of the term, which is also consistent with
the way the term is used in the spe~ification.~’~
ST asserts that the applicants defined “cache
memory” as “novel” and “unlike . . . traditional cache^."^" Therefore, ST asserts that the applicants
acted as their own lexicographers in giving “cache memory” a special meaning for purposes of claim
14.320
CIB 21.
RIB 14 citing RDX-69.
316 SIB 40 citing CX-2229C (Rhyne Direct) at 151-52; Subramanian, Tr. 1349; CX-99/RX-2
(the ‘517 patent) at col. 14:47-61,2:44-54.
317 CIB 21 citing CX-2229C (Rhyne Direct) at Q. 540-41; Subramanian, Tr. 1349; CX99/RX-2 (the ‘517 patent), col. 14:46-61; 17:56-61; CX-1020 (Microsoft Press Computer
Dictionary) at SDITC-11-067502-067508.
318 SIB 40 citing CX-99/RX-2 (the ‘517 patent), col. 14:47-61; col. 2:44-54.
319 RIB 14-15 citing CX-99/RX-2 (the ‘517 patent), col. 15:26-31 (“To overcome this
problem, a cache memory is used in a novel way to insulate the Flash EEProm memory device from
enduring too many progrderase cycles. The primary function of the cache is to act on writes to
the Flash EEprom memory and not on reads of the Flash EEProm memory, unlike the case with
traditional caches.”)
320 RIB 14 citing Boss Control, Inc. v. Bombardier Inc., 410 F.3d 1372, 1376-77 (Fed. Cir.
(continued...)
314
315
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The undersigned does not find ST’s arguments to be persuasive. While the specification does
use the term “cache memory” and “novel” in the same sentence, when reading the terms in context,
there is no indication that the applicants were being their own lexicographers by assigning a
particular meaning to the term “cache memory,” other than its plain and ordinary meaning. Rather,
the applicants were merely stating that “cache memory is used in a novel way.”321The specification
states that:
Cache memory is generally used to speed up the performance of systems having
slower access devices.322
This is consistent with the plain meaning of the claim term, as testified by both SanDisk’s and ST’s

Accordingly, the phrase “cache memory” in claim 14 is construed to mean: “memory used
to temporarily store data so as to speed up an operation.”

B.

Infringement

SanDisk asserts that ST’s NAND (SLC and MLC), [

3 flash memories and

systems containing such chips infringe claim 1,6-8, 10 and 12 of the ‘5 1’7 patent. SanDisk also
] chips infringe claims 3 and 5 of the ‘5 17patent,

asserts that ST’s MLC NAND, [
while the [

3 also infringes claims 13and 14 of the ‘5 17patent.324Furthermore, SanDisk asserts

320( ...continued)
2005) ((‘BOSS
ControZ”);Abraxis Bioscience, Inc. v. Mayne Pharma. (USA), 467 F.3d 1370, 1376
(Fed. Cir. 2006) (“Abraxis”); ChefAm., Inc. v. Lamb-Weston, Inc., 358 F.3d 1371,1374 (Fed. Cir.
2004) ((‘ChefAmerica”).
321 CX-99M-2 (the ‘517 patent), col. 15:26-31 (emphasis added).
322 CX-99M-2 (the ‘ 5 17 patent), col. 14:47-61.
323 CX-2229C (Rhyne Direct) at 151-52; Subramanian, Tr. 1349.
324 CIB 34 citing CDX-11103. The specific products alleged to infringe include the: 5 12 Mb
F12 NAND, 256 Mb F12 NAND, 128 Mb F90 NAND, 256 Mb F90 NAND, 512 Mb F90 NAND
(continued.. .)
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that ST’s accused products contributorily infringe the asserted method claims of the ‘5 17patent, and
that ST induced infiingement of the ‘517 patent.325

ST asserts that the none of its accused NAND or NOR products infringe any asserted claims
of the ‘517 patent.326ST also asserts that SanDisk failed to prove either contributory or induced
infringement .327
Staff asserts that ST’s NAND products infringe claims 1,3, 5,6, 7, 8, and 10 of the ‘5 17
patent; however, Staff asserts that ST’s NAND products, do not infringe claims 12, 13, and 14 of
the ‘5 17 patent. In addition, Staff asserts that ST’s NOR products do not infringe any of the asserted
claims of the ‘517 patent.328Furthermore, Staff agrees that ST’s sale of flash memory chips, and in
particular, ST’s sales of NAND chips for use in products such as flash cards and USB drives,
indirectly infringe the asserted claims of the ‘517 patent.329
1.

Claim 1
a.

Preamble (A method of operating an EEprom system having
memory cells that individually include an electrically floating
gate carrying a charge level that is alterable in response to
appropriate voltage conditions being applied to the cell in order
to set a variable threshold level thereof into a range that is
determinable by reading the cell, said method comprising)

SanDisk asserts that ST’s flash memories meet all the limitations of the preamble of claim
1 of the ‘517 patent because [

1

324(. ..continued)
(small page), 5 12 Mb F90 NAND (large page), 1 Gb F90 NAND, 2 Gb F90 NAND, 4 Gb F90 MLC
NAND, 2 Gb F70 NAND, and 4 Gb F70 NAND.
325 CIB 40-41.
326 RIB 29-41.
327 RIB 41-44.
328 SIB 47; SRB 22-23.
329 SIB 53.
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331

1332
ST does not directly address whether its accused chips practice the preamble, other than
stating that none of its NOR or NAND products practice claim 1 of the ‘5 17 patent because of other
claim limitations and its contributory and induced infingement arguments.333
Staff asserts that, although ST’s accused chips, by themselves, are not a “method of operating
an EEprom system,” the evidence shows that ST’s chips are used as part of such EEprom systems,
which is particularly true for products that ST produces itself, i. e. flash cards. Therefore, Staff asserts
that ST’s accused chips indirectly infringe claim 1 .334
The undersigned agrees with Staff that, ST’s NOR and NAND chips, by themselves, do not
constitute a “method of operating an EEprom system.” The evidence shows, however, that ST’s
NOR and NAND chips are used as part of such EEprom systems, such as flash cards that are
produced by ST itself, which is discussed more fully in the indirect infringement section b e € o ~ . ~ ~ ’
Therefore, the undersigned finds that ST indirectly infringes the preamble of claim 1 of the ‘517
patent.

CIB 34 citing CFF 2008-1 1,2194-2202,2222,2276-78.
331 CIB 34-35 citing CFF 2223-24,2312-16,2276-82.
332 CIB 35 citing CFF 2225-73,2282-23 1 1 .
333 RIB 29-44.
334 SIB 48.
335 See inza, Section V(B)( 1 1).
330
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b.

First Limitation (applying said appropriate voltage conditions in
parallel to a plurality of said memory cells, thereby to alter the
charge levels on the floating gates of said plurality of memory
cells)

SanDisk asserts that ST’s flash memories meet all the elements of the first limitation of claim
1 of the ‘517 patent because, [

]336

Staff agrees with SanDisk that ST’s accused

products meet all the elements of the first limitation because [
]337

ST does not directly address whether its accused chips practice the first

limitation, other than based on its claim construction and stating that none of its NOR or NAND
products practice claim 1 of the ‘5 17 patent because of other claim limitations and its contributory
and induced infringement arguments.338
Both SanDisk and Staff counter ST’s arguments as being based on ST’s faulty claim
constructionrequiring fixed programming pulses and “hot electron injection’’ programming.339The
undersigned rejected ST’s claim construction argument above. Therefore, ST’s arguments are also
rejected here and the undersigned finds that ST’s accused products practice the first limitation of
claim 1 of the ‘5 17 patent.

CIB 35 citing CFF 2312-32’2338-39’2350-81.
SIB 48 citing CX-2229C (Rhyne Direct) at 175-79,223-24,274-75.
338 RIB 29-44.
339 CIB 35; SIB 48-49.
336
337
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c.

Second Limitation (determining the threshold level ranges in
which individual ones of said plurality of memory cells lie, and)
(1)

STNAND

SanDisk asserts that ST’s NAND flash memories meet all the elements of the second
limitation of claim 1 of the ‘5 17 patent because, [

1340
Staff agrees with SanDisk that ST’s accused NAND products infringe this claim limitation
because [
34 1

1

CIB 36 citing CFF2382-2432,2228-2273.
341 SIB 50 citing Subramanian, Tr. 1378-81;SRB 25 citing CX-2229C (Rhyne Direct) at 181340

83.
82

342

343

1344
ST asserts that its accused NAND products do not perform the “determining” step because

c

SIB 50-51 citing RX-2153C (Subramanian Rebuttal) at 250-58; Subramanian, Tr. 137881,1471-84.
343 SRB 25.
344 SRB 26 citing Subramanian, Tr. 1471-84.
342

83

345

1346
SanDisk counters ST’s arguments, asserting that ST’s own documents and witnesses
contradict ST’s argument. [
347

348

349

1350
ST counters Staffs arguments, asserting that Staff is mistaken as to how ST’s accused
NAND products assign bit values to cells. According to ST, ST chooses to design its NAND to be
cheap and easy to manufacture. [

1

345 RIB 35-36 citing RX-2157C (Maccarrone Rebuttal) at A. 74,84; RDX-139; RX-2153C
(Subramanian Rebuttal) at A. 1252; Rhyne, Tr. 2020-22; Subramanian, Tr. 1406; RDX- 172-002.
346 RIB 35-37.
347 CIB 36 citing Subramanian, Tr. 1148,1307,1377.
348 CRB 15-16 citing JX-66C (Mastrangelo Dep) at 54, 58.
349 CRB 16-17 citing CFF1054-1056.
350 CIB 36 citing CFF 2228-73,2415-32; CRB 15-17.

84

351

1352
The undersigned finds SanDisk’s and Staffs arguments to be persuasive. Based on a review
of the evidence, the undersigned finds that, [

353

354

355

]356

The majority of ST’s arguments are based on their claim

construction that the “determining” limitation requires measuring the threshold level of each cell,
which was rejected above.
The undersigned does not, however, find SanDisk’s “margining” argumentsto be persuasive.
As noted above, the undersigned rejected SanDisk’s claim construction argument that the

RRE3 12 citing Subramanian, Tr. 1394; RX-1801C (Subramanian Direct) at A. 764-67;
RDX-96.02,96.03,96.07.
352 RRE3 12 citing RX-2253 (Subramanian Rebuttal) at A. 1266 [check if 2153 or 22531.
353 Other factors that affect the read operation in ST’s accused NAND products include
mobility, oxide capacitance, channel width, and channel length RX-2157C (Maccarrone Rebuttal)
at A. 80, p. 15.
354 Subramanian, Tr. 1406; RDX-172-2C; Rhyne, Tr. 1984-86.
355 RX-2153C (Subramanian Rebuttal) at 250-58; Subramanian, Tr. 1378-81,1471-84.
356 See Section V(A)(2)(g).
351
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“determining” limitation included “margining.”357Regardless of whether ST uses “margining,”
however, the undersigned finds that ST’s accused NAND products practice the “determining”
limitation of claim 1 of the ‘5 17 patent.
Accordingly, the undersigned finds that ST’s accused NAND products practice the second
limitation of claim 1 of the ‘5 17 patent.
(2)

STNOR

SanDisk asserts that ST’s NOR flashmemories meet all the elements of the second limitation

of claim 1 of the ‘517 patent because, [

1358

359

1

See Section V(A)(2)(g).
358 CIB 37 citing CFF2447-2563,2285,2298-99.
359 RIB 30 citing RX-2155C (Villa Direct) at a. 67, p. 12; RRB 12 citing Rhyne, Tr. 1949-50,
1954-56,2390.
357
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360

36 1

362

1363
Staff agrees with ST that [

13@According to Staff, this method does not appear to be the
same, or the equivalent, to determining the threshold level ranges of the cell, as construed above.365
SanDisk counters ST’s arguments, asserting that ST is avoiding infringement by creating
confusion regarding the [

366

RIB 32 citing Rhyne, Tr. 1917-18.
361 RIB 33 citing RX-2153C (Subramanian Rebuttal) at A. 1257-60, p. 351-52; RDX-159.
362 RIB 34 citing Subramanian, Tr. 1409-11; RDX-172-2C (see also Appendix D).
363 RIB 34 citing Rhyne, Tr. 1970, 1985,2022,2075.
364 SIB 48,50 citing RX-2153C (Subramanian Rebuttal) at 349.
365 SIB 50.
366 CRB 17.
360
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1367
In addition, SanDisk assertsthat the testimony of ST’s experts contradicts ST’s arguments.368
Specifically, SanDisk asserts that Dr. Subramanian admitted that in ST’s NOR products, [

369

]370

Alternatively, SanDisk asserts that ST’s accusedNOR

products infringe by the doctrine of equivalent^.^^'
The undersigned agrees with ST and Staff that SanDisk has not shown, by a preponderance
of evidence, that ST’s accused NOR products, practice the “determining” limitation of claim 1 of
the ‘ 5 17 patent. The evidence shows that ST’s NOR chips determine the memory state of the cell

I

[

CRB 19.
368 CIB 37 citing Subramanian, Tr. 1307.
369 CRB 17-18 citing CFF 2559-61,2595-2613,2624-36.
370 CRB 19 citing CFF 1054-56.
371 CIB 37 citing CFF2503-2512, 2556-2563. Although SanDisk raises a doctrine of
equivalents argument, the issue was not adequately briefed in the post-hearing brief or post-hearing
reply brief. A single sentence alleging that the accused products infringe by the doctrine of
equivalents, with a reference to more detailed arguments in the proposed findings of facts, is
insufficient. Therefore, SanDisk‘s doctrine of equivalents argument is rejected. A reasonable pagelimit for briefs was imposed on the parties in this investigation to narrow the number of issues that
needed to be decided by the undersigned. The undersigned did not intend the parties to use the
findings of facts for the arguments they chose not to elaborate on in their briefs.
367

88

[
]372

In addition, SanDisk’s “margining”

argument is also rejected, as the undersigned did not include such a requirement in the claim
construction for “determining.”373
Accordingly, the undersigned finds that SanDisk has not proved, by a preponderance of the
evidence, that ST’s accused NOR products practice the “determining” limitation of claim 1 of the
‘517 patent.
d.

Third Limitation (terminating said application of appropriate
voltage conditions to individual ones of said plurality of memory
cells upon their being determined to have reached desired
threshold level ranges while continuing to apply said appropriate
voltage conditions to others of said plurality of cells)

SanDisk asserts that ST’s flash memories meet all the elements of the third limitation of
claim 1 of the ‘517 patent because, [

374

ST asserts that its accused products do not infringe the “terminating” limitation based on its

Rx-2153C (Subramanian Rebuttal) at 349.
Section V(A)(2)(g).
374 CIB 37 citing CFF2564-2648.
375 SIB 49 citing CX-2229C (Rhyne Direct) at 185-86,226-28,277-79.
372

373 See

89

claim construction because in all of its accused products, [
376

377

1378
Both SanDisk and Staff counter ST’s arguments regarding the “terminating” limitation as
being based on ST’s faulty claim construction requiring preventing any further alternation of charge
on the floating gate of an inhibited cell, i.e. that the cells must prevent program

The

undersigned rejected ST’s claim construction argument above. Therefore, ST’s arguments are also
rejected here and the undersigned finds that ST’s accused products practice the “terminating”
limitation of claim 1 of the ‘517 patent.
Both SanDisk and Staff counter ST’s arguments regarding the “continuing” limitation as
being based on ST’s faulty claim construction requiring applying the identical programming pulse

376 RIB 39 citing Rhyne, Tr. 2037-38; RX-2153C (Subramanian Rebuttal) at A. 1279-82, p.
358; RX-2155C (Villa Direct) at A. 96, p. 21; RX-2157C (Maccarrone Rebuttal) at A. 92-94, p. 1418; RRB 14-15.
377RRB14.
378 RIB 38 citing RX-2153C (Subramanian Rebuttal) at A. 1223-24, p. 340-41; RX-2155C
(Villa Direct) at A.112, p. 24; RX-2156C (Sali Direct) at A. 43, p. 6; RX-2157C (Maccarrone
Rebuttal) at A. 86, p. 16; RRB 11-12.
379 CRB 20; SIB 49; SRB 23.

90

during each successive pulse of a program operation.38o The undersigned rejected ST’s claim
construction argument above. Therefore, ST’s arguments are also rejected here and the undersigned
finds that ST’s accused products practice the “continuing” limitation of claim 1 of the ‘517 patent.
Accordingly, the undersigned finds that ST’s accused products practice the third limitation
of claim 1 of the ‘5 17 patent.
e.

Fourth Limitation (until all of the plurality of cells are
determined to have reached their desired threshold level ranges)

SanDisk asserts that ST’s flash memories meet all the elements of the fourth limitation of
claim 1 of the ‘ 5 17 patent because [

]381

Staff agrees with SanDisk that ST’s accused products meet all the

elements of the fourth limitation.382
ST asserts that its accused NAND products do not perform this limitation because [

3 83

384

1

CRB 19 citing CFF 771,2582-85; SFU3 23.
CIB 38 citing CFF 2649-2686.
382 SIB 49 citing CX-2229 (Rhyne Direct) at 186-88,228-29,279-80.
383 RIB 29-30 citing Rhyne, Tr. 1763-64; RRB 11.
384 RRB 15.
380
381
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[

1385
Both SanDisk and Staff counter ST’s arguments as being based on faulty claim construction
of what constitutes a desired range.386The undersigned rejected ST’s claim construction argument
above. Therefore, ST’s arguments are also rejected here and the undersigned finds that ST’s accused
products practice the fourth limitation of claim 1 of the ‘517 patent.
f.

Conclusion

Accordingly, the undersigned finds that SanDisk has proved, by a preponderance of the
evidence that ST’s accused NAND products infringe each and every limitation of claim 1 of the ‘ 5 17
patent. The undersigned finds, however, that SanDisk has not proved, by a preponderance of the
evidence, that ST’s accused NOR products infringe each and every limitation of claim 1 of the ‘ 5 17
patent.
2.

Claim 3 (The method of claim 1, wherein there are more than two
threshold level ranges)

SanDisk asserts that ST’s flash memories meet all the elements of dependent claim 3 of the
387

‘ 5 17 patent because [

388

1

RRB 15 citing RX-2155C (Villa Rebuttal) at A. 143; RFF1426-31.
386 CIB 38; CRB 20; SIB 49.
387 CIB 38 citing CFF 2687-2693.
388 RIB 39 citing RX-2153 (Subramanian Rebuttal) at A. 1383-1428, p. 380-86; RRB 15.
385
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As ST has not provided any additional arguments other than the ones proposed above for
claim 1, which were rejected above, the undersigned finds that ST’s accused MLC NAND products
also infringe dependent claim 3 of the ‘5 17 patent.

3.

Claim 5 (The method of claim 1, wherein the threshold level ranges are
separated by more than one breakpoint threshold level, thereby to
provide more than two non-overlapping threshold level ranges)

SanDisk asserts that ST’s flash memories meet all the elements of dependent claim 5 of the
‘5 17 patent because [

]390

ST asserts that, as claims 3,5,6,7,8,10, and 11 depend from claim 1, its accused

products do not infringe this dependent claim for the same reasons claim 1 is not infringed.391Staff
asserts that ST does not contend that the accused chips do not satisfl the additional limitations in
claim 5; therefore, any version of ST’s F90 4Gb MLC NAND chips that infringe claim 1 also
infringe claim 5.392

As ST has not provided any additional arguments other than the ones proposed above for
claim 1, which were rejected above, the undersigned finds that ST’s accused MLC NAND products
also infringe dependent claim 5 of the ‘5 17 patent.
4.

Claim 6 (The method of claim 1, wherein said desired threshold level
ranges include an erased threshold level range)

SanDisk asserts that ST’s flash memories meet all the elements of dependent claim 6 of the

SIB 5 1; SRB 26.
CIB 38 citing CFF 2694-99.
391 RIB 39 citing RX-2153 (Subramanian Rebuttal) at A. 1383-1428, p. 380-86; RRB 15.
392 SIB 5 1;SRB 26.
389

390
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‘ 5 17 patent because [

ST asserts that, as claims 3,5,6,7,8,10, and 11 depend fiom claim 1, its accused products
do not infringe this dependent claim for the same reasons claim 1 is not

In addition,

ST asserts that its accused products do not practice the additional limitation in claim 6 because [

395

1
Staff counters ST’s arguments regarding claim 6 as being based on incorrect claim
construction. According to Staff, all that claim 6 requires is single or multi-level cells with an
erased range. Therefore, Staff asserts that claim 6 is infringed by all of ST’s accused NAND
products.396
The undersigned agrees with SanDisk and Staff that claim 6 covers single level cells with an
erased range, which is consistent with the claim construction adopted above.397As ST has not
provided any other arguments, which have already been rejected above, the undersigned finds that
ST’s accused NAND products also infringe dependent claim 6 of the ‘ 5 17 patent.

CIB 39 citing CFF 2700-04.
RIB 39 citing RX-2153 (Subramanian Rebuttal) at A. 1383-1428, p. 380-86.
395 RIB 39 citing RX-2153 (Subramanian Rebuttal) at A. 1399-1403, p. 382-84; Rhyne, Tr.
393

394

1765.
396
397

SIB 5 1-52 citing CX-2229C (Rhyne Direct) at 190-91,23 1-32,28 1-82; SRB 26.
See supra, section V(A)(2)(j); CX-2229C (Rhyne Direct) at 190-91,23 1-32,281-82.
94

Claim 7 (The method of claim 1, wherein the array of memory cells are
grouped into blocks of cells wherein the threshold levels of cells within
a selected one of the blocks are changed together to a single given
threshold level range prior to applying said appropriate voltage
conditions in parallel to the plurality of cells within said one block)

5.

SanDisk asserts that ST’s flash memories meet all the elements of dependent claim 7 of the
‘5 17patent because [
]398

ST asserts that, as claims 3,5,6,7,8,10, and 11 depend

from claim 1, its accused products do not infringe this dependent claim for the same reasons claim
Staff asserts that ST does not contend that the accused chips do not satis@ the

1 is not

additional limitations in claim 7; therefore, any products that infringe claim 1 also infringe claim 7.4”
As ST has not provided any additional arguments other than the ones proposed above for
claim 1, which were rejected above, the undersigned finds that ST’s accused NAND products also
infringe dependent claim 7 of the ‘ 5 17 patent.

6.

Claim 8 (The method of claim 7, wherein individual ones of said blocks
include a specific number of memory cells and said plurality of memory
cells to which said appropriate voltage conditions are applied in parallel
are less than said specific number, and additionally comprising
repeating for another plurality of cells within said one block said
applying, determining and terminating operations)

SanDisk asserts that ST’s flash memories meet all the elements of dependent claim 8 of the
‘517 patent [
I4O1

STasserts

that, as claims 3,5,6,7,8,10, and 11 depend from claim 1, its accused products do not infringe this

CIB 39 citing CFF2705-39.
RIB 39 citing Rx-2153 (Subramanian Rebuttal) at A. 1383-1428, p. 380-86; RRF3 15.
400 SIB 52; SRB 26.
401 CIB 39 citing CFF 2740-5 1.
398

399
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dependent claim for the same reasons claim 1 is not infringed.402Staff asserts that ST does not
contend that the accused chips do not satisfy the additional limitations in claim 8; therefore, any
products that infringe claim 1 also infringe claim 8.403
As ST has not provided any additional arguments other than the ones proposed above for
claim 1, which were rejected above, the undersigned finds that ST’s accused NAND products also
infringe dependent claim 8 of the ‘5 17 patent.

7.

Claim 10 (The method of any one of claims 1-9, carried out on a single
integrated circuit chip)

SanDisk asserts that ST’s flash memories meet all the elements of dependent claim 10 of the

i 4 ~

‘5 17 patent because[

ST asserts that, as claims 3,5,6,7,8, 10, and 11 depend from claim 1, its accused products do not
infringe this dependent claim for the same reasons claim 1 is not infringed.405Staff asserts that ST
does not contend that the accused chips do not satisfy the additional limitations in claim 10;
therefore, any products that infringe claim 1 also infringe claim 10.406
As ST has not provided any additional arguments other than the ones proposed above for
claim 1, which were rejected above, the undersigned finds that ST’s accused NAND products also
infringe dependent claim 10 of the ‘517 patent.

RIB 39 citing RX-2153 (Subramanian Rebuttal) at A. 1383-1428, p. 380-86; RRB 15.
403 SIB 52; SIU3 26.
404 CIB 39 citing CFF 2752-56.
405 RIB 39 citing RX-2153 (Subramanian Rebuttal) at A. 1383-1428, p. 380-86; RRB 15.
406 SIB 52; SRB 26.
402
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8.

Claim 12 (The method of claim 1 wherein the desired ones of said
threshold level ranges reached by applying appropriate voltage
conditions to the plurality of memory cells correspond to a chunk of
input data being programmed into the memory system)

SanDisk asserts that ST’s flash memories meet all the elements of dependent claim 12 of the
‘517 patent because, [

ST asserts that its products do not infringe claim 12 for same reasons it does not infringe
claim 1. In addition, ST asserts that its accused products do not program a “chunk of input data” into
memory cells because [

I4O8

Staff agrees with ST that ST’s accused NAND products do not practice the additional
limitation in claim 12 because ST’s NAND products do not store a “chunk of data.” Staff agrees that
ST’s NAND products use [
to Staff, the use of [

3 to indicate whether the cell should be programmed. According
3 is substantially different from suing a “chunk of input data.’409 Staff

asserts that this was also the conclusion reached by Judge Luckem in the 526 investigation?’
SanDisk counters both ST’s and Staffs arguments. SanDisk asserts that both ST and Staff
are confusing the “means for temporarily storing” element in claim 27 of the ‘338 patent, with the
requirements in claim 12 of the ‘ 5 17 patent. According to SanDisk, claim 12 of the ‘5 17 patent has
no requirement that the EEprom system store the “chunk of input data.” Rather, SanDisk asserts that
CIB 39 citing CFF 2757-28 17.
RIB 40 citing CX-372C (the 526 ID) at 77; RX-2153C (Subramanian Rebuttal) at A.
1434-58, p. 387-98; RX-2157C (Maccarrone Direct) at A. 105-07, p. 19; Rhyne, Tr. 2042-45,214245; RX-2155C (VillaDirect) at A. 137-41, p. 29-30; RX-2156 (Sali Direct) at A. 32-39, p. 4-6; CX32C (W8DL design review) at 41560; RX-167OC (W9EL design review) at ST560 41952; RRB 15.
409 SIB 52 citing RX-2153C (Subramanian Direct) at 395-98; SRI3 26-27.
410 SIB 52 citing CX-372C (the 526 ID) at 67-75 (use of status flags in ST’s NAND did not
satisfjr the “means for temporarily storing a chunk of data” limitation).
407
408
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the claim only requires that the “desired threshold level ranges reached by applying appropriate
voltage conditions” correspond “to a chunk of input data being programmed into the memory system
[

I4l1

Alternatively, SanDisk asserts that,

] ST’s products infringe under the doctrine

even if ST’s accused products use [
of equivalents.412

The undersigned agrees with ST’s and S t a r s arguments that claim 12 requires that a “chunk
of input data” be programmed into memory cells and that ST’s products [

3 which is not the

nor the equivalent.414This is consistent

with the finding made in the 526 in~estigation.~’~
While SanDisk argues that the ‘5 17 patent does
not require that the “chunk of input data” be stored as was required by the ‘338 patent, and that the
‘5 17 only requires a “correspondence,” SanDisk has not shown that there is such a “correspondence”
by a preponderance of the evidence.
Accordingly, SanDisk has not shown, by a preponderance of the evidence, that ST’s accused
products infringe each and every limitation of claim 12 of the ‘ 5 17 patent.

CRB 20-21 citing CX-99M-2 (the ‘5 17 patent) at col. 3 1 :40-44.
CIB 40 citing CFF 2788-2791.
413 RX-2153C (Subramanian Rebuttal) at A. 1434-58, p. 387-98; RX-2157C (Maccarrone
Direct) at A. 105-07, p. 19; Rhyne, Tr. 2042-45,2142-45; RX-2155C (Villa Direct) at A. 137-41,
p. 29-30; RX-2156 (Sali Direct) at A. 32-39, p. 4-6; CX-32C (W8DL design review) at 41560; RX1670C (W9EL design review) at ST560 41 952.
414 SanDisk’s doctrine of equivalents analysis is rejected. See footnote 371.
415 CX-372C (the 526 ID) at 77.
411
412
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9.

Claim 13 (The method of claim 12, wherein the plurality of cells are
determined to have reached the desired threshold level ranges by
comparing the threshold levels of the plurality of cells with the chunk of
input data)

SanDisk asserts that ST’s [

] flash memory meets all the elements of dependent claim

13 of the ‘517 patent:I6
ST asserts that SanDisk waived asserting claim 13 against ST’s NAND products, because
the issue was not preserved in SanDisk’s pre-hearing brief.417As for ST’s NOR products, ST asserts
that its products do not infringe for same reasons claims 1 and 12 do not infringe. Specifically, ST
asserts that, based on its claim construction of the “determining” limitation, ST’s accused products

Staff agrees with ST that ST’s accused NAND products do not practice the additional

3 as discussed

limitation in claim 13 because [
above in claim 12.4’’

The undersigned determined above that SanDisk failed to prove, by a preponderance of the
evidence, that ST’s accused products infringe claim 12 of the ‘5 17patent. Therefore, because claim
13 depends from claim 12, the undersigned finds that ST’s accused products also do not infringe
claim 13 of the ‘ 5 17 patent.

CIB 40 citing CFF 28 18-22; CRB 20.
417 RIB 40 citing SanDisk’s Prehearing Brief 247-48 and Ground Rule 8.2.
418 RIB 40 citing RX-2153C (Subramanian Rebuttal) at A. 1464-78, p. 398-402.
419 RIB 41 citing Rhyne, Tr. 2142-43; RRB 16.
420 SIB 52; SRB 26-27.
416
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10.

Claim 14 (The method of claim 13, wherein the chunk of input data is
stored in a cache memory prior to being programmed into memory cells
within the EEprom)

SanDisk asserts that ST’s [

] flash memory meets all the elements of dependent claim

14 of the ‘5 17 patent.421

ST asserts that SanDisk waived asserting claim 14 against ST’s NAND products, because
the issue was not preserved in SanDisk’s pre-hearing brief.“22As for ST’sNOR products, ST asserts
that its products do not infringe for same reasons claims 1,12, and 13 do not infringe. Specifically,

ST asserts that, based on its claim construction of the “cache memory’’ limitation, this claim requires
a memory used to insulate the flash memory device from enduring too many progrderase cycles
allowing data to be operated on several times in the cache before being committed to the flash
memory. ST asserts that Dr. Rhyne conceded that ST’s [
] 423 In addition, ST asserts that its[

1424
Staff agrees with ST that ST’s accused NAND products do not practice the additional
limitation in claim 14 because ST’s NAND products [

3 as discussed

above in claim 12.425
The undersigned does not find ST’s argument persuasive, as the undersigned did not adopt

ST’s claim construction for “cache memory.” The undersigned determined above, however, that

CIB 40 citing CFF 2823-24; CRB 20.
422 RIB 41 citing SanDisk’s Prehearing Brief 248-49 and Ground Rule 8.2.
423 RIB 41 citing RX-2153C (Subramanian Rebuttal) at A. 1485, p. 402-03; CX-2229C
(Rhyne Direct) at p. 286.
424 RIB 41 citing RX-1664C (W8DL design review) at ST560 41567-68; RX-2153C
(Subramanian Direct) at A. 1492, p. 403-04.
425 SIB 52; SRB 26-27.
421
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SanDisk failed to prove, by a preponderance of the evidence, that ST’s accused products infringe
claim 12 of the ‘5 17 patent. Therefore, because claim 14 depends from claim 12, the undersigned
finds that ST’s accused products also do not infringe claim 14 of the ‘517 patent.

11.

Indirect Infringement

a.

Induced Infringement

SanDisk asserts that ST induces infringement of the ‘517 patent. First, SanDisk asserts that

ST knew of the ‘517 patent since at least October 2005. Second, SanDisk asserts that there is
substantial evidence of direct infringement by ST’s

SanDisk asserts that ST intended

to cause the acts which constitute infringement because ST intended the accused products to be
programmed and erased during normal use, qualification, and/or testing. SanDisk asserts that it is
reasonable to infer that ST intends the ordinary use to occur and has taken active steps to encourage
the use of its accused products in which those flash memories will be programmed, and in most
cases, later erased and reprogrammed. According to SanDisk, ST markets its products for use in cell
phones, removable storage media, set-top boxes, etc., and that ST instructs its customers how to
design their products to perform the infringing
As to ST’s MLC NOR products, SanDisk asserts that ST advertises these chips for use in
storing data, as well as code, in cell phones!28

As to ST’s NAND products, SanDisk asserts that ST

advertises these chips as advantageous for applications that store code because the memory can be

CIB 41 citing CFF 3332-83.
CIB 41 citing CFF 3384-90.
428 CIB 41-42 citing CX-867 (ST website) at SDITC-11-153467; CX-868 (press release) at
SDITC-11-168949; CX-2229C (Rhyne Direct) at Q. 1468.
426

427
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erased and programmed.429According to SanDisk, ST informs its customers on how to use the
accused products to perform the commands which infringe the ‘5 17patent, that is to be programmed,
erased, and then re-programmed. Therefore, according to SanDisk, ST intends to cause the acts
which constitute infringement.430
Staff agrees with SanDisk that ST’s sale of flash memory chips indirectly infringe the
asserted claims of the ‘5 17 patent.431Staff asserts that ST learned of the ‘5 17 patent, at the latest,
when the complaint was filed, and that ST continued to produce and import the accused
According to Staff, ST produces and sells flash memory cards and currently has approximately
100,000 in inventory in the United States. Staff asserts that the ordinary use of a flash memory card
involves programming, and sometimes erasing, the card.433In addition, Staff asserts that ST sells
its chips to customers who incorporate them into other products, such as USB drives, and provides
instructions to its customers on how to use the chips.434Based on the above, Staff asserts that there
is evidence of induced infringement.“35

ST asserts that SanDisk has failed to prove an act of direct infringement by any third party
or that ST was even aware of a single act of direct infkingement by a third ~ a r t y . According
4~~
to ST:

CIB 43 citing CX-827 (application note) at SDITC-11-153709.
CIB 42 citing CFF 3339,3342-49,3368,3379,3384-85,3391,3395-98,3400,3416-19,
3421-22,3426.
431 SIB 53-54.
432 SIB 53 citing Casagrande, Tr. 1513-14; ST’s Response to Second Amended Complaint
at 1.
433 SIB 53 citing CX-2229C (Rhyne Direct) at 391 ;Casagrande, Tr. 1510; Napper, Tr. 961.
434 SIB 53 citing Subramanian, Tr. 1370-71; CX-2229C (Rhyne Direct) at 392-99,401-07.
435 SIB 53 citing Golden Blount, Inc. v. Robert H Peterson Co., 438 F.3d 1354, 1362-63
(Fed. Cir. 2006) (“Golden Blount”);Moleculon Research Corp. v CBS, Inc., 793 F.2d 1261, 1272,
(Fed. Cir. 1986) (“Moleculon”).
436 RIB 43-44; RRB 17-18.
429
430
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1) its flash memories alone cannot infringe the ‘5 17 patent:37 2) it does not know into what products
its customers may or may not integrate ST flash memory and does not know how, if at all, ST flash
memory might be used in any particular customer’s

3) when a customer buys an ST chip,

it is the customer who decides what controller to use and what commands that controller can issue
to the ST

4) it has no knowledge, provides no assistance, and plays no role whatsoever in

what distributors do after they purchase memory from ST;4405) its memories are commodity goods
and memory customers design their product specificationsbefore ever purchasing a memory product
from ST;441and 6) it has never even suggested or encouraged any U.S. customer to perform any
particular operation on an ST memory.442
SanDisk counters ST’s arguments that SanDisk has failed to prove an act of direct
infiingement by a third party. According to SanDisk, the evidence shows direct acts of infringement
in the U.S. by products that use the accused chips and that ST knew and promoted acts that constitute
direct infringement.443
Staff also counters ST’s arguments relying on DSU for the proposition that because it does
not know how its customers use its chips, no specific intent can be found. According to Staff, at the
very least, ST itself sells flash memory cards and it certainly knows that its own products operate in

RIB 43 citing Rhyne, Tr. 1732-33,2047-49,2052.
RIB 43 citing JX-5C (Matte Dep) at 47,50-5 1,92-93,192-94,2 10; JX-141 C (Ponzanelli
Dep) at 56,110-1 1; JX-144C (Zhang Dep) at 132-33; JX-140C (Peyret Dep) at 73,77-78,126-27.
439 RIB 43 citing Rhyne, Tr. 2050-5 1,2058.
RIB 43 citing JX-33C (Shopes Dep) at 44-45; JX-28C (Pecoraro Dep) at 69-70.
441 RIB 43-44 citing JX-32C (Sheen Dep) at 102.
442 RIB 44 citing Rhyne, Tr. 2068-70.
443 CRB 23 citing CFF3342-83,3384-400,3333,3358,3416-22,3426,3339-3449,3395-98;
CX-867 (ST website) at SDITC-11-153467;CX-868 (press release) at SDITC-11-168949;CX-2229C
(Rhyne Direct) at A. 1468.
437
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accordance with its own specification.444With respect to ST’s other products, Staff asserts that there
is significant evidence that ST’s customers use the chips as set out in ST’s data ~heets.4~’
Therefore,
Staff asserts that this is a case where the product is intended to be used in a particular way, which
is taught by the proffered instructions and which, when used, practices the claimed method.446
The required elements of a claim of induced infringement are: “(1) an act of direct
infringement; (2) the accused infringer actively induced a third party to infringe the patent; and (3)
the accused infringer knew or should have known that his actions would induce infringement.’“‘‘‘’
As for intent, it can be shown through circumstantial e~idence.4~’
As to ST’s accused NOR products, the undersigned did not find an act of direct infringement,
which is required for the purposes of finding induced infi-ingement. Accordingly, the undersigned
finds that SanDisk has failed to prove that ST’s accused NOR products induce infringement of the

‘5 17 patent.
As to ST’s accusedNAND products, the undersigned finds that the evidence shows that there
has been an act of direct infringement, that ST actively induced third parties to infringe the patent,
and that ST knew or should have known that its actions would induce infringement. ST learned of
the ‘517 patent, at the latest, when this complaint was filed on January 10, 2006, and that ST
continued to produce and import the accused chips, which includes a large inventory of chips in the

SRB 27 citing CX-2229C (Rhyne Direct) at 157-61,391.
SRB 27 citing CFF 3450-3717.
446 SRB 27.
Certain Flash Memory Circuits, Comm’n Op. at 16.
448 LaBounty, 958 F.2d at 1076 ( “[dlirect proof of wrongful intent is rarely available but may
be inferred from clear and convincing evidence of the surrounding circumstances.”); Bristol-Myers,
326 F.3d at 1239; GFIInc. v. Franklin Corp.,265 F.3d 1268,1274 (Fed. Cir. 2001) (“GFI”);Merck
& Co. v. Danbury Pharmacal, Inc., 873 F.2d 1418,1422 (Fed. Cir. 1989) (“Danbury”).
444
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United States.449The ordinary use of a flash memory card involves programming, erasing, and
reprogramming the flash memory

ST itself produces flash memory cards and it also sells

chips to customers who incorporate them into other products. While ST argues that it does not know
what its customers do with the flash memory chips and that it is the customer who decides what
controller to use with the chip, the evidence shows that ST’s customers use the chips as set out in
ST’s data sheets and perform in the way they were intended to be used. Based on the above, the
undersigned finds that SanDisk has proved that there is evidence of induced infringement with
respect to ST’s accused NAND products.
b.

Contributory Infringement

SanDisk asserts that ST’s accused products contributorily infringe the asserted claims of the
‘517patent. SanDisk asserts that ST has known of the ‘5 17patent since at least October 2006, when

ST filed a complaint discussing the 07/337,566 application, from which the ‘ 517 patent ultimately
issued. According to SanDisk, ST knows that, during ordinary use, products containing ST’s
accused products directly infringe various method claims of the ‘5 17 patent. ST asserts that each of
the accused ST products is sold for use in practicing the patented method claims, and, in operation,
practices a material part of the claimed method. According to SanDisk, ST specifically designs its
accused products to be programmed, erased, and repr~grammed.~~’
SanDisk asserts that there are no substantial non-infringing uses for the accused flash
memory products because an accused ST product that is in the U.S. and includes flash memory is
highly likely to be reprogrammed in the U.S. at some point, even if it was originally programmed
Casagrande, Tr. 1513-14; ST’s Response to Second Amended Complaint at 1.
CX-2229C (Rhyne Direct) at 39 1;Casagrande, Tr. 1510; Napper, Tr. 96 1.
451 CIB 40-41 citing CFF 3340-41, 3329.
449
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outside the U.S.452
Staff agrees with SanDisk that ST contributorily infringes the ‘ 5 17 patent.453According to
Staff, the ordinary purpose of a flash memory is to be programmed and erased, which is true for flash
cards, as well as USB drives.454Therefore, Staff asserts that there are no substantial non-infringing
uses and that SanDisk has met its burden of showing indirect infri~~gernent.“~~
In addition, Staff
notes that, while ST argues that SanDisk has failed to show a specific instance of direct
infringement, such infkingement can be shown through circumstantial evidence.456
ST asserts that S d i s k has failed to meet its burden to prove contributory infringement
because SanDisk has failed to demonstrate a specific instance of direct infringement to which ST’s

U.S. acts contributed and that ST’s chips, standing alone, cannot infringe the ‘5 17patent. According
to ST, Dr. Rhyne conceded that there was no evidence of ST telling any manufacturer or user of a
product incorporating ST’s chips to issue a program command to the ST

ST also asserts that

Dr. Rhyne conceded that ST’s flash memory chips have substantial non-infringing uses, such as
being used to store software code in consumer electronics products, such as [

3 According to ST, customers load s o h a r e into ST’s memory during the manufacture of
consumer goods outside the U.S.; therefore, there can be no infringement.“58
CIB 41 citing CFF 3328-41,3343-83.
453 SIB 54.
454 SIB 54 citing CX-2229C (Rhyne Direct) at 387-88; Subramanian, Tr. 1370-71; Harari,
Tr. 286-87.
455 SIB 54 citing Aquatex Indus., Inc. v. Techniche Solutions, 419 F.3d 1374, 1379, n. **
(Fed. Cir. 2005) (“Aquatex”); SFU3 28.
456 SRB 28.
457 RIB 41 citing Rhyne, Tr. 2047-48,2068-69; RRB 16-17.
458 RIB 42 citing Rhyne, Tr. 2055-56,2060; [
3 at 110-14; [
3 at 107-10;DSUMed. Corp. v. JMSCo. Ltd., 471 F.3d 1293,1303-04 (Fed. Cir. 2006) (“DSU”)
(continued...)
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SanDisk counters ST’s arguments that SanDisk has failed to show a specific instance of
direct infringement to which ST’s U.S. acts contributed. According to SanDisk, the record shows
that ST contributed to acts of infringement of the ‘5 17 patent in the

SanDisk also counters

ST’s argument that a “read” operation constitutes a substantial non-infringing use. According to
SanDisk, ST’s argument ignores the fact that devices containing ST chips will be programmed in
the U.S. and that the overwhelming evidence shows that an accused ST product that is in the U.S.
and includes flash memory is likely to be reprogrammed in the U.S. at some point, even if it was
originally programmed outside the U.S.460
ST counters SanDisk’s arguments. According to ST, SanDisk’s arguments merely confirm
that ST’s flash memories need not be reprogrammed in the U.S.; therefore, they have substantial
non-infringing uses.461In addition, ST argues that SanDisk has not proven that ST knew of the ‘5 17
patent at the time when it supposedly engaged in contributory conduct. ST argues that SanDisk’s
mention of a parent application up the chain from the application leading the ‘5 17 patent does not
show that ST knew the ‘517 patent existed.462
The undersigned finds SanDisk’s and Staffs arguments persuasive. The evidence shows that
the ordinary use of a flash memory involves being programmed, erased, and reprogrammed, which
is true for flash memory cards and USB d r i ~ e s . 4Therefore,
~~
there are no substantialnon-infringing

458(...continued)
(“Section 271(c) has a territorial limitation requiring contributory acts to occur in the United
States.”)
459 CRB 23 citing CFF 3325-83.
460 CRB 23 citing CFF3328-41,3343-83.
461 RRE3 16 citing Rhyne, Tr. 2061.
462 RRE3 17.
463 CX-2229C (Rhyne Direct) at 387-88; Subramanian, Tr. 1370-71; Harari, Tr. 286-87.
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uses for these types of devices. Because there are no substantial non-infringing uses, SanDisk has
met its burden of showing contributory infringement.
C.

Domestic Industry
1.

Technical Prong

SanDisk asserts that it sells a wide variety of NAND products that are protected by the ‘517
patent.464According to SanDisk, its NAND products are mass storage devices and are used in a
variety of applications for storing data. SanDisk asserts that its products include one or more NAND
flash memory chips under the control of a controller chips and practices claims 1,3,5,6,10, and 12
of the ‘5 17 patent during programming. SanDisk also asserts that its products practice claims 7 and

8 of the ‘517 patent by erasing an entire block of memory cells at the same time and then
programming a subset of cells within that block. The parties agree that, during normal use,
SanDisk’s NAND products perform program and erase operations and that SanDisk’s NAND
products perform these operations when SanDisk tests its products in the U.S.465Staff agrees that,
based on SanDisk’s expert’s testimony, SanDisk’s NAND flash memory products are covered by
claims 1,3,5,6,7,8, 10, and 12 of the ‘517 patent!66

3 is representative of the

ST agrees that SanDisk’s [

NAND Flash chips upon which SanDisk relies to meet the domestic industry requirement for the
‘ 5 17 patent. In addition, ST agrees that this representative chip can operate either as a binary or MLC

device.467
CIB 50 citing CX-902C (sample NAND products).
465 CIB 50.
466 SIB 58 citing CX-2229C (Rhyne Direct) at 3 13-54; SRB 30.
467 RIB 55 citing CX-2227C (Quader Direct) at A. 33, p. 7; RX-2153C (Subramanian
(continued...)
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a.

Claim 1

SanDisk asserts that its NAND products meet all the elements and practices all of the steps
of claim 1 of the ‘517 patent whenever a programming operation is performed.468 As to the
preamble, SanDisk asserts that there is no dispute that SanDisk’s NAND products are EEprom
systems with floating gate memory cells, that the charge level of the floating gate of each cell is
alterable in response to appropriate voltage conditions applied to the cell in order to set a variable
threshold level, and that its products read, and determine the state of each cell.469 ST does not
dispute that SanDisk’s NAND products practice the preamble of claim 1 of the ‘5 17 patent.
As to the “said appropriate voltage conditions” limitation of claim 1, SanDisk asserts that
there is no dispute that SanDisk’s NAND products apply a series of programming pulses, in parallel,
to a plurality of memory cells and that, unless a cell is inhibited, each programming pulse will alter
the cell’s charge

ST argues that under its proposed claim construction-that claim 1 is

limited to fixed pulse programming-[
]471

Both SanDisk

and Staff counter ST’s arguments as being based on ST’s faulty claim c o n ~ t r u c t i o n ~ ~ ~
The undersigned rejected ST’s claim construction argument above. Therefore, ST’s
arguments are also rejected here and the undersigned finds that SanDisk‘s NAND products practice
the “said appropriate voltage conditions” limitation of claim 1 of the ‘517 patent.

467(.

..continued)

Rebuttal) at A. 1857, p. 498.
468 CIB 50-53.
469 CIB 50-51.
470 CIB 51.
471 RIB 55 citing RX-2153C (Subramanian Rebuttal) at A. 1893, p. 505; RRB 19-20.
472 CRB 24; SIB 58 citing CX-2229C (Rhyne Direct) at 328; SFU3 30-3 1.
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As to the “determining” limitation of claim 1, SanDisk asserts that during program operation,
SanDisk’s NAND products use a verify operation to determine, on a cell-by-cell basis, the present
state of each memory cell undergoing programming. According to SanDisk, the parties agree that
during the verify operation, SanDisk’s NAND products use a sense amplifier circuit to identify the
present state of each cell by sensing the voltage of the cell’s bitline.473 SanDisk asserts that its
products determine the threshold voltage range in which individual cells lie.474
ST asserts that SanDisk’sproducts do not perform the “determining” step because SanDisk’s
NAND products [

3 In other words, ST
asserts that SanDisk’s products [

1
Therefore, according to ST, SanDisk‘s products do not practice the “determining” limitation for the
same reason that ST’s products do not practice the “determining” limitation.475
Both SanDisk and Staff counter ST’s arguments. SanDisk counters that ST’s arguments are
belied by the following facts: that the only parameter SanDisk’sNAND products intentionally alter
during programming is the charge level of the cell, i. e. the threshold voltage; during a program-veri@
operation, whether or not the bitline discharges is predominantly based on the cell’s threshold
voltage; and SanDisk takes manufacturing variability into account during a program-verify operation
by leaving enough time for the bitline to discharge when the cell is “on,’’ i.e. erased.476

CIB 51-52.
CIB 52.
475 RIB 55 citing Quader, Tr. 589-90; RRB 20.
476 CRE3 24.
473
474
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Staff counters that SanDisk’s expert testified that, in SanDisk’sNAND products, the method
of verifying whether the cells are programmed uses the bitline discharge method to read the cells and
satisfies this limitation through determining whether the cells being read are in an erased state (in
which case it conducts, or is above the threshold voltage), or in the programmed state (in which case
it does not conduct):77 Staffasserts that ST’s expert did not provide any testimony concerning this
limitati0n.4~~
In addition, Staff asserts that, while ST contended there is manufacturing variability
in the parts that allow for different results even if the cells have the same threshold voltage,
SanDisk’s witness testified that the key factor is the threshold voltage and that SanDisk takes
manufacturing variability into account.479
ST counters SanDisk’s and Staffs arguments, asserting that Dr. Quader acknowledged that
[

1480
The undersigned finds SanDisk and Staff’s arguments persuasive. While there is evidence
that SanDisk’s NAND products have manufacturing variability that can affect the memory state of
the cells, the evidence shows that SanDisk’sNAND products filter out manufacturing variability so
that each cell’s threshold level range is accurately determined during a program-verify operation.481
Accordingly, the undersigned finds that SanDisk’s NAND products practice the “determining”
SIB 58-59 citing CX-2229C (Rhyne Direct) at 33 1-38; SRB 3 1.
478 SIB 59 citing RX-2 153C (SubramanianRebuttal) at 504-07; Subramanian, Tr. 1374; SRE3
477

31.
SIB 59 citing Quader, Tr. 581-82,663,695-712; SRB 31.
RRE! 20 citing Quader, Tr. 603,619.
481 Quader, Tr. 581-82,663,695-712; CX-1378C (ToshibdSanDiskNAND Flash Memory
Design) at SDITC 325024.
479

480
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limitation of claim 1 of the ‘517 patent.
As to the “terminating” limitation of claim 1, SanDisk asserts that its NAND products apply
a programming pulse to a plurality of addressed memory cells in parallel, verifl whether, on a cellby-cell basis, the addressed memory cells have reached their desired states, inhibit the verified cells
for the remainder of the programming operation, and continue to program, verifl, and inhibit until
all the plurality of addressed cells are verified.482ST asserts that SanDisk’s NAND products do not
practice the “terminating” step because the products are subject to program disturb during which
electrons can be added to the floating gate of an inhibited memory cell, thereby altering the floating
gate’s charge level.

Therefore, according to ST, SanDisk’s products do not practice the

“terminating” limitation for the same reason that ST’s products do not practice the “terminating”
limitation.483Both SanDisk and Staff counter ST’s arguments as being based on ST’s faulty claim
construction.484The undersigned rejected ST’s claim construction argument for this claim limitation
above. Therefore, ST’s arguments are also rejected here and the undersigned finds that SanDisk’s
NAND products practice the “terminating” limitation of claim 1 of the ‘517 patent.
As to the final step of claim 1-the “until all plurality of cells are determined to have reached
their desired threshold level ranges”- the parties agree that, during a program operation, SanDisk’s
NAND products have logic that determines when all the cells in the page selected for programming
are verified, ends programming based on this determination, and that once verified, each memory

CIB 52.
483 RIB 56 citing JX-42C (Samachisa Dep) at 165-66; RX-2153C (Subramanian Rebuttal)
at A. 1900, p. 506; RRB 20-21.
484 CFU3 24; SIB 59-60 citing Quader, Tr. 680; CX-2229C (Rhyne Direct) at 339-41; SRB
31.
482
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cell is permanently inhibited for the duration of the program operation.485ST does not dispute that
SanDisk’s NAND products practice the “until” limitation of claim 1 of the ‘ 5 17 patent.
Based on the evidence above, the undersigned finds that SanDisk has proved, by a
preponderance of the evidence, that its NAND products practice claim 1 of the ‘517 patent.
b.

Dependent Claims

SanDisk asserts that ST does not dispute that SanDisk’s NAND products practice the
additional limitations added by claims 3,5-8,10, and 12 of the ‘ 5 17patent.486Specifically, SanDisk
asserts that there is no dispute that SanDisk’s MLC NAND memory products, which include four
threshold level ranges separated by three breakpoint levels, satisfl the additional limitations of
claims 3 and 5. SanDisk also asserts that there is no dispute that SanDisk’s NAND products meet
the additional limitations and steps of claims 7 and 8 by erasing an entire block of memory cells at
the same time and then programming a subset of cells within that block. In addition, the parties
agree that SanDisk’s NAND products perform the program and erase operations on a single
integrated circuit chip, meeting the additional limitation of claim 10. Furthermore, the parties agree
that the additional limitation of claim 12 is met since, during programming, the threshold level
ranges reached by SanDisk’s NAND products corresponds to the chunk of input data.487
Based on the evidence above, the undersigned finds that SanDisk has proved, by a
preponderance of the evidence, that its NAND products practice claims 3,5-8,10, and 12 of the ‘5 17
patent.

CIB 53.
CIB 53 citing ST’s Pretrial Brief at 481-87; see also RIB 55-56 which does not include
any arguments regarding the dependent claims.
487 CIB 53.
4g5
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2.

Economic Prong

As noted above, the undersigned issued an initial determination on November 17, 2006,
granting SanDisk’s’ motion for summary determination on domestic industry, economic prong for
the ‘ 5 17 patent.488On December 8,2006, the Commission issued a notice of decision not to review
the initial determination. Accordingly, no further discussion regarding the economic prong for the
‘5 17 patent is required.

D.

Validity
1.

Ordinary Skill in the Art

SanDisk asserts that one of ordinary skill in the art is a person with a bachelor’s degree in
electrical engineering, and two to three years of experience with non-volatile memory.489ST asserts
that one of ordinary skill in the art is a person with a master’s degree in electrical engineering, or
equivalent experience, and several years of experience in the design of floating gate memories or
designing non-volatile memory circuit and systems.490Staff asserts that one of ordinary skill in the

art is a person with a master’s degree in electrical engineering with several years experience in nonvolatile memory design and in systems containing such mem0ries.4~~
According to Staff, a slightly
higher level of skill in the art is appropriate with respect to the ‘5 17 patent than for the ‘338 patent
because the ‘517 patent deals with systems, rather than simply a chip. Nevertheless, Staff asserts
that this is not an exceptionally high or low level of skill in the art, and does not significantly affect

See Order No. 37 (November 17,2006).
RFF 2350 citing Rao, Tr. 3 181.
490 RIB 3,61 citing Rhyne, Tr. 1726-28; RX-1801C (Subramanian Direct) at 5-6; RX-1802C
(Pashley Direct) at 40.
491 SIB 77 citing RX-1802C (Pashley Direct) at 40.
488
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the analysis.492
The undersigned agrees with ST and Staff that a person of ordinary skill in the art to which
the ‘5 17 pertains would, in 1989, have had a master’s degree in electrical engineering with several
years experience in the design of floating gate memories or designing non-volatile memory circuit
and systems.
2.

Anticipation
a.

GB ‘145

ST asserts that U.K. patent GB 2,029,145 (“GB ‘145’’)493is prior art to the ‘517 patent.
According to ST, GB ‘145 discloses a permanent inhibit system to control removal of a charge from
a memory cell’s floating gates to avoid over erasing beyond their target ~ t a t e . 4Further,
~~
it discloses
use of this system when adding a charge, i.e. programming, to cells.495Therefore, ST asserts that GB

‘145 anticipates claims 1,6, and 10 of the ‘517 patent.496
Specifically, ST asserts that, based on ST’s and Staffs claim construction that the term
“appropriate voltage conditions . . .to alter” includes both adding and removing charge from cells,
there is no real dispute that GB ‘145 anti~ipates.4~~
ST also asserts that, as to the “ranges” limitation,
SanDisk is using a different claim construction for infringement and validity, which is clearly

SIB 77 citing 2 Donald S. Chisum, Chisum on Patents §§ 5.03[4][e][ii], [iii], [VI (2003)
(discussing effect of different levels of skill in the art).
493 RX-875 (GB ‘145).
494 RIB 63 citing CX-2235C (Rao Direct) at A. 300, p. 85.
495 RIB 63 citing RX-875 (GB ‘145) at ST560-H 14151,l. 51-53).
496 RIB 63-64; RRB 23.
497 RIB 64.
498 RIB 64-65 citing Yoon Ja Kim v. Conugra Foods, Inc., 465 F.3d 1312, 1324 (Fed. Cir.
(continued...)
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SanDisk asserts that, when claim 1 of the ‘517 patent is properly construed, i.e. only covers
a program operation, not an erase operation, GB ‘145 does not anticipate.499According to SanDisk,
Dr. Pashley admitted that the whole purpose of GB ‘145 is to do erasing.500Therefore, SanDisk
asserts that GB ‘145 expressly teaches away from using the disclosed bitwise control of erase for a
program ~peration.~”
Staff agrees with ST and asserts that the GB ‘145 reference anticipates claims 1,6, and 10
(insofar as it depends from claims 1 and 6) of the ‘517 patent.502Specifically, Staff points to the
testimony of ST’s expert, Dr. Pashley, who testified how the GB ‘145 discloses all the limitations
of claims 1,6, and 10.503According to Staff, SanDisk’s expert, Dr. Rao, only testified that the GB

‘145 does not anticipate because it teaches erasing, rather than programming; therefore, it does not
meet the limitations for altering the charge level and desired threshold level ranges.’@’

Staff notes

that SanDisk’s arguments are entirely based on faulty claim construction that claim 1 is limited to
pr~gramming.~~’
In addition, Staff counters SanDisk’s argument that the GB ‘145references teaches
away from using programming as being irrelevant based on established case law.’06
The undersigned agrees with ST and Staff that the GB ‘145 reference anticipates each and

498(...continued)
2006) (“Kim”).
499 CIB 67; CRB 27.
5oo CIB 67 citing CFF 4741.
501 CIB 67 citing CFF4747-58.
502 SIB 75; SRB 35-36.
’03 SIB 75 citing RX-1802C (Pashley Direct) at 80-84.
’04 SIB 75 citing CX-2235C (Rao Direct) at 2 10-15.
505 SIB 76.
506 SRB 36 citing Seachange Int’l, Inc. v. C-COR Inc., 413 F.3d 1361,1380 (Fed. Cir. 2005)
(“Seachange”);Celeritas Technologies, Ltd. v. Rockwell Int ’I Corp., 150F.3d 1354,1361 (Fed. Cir.
1998), cert. denied, 525 U.S. 1106 (1999) (“Celeritas”).
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every limitation of claims 1,6, and 10 of the ‘5 17 patent.5o7The entirety of SanDisk’s argument is
based on SanDisk’s claim construction that claim 1 of the ‘5 17 patent was limited to programming,
which the undersigned found to be unpersuasive. Accordingly, ST has proven, by clear and
convincing evidence, that claims 1, 6, and 10 of the ‘517 patent are anticipated by the GB ‘145
reference.
b.

The ‘179Patent

ST asserts that U.S. Patent No. 4,989,179 (“the ‘179patent”)5o8is prior artto the ‘5 17 patent.
According to ST, the ‘179 patent discloses a system for storing two or more bits of digital
information in floating gate memory cells as multi-level digital information. Therefore, ST asserts
that the ‘179 patent anticipates claims 1,3,5,6, 10, 12, 13, and 14 of the ‘5 17 patent.509
Specifically, ST asserts that the parties dispute is narrow because Dr. Rao conceded that the

‘179 patent discloses the “permanent inhibit” aspect of claim 1’s “terminating” limitati~n.~”
According to ST, SanDisk’s and Staff‘s assertion that the ‘179 patent does not disclose the “until”
limitation should be rejected, as Judge Luckern rejected a similar argument regarding claim 27 of
the ‘338 patent.5” In addition, ST argues that the ‘179 patent also expressly teaches that the “write
operation is such that the trial chargings of the column will occur until the columns are charged to
a level which matches the input sample.”512According to ST, under S d i s k ’ s claim construction
of “until,” the express language in the ‘179 patent informs a person of ordinary skill in the art how

RX-1802C (Pashley Direct) at 80-84.
CX-3 19/RX-712 (the ‘179 patent).
509 RIB 65.
510 RIB 65 citing Rao, Tr. 3000.
511 RIB 65 citing CX-372C (the 526 ID) at 112-16; lUU3 23-24.
512 RRB 23 citing CX-319RX-712 (the ‘179 patent) at col. 11:57-59.
507

508
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to perform the “until” method step.’13
SanDisk asserts that the ‘179patent does not anticipate the asserted claims of the ‘ 5 17 patent
because the ‘179 patent is just an analog recorder or “tape recorder on a chip.” According to
SanDisk, an analog recorder programs to an exact threshold level matching the desired analog signal.
Therefore, SanDisk asserts that the ‘179 patent does not disclose threshold level ranges, which is
required in the “determining” and “terminating” limitations of claim 1 of the ‘517 patent.’14
Specifically, as to the “determining” limitation, SanDisk asserts that during programming, the
comparator determines when the level in the cell matches the analog input signal to be stored and
when that happens, the programming ends.515As to the “terminating” limitation, SanDisk asserts
that the analog recorder applies programming conditions to each row of cells for a fixed period of
time, rather than “until it is determined that all of the plurality of cells are determined to have
reached their desired threshold level range^.""^
SanDisk asserts that Dr. Pashley’s testimony regarding the “digital embodiments”supposedly
disclosed in the ‘179 patent is not persuasive because he is essentially rewriting the key sentence
upon which he relies and because the embodiments have the same circuitry as the analog recorder
and therefore operate in the same way.’I7 SanDisk points to the testimony of Dr. Simko, who
testified that prior to the 1999-2000 time frame, he had never worked on multi-level digital

RRE3 23-24 citing RX-1802C (Pashley Direct) at A.3 13; Pashley, Tr. 2478-79.
CIB 62 citing CFF4519,4524,4609-12; CIB 65 citing CFF46 11-16.
’’’CIB 65-66 citing CFF 4625-30,4635-56; Pashley, Tr. 2556.
’16 CIB 66 citing CFF 4665-83; JX-43C (Simko Dep) at 76-77; CX-319RX-712 (the ‘179
patent) at col. 1152-56.
’17 CIB 62-63.
’I3
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Staff asserts that the Simko ‘179 patent does not anticipate the asserted claims of the ‘5 17
patent because it does not satis@the “terminating” or “until” limitations of independent claim 1 .519
Specifically, Staff asserts that the ‘179 patent applies appropriate voltage conditions for a fixed
period of time and then terminates the operation regardless of whether all of the cells have reached
their desired states.520In addition, Staff argues that much of ST’s arguments are based on Judge
Luckem’s anticipation and obviousness findingsin the 526 investigation. Staff notes, however, that
the Commissiondid not adopt Judge Luckern’s findings on anticipationand obviousness. Therefore,
Staff asserts those findings do not stand as precedent.521
ST counters SanDisk’s arguments and asserts that Dr. Pashley demonstrated two separate
ways a person of ordinary skill in the art would implement the ‘179 patent’s disclosed digital multilevel storage functionality in an EEprom system.522First, Dr. Pashley testified about using a digitalto-analog and analog-to-digital converter. According to ST, the ‘179 patent discloses using an
analog-to-digital converter for input and a second digital-to-analog converter for output.523Second,
Dr. Pashley testified about using discrete, repeatable tones as breakpoint threshold levels.524
As to whether Judge Luckern’s validity findings in the 526 investigation are relevant here,
the undersigned finds that because the Commission did not specifically adopt Judge Luckern’s
CIB 63 citing JX-43C (Simko Dep) at 3 1.
519 SIB 74-75; SRB 36.
520 SIB 75 citing CX-2235C (Rao Direct) at 63-70,206-08; CX-3 19RX-712 (the ‘179 patent)
at col. 11:52-56; JX-73 (Simko Dep) at 76; SRB 36.
521 SRB 37 citing Certain NAND Flash Memory Circuits, Notice of Comm’n Decision at 2
(Dec. 5,2005).
522 RRB 24-25 citing Pashley, Tr. 2614-19.
523 RRB 25 citing CX-3 19RX-712 (the ‘179 patent) at col. 4:41-45.
524 RRB 25 citing Pashley, Tr. 2636,3220-21.
518
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findings on validity, they are not determinative here. As to the substantive arguments, the
undersigned finds SanDisk’s and Staffs arguments regarding the “until” limitation to be persuasive.
Based on the testimony presented, the‘ 179 patent applies appropriate voltage conditions for a fixed
period of time and then terminates the operation regardless of whether all of the cells have reached
their desired states.525Therefore, the ‘179 patent does not teach the “until” limitation required by
claim 1 of the ‘517 patent. Because the ‘179 patent does not describe each and every element of
claim 1, it does not anticipate claim 1, or any of the dependent claims of the ‘517 patent.
Accordingly, ST has not shown, by clear and convincing evidence, that the ‘517 patent is invalid as
anticipated by the ‘179 patent.
C.

M293

ST asserts that the M293 is prior art to the ‘5 17 patent and anticipates claims 1,6, and 10 of
the ‘517 patent. According to ST, under SanDisk’s claim construction, the M293 performs
permanent inhibit 99.9% of the time; therefore, the M293 performs the “terminating” method step
99 out of every 100 program operations. Therefore, ST asserts that the M293 anticipates claims 1,
6, and 10 ofthe ‘517 patent.526
SanDisk asserts that the M293 does not anticipate the ‘517 patent because it performs
temporary, not permanent, inhibit, which has not only been confirmed by ST’s expert, Dr. Pashley,
but has been found to be the case by two ALJ’s and the Patent Office. In addition, the M293 is cited
prior art to the ‘517 patent.527 Staff agrees with SanDisk that the M293 does not anticipate the

CX-2235C (Rao Direct) at 63-70,206-08; CX-3 19/RX-712(the ‘179patent) at col. 1 15 2 56; JX-73 (Simko Dep) at 76; SRB 36.
526 RIB 67; RRB 25.
527 CRB 29.
525
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asserted claims of the ‘5 17 patent because the device only uses “temporary” inhibit, a point that was
conceded by ST’s expert, Dr. P a ~ h l e y . ~ ~ *
The undersigned finds SanDisk’s and Staffs arguments to be persuasive. The evidence
shows that the M293 performs temporary, rather than permanent, inhibit.529In addition, the M293
was before the Patent Office during the prosecution of the ‘5 17 patent.530Therefore, ST has a higher
burden in showing that the M293 anticipates, which has not been shown.531Accordingly, ST has not
shown, by clear and convincing evidence, that the ‘5 17 patent is invalid as anticipated by the M293.

3.

Obviousness

ST asserts that the asserted claims of the ‘5 17 patent are obvious over either the Japanese
Unexamined Patent Application S62-188100(“JP 100’’)532
reference standing alone or in combination
with other references.533 Staff agrees that the asserted claims are rendered obvious by JPlOO in
combination with the ‘179 patent and/or the ‘344 patent.534SanDisk counters, arguing that there is
a lack of motivation to combine.535
The undersigned notes that all of the parties post-hearing briefs and reply briefs were filed
before the Supreme Court issued its decision in XSR.536On May 25,2007, counsel from SanDisk and
ST submitted a letter to the undersigned requesting guidance whether the undersigned would find

SRB citing RX- 1802C (Pashley Direct) at 85.
529 RX-1802C (Pashley Direct) at 85.
530 See CX-99M-2 (the ‘5 17 patent), first page.
531 Liebel-Flarsheim Co. v. Medrad, Inc., 481 F.3d 1371, 1381 (Fed. Cir. 2007) (“LiebelFlarsheim Ir‘) citing Glaxo, 376 F.3d at 1348 (burden of showing invalidity is “especially difficult”
when the prior art reference was before the examiner during prosecution).
532 RX-800 (JPlOO).
533 RIB 67.
534 SIB 77-82; SRB 37-40.
535 CIB 72-83; CRB 29-38.
536 XSR, supra.
528
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additional briefing useful in light of KSR. SanDisk’s position is that additional briefing would be
useful to several of the factual inquiries required in the obviousness analysis, while ST’s position
is that KSR ’s affect on the parties existing

3

103 arguments is clear. Staff does not object to

additional briefing if the undersigned would find such briefing useful. In reviewing the Supreme
Court’s decision and the evidence and briefing on the obviousness issues, the undersigned had
already determined that additional briefing would neither be helpful nor necessary. Nothing in the
joint letter has changed this determination. Accordingly, no additional briefing will be required on
obviousness.
Upon review of the parties arguments, the undersigned finds that much of the dispute
between the parties is whether ST has made an adequate showing of a motivation to combine the
various prior art references. While the Supreme Court, in KSR, noted that there is “no necessary
inconsistency between the idea underlying the TSM [teaching, suggestion, or motivation] test and
the Graham analysis,” the Supreme Court made it clear that the TSM test was being applied too
rigidly and against prior Supreme Court precedents:
In determining whether the subject matter of a patent claim is obvious, neither the
particular motivation nor the avowed purpose of the patentee controls. What matters
is the objective reach of the claim. If the claim extends to what is obvious, it is
invalid under 0 103. One of the ways in which a patent’s subject matter can be proved
obvious is by noting that there existed at the time of invention a known problem for
which there was an obvious solution encompassed by the patent’s claims.
The first error of the Court of Appeals in this case was to foreclose this
reasoning by holding that courts and patent examiners should look only to the
problem the patentee was trying to solve. . . . The Court of Appeals failed to
recognize that the problem motivating the patentee may be only one of many
addressed by the patent’ssubject matter. The question is not whether the combination
was obvious to the patentee but whether the combination was obvious to a person
with ordinary skill in the art. Under the correct analysis, any need or problem known
in the field of endeavor at the time of invention and addressed by the patent can
provide a reason for combining the elements in the manner claimed.
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The second.error of the Court of Appeals lay in its assumption that a person
of ordinary skill attempting to solve a problem will be led only to those elements of
prior art designed to solve the same problem. . . .Common sense teaches, however,
that familiar items may have obvious uses beyond their primary purposes, and in
many cases a person of ordinary skill will be able to fit the teachings of multiple
patents together like pieces of a puzzle. . . .A person of ordinary skill is also a person
of ordinary creativity, not an automaton.
The same constricted analysis led the Court of Appeals to conclude, in error,
that a patent claim cannot be proved obvious merely by showing that the combination
of elements was "obvious to try." Id., at 289 (internal quotation marks omitted).
When there is a design need or market pressure to solve a problem and there are a
finite number of identified, predictable solutions, a person of ordinary skill has good
reason to pursue the known options within his or her technical grasp. If this leads to
the anticipated success, it is likely the product not of innovation but of ordinary skill
and common sense. In that instance the fact that a combination was obvious to try
might show that it was obvious under 5 103.
The Court of Appeals, finally, drew the wrong conclusion from the risk of
courts and patent examiners falling prey to hindsight bias. A factfinder should be
aware, of course, of the distortion caused by hindsight bias and must be cautious of
arguments reliant upon expost reasoning. See Graham, 383 U.S., at 36, 86 S. Ct.
684, 15 L. Ed. 2d 545 (warning against a "temptation to read into the prior art the
teachings of the invention in issue" and instructing courts to "'guard against slipping
into the use of hindsight"' (quoting Monroe Auto Equipment Co. v. Heckethorn Mfg.
& Supply Co., 332 F.2d 406,412 (CA6 1964))). Rigid preventative rules that deny
factfindersrecourse to common sense, however, are neither necessary under our case
law nor consistent with it.537
Based on a reading of the Supreme Court's precedent in KSR, the undersigned finds that many of the
parties' specific "motivation to combine" arguments fall within the scope of what the Supreme Court
has cautioned as being applied too rigidly. Therefore, the undersigned will focus on the original

Graham factors to determine whether the '517 patent is obvious under 5 103.
a.

JPlOO

ST asserts that JP 100, when modified as known to those of skill in the art,renders claims 1,

537 KSR,

500 U.S. at - ; 127 S.Ct. at 1741-43.
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6, and 10 of the ‘517 patent obvious.538ST asserts that SanDisk’s conceded that the only limitation
of claim 1 that is not disclosed by JP 100 is an electrical erase capability.539According to ST, one
of skill in the art would have been motivated to modify JPlOO to include the electrical erase
capability for numerous reasons.54o
SanDisk asserts that the ‘517 patent is directed to “semiconductor electrically erasable
programmable read-only memories (EEprom), and specificallyto a system of integrated circuit Flash
EEprom chips,”54’while JP 100is directly to a completely different “field of endeavor.”542According
to SanDisk, the purpose of JPlOO was to obtain a writing method fitted for pre-processing of a
storage characteristic test, sometimes referred to as a memory maintenance characteristic test.543
According to SanDisk, in 1989, a person of ordinary skill in the art faced with the problems that were
faced by the inventors of the ‘517 patent would have no reason to select elements from JP 100 and
combine it with missing elements to obtain the claimed invention.544
SanDisk also asserts that JP 100does not disclose any “programming methods” for an Eprom.
While SanDisk concedes that JP 100 repeatedly makes reference to a method of writing to Eproms,
it does not ever make reference to a method of programming E p r ~ m sAs
. ~to
~~
ST’s assertion that
JPlOO teaches a way to avoid over-programming, SanDisk asserts that JPlOO avoids overprogramming for completely different reasons than in the ‘5 17 patent. According to SanDisk, the
RIB 68 citing Sibia Neurosciences, Inc. v. Cadus Pharm. Corp., 225 F.3d 1349, 1356
(Fed. Cir. 2000) (“Sibia”).
539 RIB 68 citing Complainant’s prehearing brief at 455; Rao, Tr. 3009-10.
540 RIB 68 citing RX-1802C (Pashley Direct) at A. 224, p. 54.
541 CRB 3 1 citing CX-99/RX-2 (the ‘ 5 17 patent) at col. 1:25-28.
542 CRB 3 1 citing Wang Laboratories, supra.
543 CIB 79 citing CX-1247 (JPlOO abstract); Rx-800 (JPlOO) at ST560-H 19203.
544 CIB 79, 82.
545 CIB 80 citing RX-800 (JPlOO) at ST560-H19203.
538
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inventors in the ‘517patent used permanent inhibit to prevent over-programming,while JP 100 seeks
to avoid over-programming to align to a specific level the threshold voltage as a starting point for
data retention testing.546In addition, SanDisk asserts that over-programmingis not the problem that
the inventors of the ‘5 17 patent were seeking to solve; rather, it was an aspect of their solution.547
Therefore, SanDisk asserts that ST is improperly attempting to define the problem in terms of its
solution, based on hindsight.548
SanDisk counters ST’s four motivations for modifling JP 100to obtain the claimed invention
of claim 1 of the ‘5 17 patent. SanDisk asserts that ST’s first two motivations ignore any motivation
to select JP 100to solve the problem faced by the inventors of the ‘ 5 17patent and merely asserts that
adding such erase capability is desirable. SanDisk asserts that ST’s third motivation, i.e.
improvements the JP100 made to reliability testing, has nothing to do with the problem faced by the
ivnentors. S d i s k asserts that ST’s fourth motivation, i.e. that an enhanced write operation for
EEproms and Eproms that minimizes stress to the device is one of the stated objects of the ‘5 17
invention, misrepresents the ‘517 patent because the ‘5 17patent never mentions Eproms, only Flash
EEproms.549
Staff does not take a position on the JPl 00 reference standing alone, only in combination
with other references, which is discussed below.
The undersigned rejects SanDisk’s arguments, as they are based on the rigid “motivation to
combine” framework that has been rejected by the Supreme Court in KSR. The undersigned also
CIB 81 citing RX-800 (JP 100) at ST560-H19203.
547 CIB 81-82.
548 CIB 82 citing Monarch Knitting Mach. Corp. v. Sulzer Morat GMBH, 139 F.2d 877,88 1
(Fed. Cir. 1998) (“Monarch”).
549 CRB 33 citing CX-99/RX-2 (the ‘517 patent) at col. 1:41-60.
546
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finds ST’s argument persuasive. SanDisk’s expert, Dr. Rao, conceded that JPlOO disclosed every
element of claim 1 except for the first “E” in EEprom:
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.

Indeed, you would agree with me that the JP-100 shows all of the elements of claim
1 of the ‘517 except that it is an EPROM instead of an EEPROM?
Can I look at the claim 1 of ‘517? Quickly. Quickly. It won’t take -It’s RX-2. We can pull it up -- can you put claim 1 on the screen, please.
That will be fine.
There it is.
Yes. I agree with that.55o

At the time of the ‘5 17 patent, one of ordinary skill would recognize that adding an erase electrode
to make an Eprom into an EEprom would be advantage~us.~~’
Therefore, the suggestion to make
such a modification is in the prior art itself and is part of the knowledge of one of ordinary skill in
the art. The undersigned finds that for a person of ordinary skill in the art in the non-volatile
memory field, that person would naturally look to Eprom solutions in the development of
E E p r o m ~Accordingly,
.~~~
ST has shown, by clear and convincing evidence, that claim 1 of the ‘5 17
patent is invalid as obvious based on the JP100 reference.553

Rao, Tr. 3009-10.
551 RX-1802C (Pashley Direct) at A. 224-32,236-53,258-58.
552 See Para-Ordnance Mfg., Inc. v. SGS Importers Int ’I, Inc., 73F.3d 1085,1090 (Fed. Cir.
1995) (“Para-Ordnance”);In re Gartside, 203 F.3d 1305, 1321 (Fed. Cir. 2000) (“Gartside”).
553 In re Kotzab, 217 F.3d 1365, 1370 (Fed. Cir. 2000) (“Kotzab”) (“The motivation,
suggestion or teaching may come explicitly from statements in the prior art, the knowledge of one
of ordinary skill in the art, or, in some cases the nature of the problem to be solved. See [In re]
Dembiczak, 175 F.3d [994] at 999,50 USPQ2d at 1617 [Fed. Cir. 19991. In addition, the teaching,
motivation or suggestion may be implicit from the prior art as a whole, rather than expressly stated
in the references. See WMS Gaming, Inc. v. International Game Tech., 184 F.3d 1339, 1355, 51
USPQ2d 1385, 1397 (Fed. Cir.1999). The test for an implicit showing is what the combined
teachings, knowledge of one of ordinary skill in the art, and the nature of the problem to be solved
as a whole would have suggested to those of ordinary skill in the art. See In re Keller, 642 F.2d 413,
425,208 USPQ 871,88 1 (198 1) (and cases cited therein). Whether the Board relies on an express
or an implicit showing, it must provide particular findings related thereto. See Dembiczak, 175 F.3d
at 999,50 USPQ2d at 1617. Broad conclusory statements standing alone are not ‘evidence.’ Id.”)
550
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b.

J P l O O and the ‘179 Patent

ST asserts that JP100, when combined with the ‘179 patent, renders claims 1,3,5,6,7, 10,
12,13, and 14 of the ‘517patent

ST asserts that SanDisk’s expert conceded that the only

limitations of these claims that are missing from the ‘179 patent, i. e. the presence of threshold level
ranges and the “until” limitation, are found in JP100.555According to ST, one of skill in the art
would have been motivated to combine JP 100 and the ‘179 patent for numerous reasons.556
Specifically, ST asserts that the motivation to combine lies in the nature of the problem
addressed by the invention, i.e. how to prevent over-programming of memory cells. According to
ST, both JP 100and the ‘179patent directly address the problem and teach permanent inhibit to solve
it.557Therefore, ST asserts that to a person of ordinary skill in the art working on the problem of
preventing over-programming of a memory cell, it would have been obvious to bring together the
method and structure of permanently inhibiting shown in JP 100 and the ‘179 patent to arrive at the
claimed invention in the ‘5 17 patent.558ST also asserts that a motivation to combine can be found
in the patents’ cross-referential teaching on testing.559
SanDisk asserts that, in 1989, a person of ordinary skill in the art that was faced with the
problems that were faced by the inventors of the ‘517patent would have no reason to select elements
from the ‘179 patent and combine it with missing elements to obtain the claimed invention.

RIB 69 citing RX-1802C (Pashley Direct) at A. 853-903, p. 204-1 5.
RIB 69.
556 RIB 69 citing Rx-1802C (Pashley Direct) at A. 686-88, p. 166; A. 874-76, p. 209-10; A.
900, p. 215.
557 RRB 33 citing Sibia, 225 F.3d at 1356; RX-800 (JPlOO) at ST560-H 19203-04; CX3 19/RX-712 (the ‘179 patent) at col. 10:47-53.
558 RRB 33 citing Ruiz v. A.B. Chance Co., 357 F.3d 1270, 1276 (Fed. Cir. 2004) (“Ruiz”).
559 RRB 33.
554
555
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Specifically, SanDisk asserts that the Simko invention is merely a “tape recorder on a chip”
addressing the problem with digital recorders that has nothing to with the problem to be solved by
the ‘5 17patent, which is to providing solid-state mass storage for computer systems. SanDisk points
to the testimony of Dr. Simko, who stated that the analog recorder required “reasonable” precision,
and could therefore tolerate small errors, whereas Flash EEproms suitable for computer mass storage
require a high level of precision. SanDisk also argues that the Simko analog recorder operated at a
low speed when compared with a high-performance EEpr~m.’~’SanDisk asserts that the ‘ 179patent
does not disclose any digital

and that the comparator in the ‘179 patent cannot

determine a cell’s threshold level range because it can only determine its threshold

As to

claim 7, SanDisk asserts that ST failed to raise this issue in its pretrial brief; therefore the issue is
waived under Ground Rule 8.2. Furthermore, SanDisk asserts that Dr. Pashley did not testify that

JP 100 in combination with the ‘179 patent renders claim 7 obvious.563

ST counters SanDisk’s arguments that these two pieces of prior art are not analogousbecause
both of them are not directed to replacing “mass storage” in computers. ST argues that, based on
the clear motivations to combine, the argument is i r r e l e ~ a n t . ~ ~

Staff asserts that claims 1,3,5,6, 10, 12, 13, and 14 of the ‘5 17 patent are invalid under
35 U.S.C.

5 103(a) in view of E l 0 0 in combination with the ‘179

~atent.’~’Specifically, Staff

points to the testimony of ST’s expert, Dr. Pashley, who testified how each of the limitations of the

CIB 77 citing CFF 5368-77; CX-319/RX-712 (the ‘179 patent) at col. 1:36-39,6:20-29.
CIB 78 citing CFF 4589-90,4593.
562 CRB 37 citing CFF 4628-30.
563 CRB 36.
564 RRE3 33-34.
565 SIB 77-78; SRB 37.
560

561
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asserted claims is satisfied by JP 100 in combination with the ‘179 patent.566According to Staff, as
to claim 1 of the ‘5 17 patent, while S d i s k ’ s expert, Dr. Rao, argues that the limitations that were
not taught by the ‘179 patent include “a variable threshold level of a cell” that is “set into range
determinable by reading a cell”; “determining the threshold level ranges”; and continuing the
programming, verifying and inhibiting processes “until all of the plurality of cells are determined to
have reached their desired threshold level ranges,” Dr. Rao acknowledgesthat all of these limitations
are taught by JP 1 O0.567As to claims 6 and 10, Staff asserts that Dr. Rao did not dispute that the ‘179
patent teaches these additional limitation.568As to claims 3 and 5, Staff asserts that while Dr. Rao
testified that the ‘179 patent does not disclose the multiple threshold ranges limitations, clear and
convincing evidence shows that the ‘179 patent does disclose such ranges.569As to claims 12, 13,
and 14, Staff asserts that while Dr. Rao testified that the ‘179 patent does not teach the “chunk of
input data” or “cache memory” limitations, clear and convincing evidence shows that the ‘1 79 patent
does disclose limitation^.^^' In addition, Staff asserts that ST has made a clear and convincing
showing of motivation to combine. According to StafT, ST’s expert testified that a person of
ordinary skill in the art would be motivated to combine the references in order to made a superior
EEprom, which is confirmed by the references themselves, i. e. the ‘179 patent teaches a floating gate
EEprom, while JP 100 relates to improving methods of writing to floating gate E p r o m ~ . ~ ~ ’
Staff argues that SanDisk does not appear to seriously contest that this combination discloses

SIB 78 citing RX-1802C (Pashley Direct) at 204-15.
567 SIB 78 citing CX-2235C (Rao Direct) at 216-17.
SIB 78 citing CX-2235C (Rao Direct) at 216.
569 SIB 78 citing CX-2235C (Rao Direct) at 2 19 and RX- 1 802C (Pashley Direct) at 2 10- 12.
570 SIB 78 citing CX-2235C (Rao Direct) at 216 and RX-1802C (Pashley Direct) at 214.
571 SIB 79 citing RX-1802C (Pashley Direct) at 208- 10, 2 15; CX-3 1 9 M - 7 1 2 (the ‘179
patent) at col. 1:56-2:25,3:10-12;RX-800 (JP100) at 19201.
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all of the limitations of the asserted claims. Rather, Staff notes that SanDisk appears to rely on the
alleged lack of motivation to combine.’”

In Staffs view, both JPlOO and the ‘179 patent are

directed to the same problem addressed in the ‘517 patent, which is how to improve programming
techniques for floating gate memory cells.573
The undersigned rejects SanDisk’s arguments, as they are based on the rigid “motivation to
combine” framework that has been rejected by the Supreme Court in KSR. The undersigned also
agrees with ST and Staff that the evidence shows that claims 1,3,5,6,10,12,13, and 14 of the ‘5 17
patent are taught by JPlOO in combination with the ‘179 patent.574The undersigned agrees that
SanDisk did not seriously contest that this combination discloses all of the limitationsof the asserted
claims and relies primarily on its “motivation to combine” arguments, which have been rejected.
The undersigned finds that the references are closely related, as the JPlOO reference relates to
improving methods of writing to floating gate Eproms, while the ‘179 patent relates to floating gate
EEproms. According to the ‘338 patent, which is incorporated by reference into the ‘517 patent, the
problems of improving Eproms and EEproms are closely related.575 Therefore, it would reasonable
for a person of ordinary skill in the non-volatile memory field to naturally look to Eprom solutions
in the development of EEproms and combine the references together.
As for claim 7, the undersigned finds SanDisk’s procedural argument to be persuasive. A
review of ST’s pre-trial brief shows no mention of ST’s intention to argue that JP 100 in combination

SRB 37.
SRB 37-38 citing CX-99RX-2 (the ‘517 patent) at col. 159-60; RX-800 (JPlOO) at
19200; CX-3 19M-712 (the ‘179 patent) at col. 2:43-46.
574 See RX-1802C (Pashley Direct) at 204-15.
575 See CX-99RX-2 (the ‘517 patent) at col. 8:30-37; CX-98/RX-1 (the ‘338 patent) at col.
2 :23-25,2 :30-33.
572
573
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with the ‘179patent renders claim 7 of the ‘517patent obvious.576Therefore, ST’s assertion that
claim 7 of the ‘517patent is obvious based on JP 100 in combination with the ‘179 patent is rejected.
Accordingly, ST has shown, by clear and convincing evidence, that claims 1,3,5,6,10,12,

13, and 14 of the ‘517 patent are invalid as obvious based on the JPlOO reference in combination
with the ‘179 patent. Claim 7 of the ‘517patent, however, is not found to be invalid as obvious based
on the JP 100 reference in combination with the ‘179 patent.
c.

J P l O O and the ‘344 patent

ST asserts that JP100,when combined with U.S. Patent No. 5,095,344(“the ‘344patent”),577
renders claims 1,3,5, 6,7,8, 10, 12, 13, and 14 of the ‘517patent

According to ST,

the ‘344patent is directed to increasing the amount of information stored in an Eprom or EEprom
array of a given size and providing EEprom semiconductor chips to be used for solid state memory
to replace magnetic storage devices.579ST asserts that one of ordinary skill in the art would have
been motivated to combine JPlOO and the ‘344patent for numerous reasons.58o Specifically, ST
asserts that there is a motivation stemming from technological progress and that the references
themselves practically cross-reference each other.581
Specifically, ST asserts that the ‘344patent discloses multilevel programming of EEprom
cells using more than two threshold levels separated by more than one breakpoint threshold level

See ST’s pretrial brief at 565.
RX-362(the ‘344patent).
578 RIB 69-70citing RX-1802C(Pashley Direct) at A. 193-208,383-91,904-33,
579 RIB 70 citing RX-362(the ‘344patent) at col. 2:33-36.
580 RIB 70-72.
581 RIB 70;RRl3 34 citing RX-1802C(Pashley Direct) at A. 236-53.
576
577
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range.582 ST argues that SanDisk’s expert, Dr. Rao, conceded that the ‘344 patent discloses the
multi-state elements of the ‘ 5 17 claims 3 and 5 that were missing fiom JP 1O0.583According to ST,
a person of ordinary skill in the art would have been motivated to modify the structure disclosed in
JP 100 with an erasable, multilevel structure of the ‘344 patent in order to make a more compact
EEprom. In addition, ST asserts that it was common knowledge in the EEprom art that higher
integration or density is and always has been a basic goal of memory design.5a
As to claims 7, 8, and 10, ST asserts that JP100, in combination with the ‘344 patent,
discloses these additional limitations. According to ST, the limitations of claims 7 and 8 were known
those of ordinary skill in the art.585ST argues that a person of ordinary skill in the art modifying
JP 100 to include erase capability in light of the ‘344 patent would be aware of the benefits of the
different units of erase, including blocks, sectors, and word line^.^^^
As to claims 12, 13, and 14, ST asserts that the only limitations Dr. Rao does not concede
to be disclosed by JPlOO in combination with the ‘344 patent are the “chunk of input data” in claims
12 and 13, and the “cache memory” in claim 14.587According to ST, a person of ordinary skill in the
art that was combining JPlOO and the ‘344 patent would use data latches for storing input data on

a chip during an internally timed write cycles, which would meet the additional limitations in claims

RIB 70 citing RX-362 (the ‘344 patent) at col. 245-38.
RIB 70 citing CX-2235C (Rao Direct) at A. 874, p. 221.
RIB 70 citing RX-1802C (Pashley Direct) at A. 912, p. 218-19; A. 243, p.57.
585 RIB 70-71 citing CX-2235C (Rao Direct) at A. 1026, p. 261; JX-38C (Mehrotra Dep) at
126-128; RX-889 (SEEQ 48F512 datasheet) at SDITC-117043-44; C X - 9 9 m - 2 (the ‘512 patent)
at col. 7:6- 13.
586 RIB 71 citing RX-1802C (Pashley Direct) at A. 108-13, p. 29-30.
587 RIB 70 citing Rao, Tr. 3139; CX-2235C (Rao Direct) at A. 874-75, p. 221.
582

583
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12-14.588
SanDisk does not address this combination in its post-trial brief, but does address this
combination in its post-trial reply brief.589ST asserts that, because SanDisk failed to raise this issue
in its post-trial brief, under Ground Rule 1 1.1, SanDisk has waived its ability to do.590
Staff agrees that claims 1,3,5,6,7,8, and 10 ofthe ‘517 patent are invalid under 35 U.S.C.

3 103(a) in view of JPlOO in combination with the ‘344 patent.591Specifically, Staff points to the
testimony of ST’s expert, Dr. Pashley, who testified how each of the limitations of the asserted
claims is satisfied by JPlOO in combination with the ‘344 patent.592Staff argues that SanDisk does
not appear to seriously contest that this combination discloses all of the limitations of the asserted
claims. Rather, Staff notes that SanDisk appears to rely on the alleged lack of motivation to
combine.593According to Staff, ST’s expert testified that a motivation to combine exists both in the
nature of the problem to be solved and in the explicit disclosure of the ‘344 patent that it would
desirable to convert an Eprom into an E E p r ~ m . ~ ~ ~
As to the procedural issue, the undersigned agrees that SanDisk did not address the ‘344
patent at all in its obviousness section in its post-hearing brief, and that SanDisk has waived any
arguments with regard to this combination.595ST clearly briefed this issue extensively in its pre-trial

RIB 71 citing Pashley, Tr. 2644,2848-51; RX-947 (JEDEC Standard 21-B) at ST560
461384,461396; RX-1802C (Pashley Direct) at A. 98-103, p. 26-27. A. 279-91, p. 68-71.
589 CRB 33-36.
590 RRB 34.
591 SIB 80; SRB 37.
592 SIB 80 citing RX-1802C (Pashley Direct) at 2 16-21.
593 SIB 80; SRB 37 citing CX-2235C (Rao Direct) at 221.
594 SIB 80 citing RX-1802C (Pashley Direct) at 2 16,222-23).
595 See Order No. 2 (February 14,2006), Ground Rule 1 1.1.
588
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briefs9‘ and this obviousness combination was discussed in detail during the hearing?97Therefore,
SanDisk should have known that ST was going to advance this obviousness combination in the posttrial briefs and SanDisk should have addressed its arguments in the post-trial brief.
The undersigned agrees with ST and Staff that the evidence shows that all the limitations of
claims 1, 3, 5,6,7,8,and 10 of the ‘517patent are taught by JPlOO in combination with the ‘344
patent.598The undersigned finds that the references are closely related, as the JP 100reference relates
to improving methods of writing to floating gate Eproms by aligning to a reference cell and using
permanent inhibit, while the ‘344patent relates to an intelligent programming and sensing technique
to allow for practical implementation of multistate storage.599Accordingly, ST has shown, by clear
and convincing evidence, that all of the asserted claims of the ‘517patent are invalid as obvious
based on the JPlOO reference in combination with the ‘344patent.
d.

J P l O O and the ‘871 patent

ST asserts that JP100,when c0mbinedwithU.S. Patent No. 4,752,871(“the ‘871patent7’),6O0
renders claims 1,6,7,8,10,12,13,and 14 of the ‘517patent obvious.601 According to ST, one of
ordinary skill in the art would have been motivated to combine JPlOO and the ‘871 patent for
numerous reasons, including making testing process improvements.602 As for the additional
limitations in claims 7 and 8,ST asserts that a person of ordinary skill in the art would be highly

See ST’s pre-trial brief at 582.
597 See, generally, the testimony of Dr. Pashley and Dr. Rao, Tr. 2720-22,2763-64,2861-64,
596

2873-76,3138-41.
598 See RX-1802C(Pashley Direct) at 216-21.
599 See RX-800(JPlOO)at 19203-06;
RX-362(the ‘344patent) at col. 3:24-29.
‘00 RX-351 (the ‘871patent).
‘01 RIB 72 citing RX-1802C (Pashley Direct) at A. 193-206,372-76,934-64.
‘02 RIB 72 citing RX-1802C(Pashley Direct) at A. 944,p. 225-26.
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motivated to combine the block erasable, byte programmable architecture of the ‘871 patent because
it increases the speed of testing with the permanent inhibit circuitry that increases the accuracy of
programming in testing.‘03
SanDisk asserts that the ‘871 patent has nothing to do with the problem of developing
EEproms to replace computer disk drives; therefore there would be no reason for a person of
ordinary skill in the art,faced with the problem of developing EEproms to replace computer disk
drives, would select the ‘871 patent. In addition, SanDisk asserts that the ‘871 patent does not
disclose block erase, which is required by claims 7 and
Staff asserts that ST has failed to show, by clear and convincing evidence, that the asserted
claims of the ‘517 patent are invalid under 35 U.S.C. 0 103(a) in view of JPlOO in combination
with the ‘871 patent.‘05 According to Stdf, the ‘871 patent discloses a microcomputer that uses onchip EEprom arrays, which is a different technique than used in JP100.606 Staff asserts that ST’s
expert, Dr. Pashley, merely testified that one would want to divide JPlOO into multiple arrays
without testieing whether the system of the ‘871 patent would work in doing s0.‘07
The undersigned agrees with SanDisk and Staff that ST has failed to show, by clear and
convincing evidence, that the asserted claims of the ‘517 patent are invalid as obvious based on
JPlOO in combination with the ‘871 patent because ST did not provide adequate evidence on how
the two references can combine the missing elements to obtain the claimed invention in the ‘5 17

603

‘04
‘05
‘06
‘07

RRB 36-37 citing RX-1802C (Pashley Direct) at A. 944.
CFU3 38 citing CFF 5538-5855.
SIB 81; SFU3 39, n. 6.
SIB 81 citing RX-351 (the ‘871 patent), Fig. 1; CX-2235C (Rao Direct) at 98-100.
SIB 81 citing RX-1802C (Pashley Direct) at 227.
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patent.608Accordingly, ST has failed to show, by clear and convincing evidence, that the ‘517 patent
is invalid as obvious based on JPlOO in combination with the ‘871 patent.
e.

JP 100 and the ‘541 patent

ST asserts that JP100, when combined with U.S. PatentNo. 5,136,541 (“the ‘541 patent”),609
renders claims 1,6,7,8,10, 12, 13, and 14 of the ‘517 patent obvious.610 According to ST, one of
ordinary skill in the art would have been motivated to combine JPlOO and the ‘541 patent for
numerous reasons, including the references pointing to one another.611ST counters Staffs argument
that the ‘541 is different from JP100. According to ST, the ‘541 patent provides electrical erase to
JPl 00’s permanent inhibit.612
SanDisk asserts that the ‘541 patent has nothing to do with the problem of developing
EEproms to replace computer disk drives; therefore there would be no reason for a person of
ordinary skill in the art, faced with the problem of developing EEproms to replace computer disk
drives, to select the ‘541 patent. In addition, SanDisk asserts that the ‘541 patent does not disclose
block erase, which is required by claims 7 and 8.613
Staff asserts that ST has failed to show, by clear and convincing evidence, that the asserted
claims of the ‘517 patent are invalid under 35 U.S.C.

5

103(a) in view of J p l O O in combination

with the ‘541 patent.614According to Swf, the ‘541 patent erases by injecting holes, which is a

CX-2235C (Rao Direct) at 98-100; RX-1802C (Pashley Direct) at 227.
609 RX-25 (the ‘541 patent).
‘lo RIB 72 citing RX-1802C (Pashley Direct) at A. 193-206,372-76,934-64.
611 RIB 73 citing RX-1802C (Pashley Direct) at A. 243, p. 57; RRB 36.
612 RRB 36 citingAmgen, 314 F.3d at 1357.
613 CRB 38 citing CFF 5538-5855.
614 SIB 81; SRB 39, n. 6.
608
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different technique than used in JP100.615Staff asserts that ST’s expert, Dr. Pashley, merely testified
as to block erase without discussing how or why the ‘541 patent would be combined with JP 100 to
provide for block erase.‘l‘
The undersigned agrees with SanDisk and Staff that ST has failed to show, by clear and
convincing evidence, that the asserted claims of the ‘5 17 patent are invalid as obvious based on
JPlOO in combination with the ‘541 patent because ST did not provide adequate evidence on how
the two references can combine the missing elements to obtain the claimed invention in the ‘5 17
patent.617Accordingly, ST has failed to show, by clear and convincing evidence, that the ‘5 17 patent
is invalid as obvious based on JPlOO in combination with the ‘541 patent.
f.

Secondary Considerations

SanDisk asserts that secondary indicia of non-obviousness such as long felt need coupled
with failure of others, commercial success, and industry praise supports the validity of the ‘5 17
According to SanDisk, at the time of the invention of the ‘517 patent, there was a long-felt
need in the industry for the invention of the ‘517 patent, i.e. a memory device that provided the
advantages of a magnetic memory device while avoiding its limitations. SanDisk asserts that while
many others developed competing devices which failed, the inventors of the ‘517 patent
succeeded.619SanDisk also points to the commercial success of both SanDisk’s and Toshiba’s

SIB 81 citing RX-25 (the ‘541 patent) at col. 3:21-24; CX-2235C (Rao Direct) at 94-95.
SIB 81 citing RX-1802C (Pashley Direct) at 233.
617 CX-2235C (Rao Direct) at 94-95; RX-1802C (Pashley Direct) at 233.
618 CIB 83 citing Intel Corp. v. US. Int ’I Trade Comm ’n,946 F.2d 82 1,835 (Fed. Cir. 1991)
(“InteZ”);CRB 38.
‘19 CIB 83 citing CFF6769-6817.
‘15
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NAND flash memory products, both of which practice the ‘5 17 patent.620In addition, SanDisk
asserts that it has won industry accolades and awards for its NAND flash memory products.621

ST asserts that SanDisk’s arguments regarding secondary considerations are not supported
by the evidence. Furthermore, ST asserts that where there is a strong motivation to combine,
secondary considerations cannot save the claims.622Specifically, as to lack of commercial success,

ST asserts that SanDisk has failed to prove any commercial success that is owed to the point of
novelty in the ‘5 17 patent, i.e. “permanent inhibit.”623According to ST, for several years after the
invention, SanDisk’s products [
]624

As for SanDisk’s NORproducts, initially, [
]625

In addition, ST argues that

the success of SanDisk’s NAND market stems from Toshiba, [
]626

And while SanDisk relies on licensing to demonstrate its commercial success, ST asserts

that SanDisk has failed to show sufficient nexus between the licenses and the patent at i s s ~ e . ~ ”
ST asserts that the ‘179 patent, JP 100, and GB ‘145 all had permanent inhibit prior to the
date of the invention of the ‘517 patent and that Texas Instruments was working on permanent
inhibit in 1985-86.628Therefore, ST asserts that the concept that SanDisk touted as the novel feature

CIB 83 citing CFF6818-44.
CIB 83-84 citing CFF6845-55.
622 RIB 78-79 citing Sibia, 225 F.3d at 1358.
623 RIB 79; RRB 38.
624 RRB 38 citing H
arari,Tr. 354.
625 RIB 79 citing H
arari,Tr. 354; JX-36C (Harari Dep) at 174.
626 RRB 38 citing In re Huang, 100 F.3d 135, 140 (Fed. Cir. 1996) (“Huang”).
627 RIB 79; RRB 38 citing Iron Grip Barbell Co. v. USA Sports, Inc., 392 F.3d 1317, 1324
(Fed. Cir. 2004) (“IronGrip”);GPAC., supra; Sibia, 225 F.3d at 1358.
628 RIB 79 citing Rao, Tr. 3000,3008,3014,3081.
620

621
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during the ‘5 17 patent prosecution was already known in the programming, erasing, and testing
context before the date of invention.629
As to failure by others, ST asserts that there is none. According to ST, a paper describing
the device embodying the prior art permanent inhibit of the ‘179 patent technology was published
in a prestigious engineeringjournal and the product commercializing the ‘179 patent technology won
the 1991 product of the year award from Electronic Design magazine.630While SanDisk argues that
the Toshiba example shows a failure of others, i.e. that Toshiba did not discover the benefits of
permanent inhibit until 1994, ST countersthat Toshiba discoveredthe benefits by 1990, as evidenced
by Toshiba’s own patent directed toward permanent inhibit (U.S. Patent No. 5,657,270).631
Staff asserts that the analysis with respect to the issue of secondary considerations of nonobviousness for the ‘517 patent is basically the same as with respect to the ‘338 patent except that
there has been a greater showing of commercial success, since SanDisk’s NAND products practice
the claimed invention, and there has been less showing of licensing, [
]632

Specifically, Staff asserts that none of the secondary

considerations are clearly linked to the claimed invention. First, there has been no showing of a
long-felt need coupled with a failure of others, [
]633

Second, it is SanDisk’s products in general,

RIB 80 citing Ecolochem, Inc. v. Southern California Edison Co., 227 F.3d 1361, 1379
(Fed. Cir. 2000) (“Ecolochem”) (simultaneous invention directly tied to level of knowledge
attributable to one of ordinary skill in the art).
630 RIB 80 citing RX-1378 (ISSCC paper); RX-1370 (Simko CV) at ST560-H 45924.
631 RIB 80 citing RX-1402 (Ohuchi continuation file wrapper) at ST560 519088.
632 SIB 82.
633 SRB 39 citing SFF 357-59.
629
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not the claimed invention, that have gained industry recognition and

Third, although

SanDisk’s NAND products have been a commercial success, it does not inherently mean that there
is a nexus to the claimed invention, especially when there is a strong showing of obviousness.635
Therefore, Staff asserts that SanDisk’s weak showing of secondary considerations does not rebut
ST’s showing of obviousness.636
SanDisk counters ST’s arguments regarding simultaneityof invention. According to SanDisk,
simultaneity of invention does not occur when a single element is know in the prior art, but when
several near-contemporaneousreferences disclose the entire invention. In addition, SanDisk asserts
that permanent inhibit is not the invention of the ‘517 patent.637
The undersigned agrees with ST and Staff that SanDisk has failed to rebut ST’s strong
showing of obviousness. While there is no doubt that SanDisk’s NAND flash memory products
have been a “success,” both commercially and via industry awards and accolades, SanDisk has not
shown any nexus between that success as attributable to what is claimed invention in the ‘5 17 patent.

In addition, SanDisk has not shown a long-felt need coupled with a failure by others [
]638

Accordingly,

the undersigned finds that SanDisk has failed to rebut ST’s showing of obviousness of the ‘5 17
SRB 39 citing CFF 6846,6848,6851,6853,6855.
635 SRB 39 citing Dystar Textilfarben GmbHv. C.H. PatrickCo., 464 F.3d 1356, 1371-72
(Fed. Cir. 2006) (“Dystar”).
636 SIB 82; SRB 39 citing Dystar, 464 F.3d at 1371-72 (finding that evidence of secondary
considerations, including “considerable” commercial success, were insufficient to overcome the
evidence that the claim was obvious); Sibia, 225 F.3d at 1358 (holding that a weak showing of
secondary considerations does not outweigh a clear showing of obviousness).
637 CRB 38-39 citing Bausch & Lomb, Inc. v. Barnes-HindHydrocuwe, Inc., 796 F.2d 443,
449 (Fed. Cir. 1986) (“Bausch & Lomb”).
638 Harari, Tr. at 354-55; Rx-1802C (Pashley Witness Statement), at 235-36; CX-3 l9mX712 (the ‘179 patent); RX-800 (P100); RX-875 (GB ‘145).
634
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patent.
4.

Lack of EnablementhnadequateWritten Description/Best Mode

Based on the undersigned’s above findings and conclusion that all of the asserted claims of
the ‘5 17 patent are invalid as anticipated by the GB ‘145 reference and obvious based on the JP100
reference, in combination with the ‘179 patent and/or the ‘344 patent, the undersigned finds that it
is not necessary to reach the issue of whether the ‘ 5 17 is invalid for lack of enablement, inadequate
written description, or best mode as well.
E.

Unenforceability

Based on the undersigned’s above findings and conclusion that all of the asserted claims of
the ‘5 17 patent are invalid as anticipated by the GB ‘145 reference and obvious based on the JP100
reference, in combination with the ‘179 patent andor the ‘344 patent, the undersigned finds that it
is not necessary to reach the issue of whether the ‘ 5 17 is unenforceable as well.
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CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
1.

The Commission has subject matter jurisdiction in this investigation.

2.

The Commission has personal jurisdiction over ST.

3.

ST’s accused NAND products infringe claims 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 10 of U.S. Patent No.
5,991,517 in violation of 35 U.S.C.

0 271(a).

In addition, all of ST’s accused NAND

products indirectly infringe these claims.
4.

ST’s accused NAND products do not infringe claims 12, 13, and 14 of U.S. Patent No.
5,991,517 in violation of 35 U.S.C.

5.

5 271(a).

ST’s accusedNORproducts do not infringe claims 1,3,5,6,7,8,10,12,13, and 14 of U.S.
Patent No. 5,991,517 in violation of 35 U.S.C.

6.

0 271(a).

An industry in the United States exists with respect to SanDisk’s products that is protected
by claim 1,3,5,6,7,8, 10, and 12 0fU.S. Patent No. 5,991,517, as required by 19 U.S.C.
fj 1337(a)(2) and (3).

7.

An industry in the United States does not exist with respect to SanDisk‘s products that is
protected by any claim of U.S. Patent No. 5,172,338, as required by 19 U.S.C.

1337(a)(2)

and (3).
8.

Claims 1, 6, and 10 of U.S. Patent No. 5,991,517 are invalid under 35 U.S.C.

6

102 for

anticipation based on the GB ‘145 prior art reference.
9.

Claims 1,3, 5,6, 10, 12, 13, and 14 of U.S. Patent No. 5,991,517 are not invalid under 35
U.S.C.

10.

6 102 for anticipation based the ‘179 patent.

Claims 1,6, and 10 of U.S. Patent No. 5,991,517 are not invalid under 35 U.S.C.
anticipation based the M293 prior art reference.
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6 102 for

11.

Claims 1,3,5,6,7,8,
10,12,13,and14ofU.S.PatentNo.5,991,517areinvalidunder35
U.S.C.

103 for obviousness based on JPlOO by itself, or in combination with the ‘179

patent andor the ‘344patent.

12.

Claims 1, 6,7,8,10, 12,13, and 14 of U.S. Patent No. 5,991,517are not invalid under 35
U.S.C. 3 103 for obviousnessbased on JPlOO in combination with the ‘871patent andor the

‘541patent.
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INITIAL DETERMINATION
Based on the foregoing opinion, findings of fact, conclusions of law, the evidence, and the
record as a whole, and having considered all pleadings and arguments, including the proposed
findings of fact and conclusions of law, it is the Administrative Law Judge’s Initial Determination
that a violation of Section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, has not been found in the
importation into the United States, the sale for importation, or the sale within the United States after
importation of certain NOR and NAND flash memory devices and products containing same, in
connection with claims 1,3,5,6,7,8,10, 12,13, and 14 of U.S. Patent No. 5,991,5 17 and has not
been found in the importation into the United States, the sale for importation, or the sale within the
United States after importation of certain NOR and NAND flash memory devices and products
containing same, in connection with claims 8,9, 11,27,28,32,50, 51, and 64 of U.S. Patent No.
5,172,338. Furthermore, the Administrative Law Judge hereby determines that a domestic industry
in the United States exists that practices U.S. Patent No. 5,991,5 17 and does not exist that practices
U.S. Patent No. 5,172,338.
The Administrative Law Judge hereby CERTIFIES to the Commission this Initial
Determination, together with the record of the hearing in this investigation consisting of the
following: the transcript of the evidentiary hearing, with appropriate corrections as may hereafter be
ordered by the Administrative Law Judge; and further the exhibits accepted into evidence in this
investigation as listed in the attached exhibit lists.
Pursuant to 19 C.F.R. fj 2 10.420, this Initial Determination shall become the determination
of the Commission unless a party files a petition for review pursuant to 19 C.F.R. fj 210.43(a) or the
Commission, pursuant to 19 C.F.R.

8 210.44, orders on its own motion a review of the Initial
144

Determination or certain issues therein.
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RECOMMENDED DETERMINATION ON REMEDY AND BOND
Pursuant to CommissionRules 210.36(a) and 2 10.42(a)(l)(ii), the Administrative Law Judge
is to consider evidence and argument on the issues of remedy and bonding and issue a recommended
determination thereon.

VI.

Remedy and Bonding
A.

Limited Exclusion Order

Under Section 337(d), the Commission may issue either a limited or a general exclusion
order. A limited exclusion order instructs the U.S. Customs Service to exclude from entry all articles
that are covered by the patent at issue and that originate from a named respondent in the
investigation. A general exclusion order instructs the U.S. Customs Service to exclude from entry
all articles that are covered by the patent at issue, without regard to source. SanDisk requests that a
limited exclusion order be issued that prohibits the importation of all infringing ST chips, as well
as all downstream products which incorporatethose chips, including memory cards, USB drives, and
cell phones.639SanDisk fiu-ther argues that because the accused chips are produced abroad by ST’s
contractors, the exclusion order should extend to all accused chips manufactured and imported by
or on behalf of ST in order to prevent evasion. According to SanDisk, such an order should include
those accused chips manufactured and imported by its affiliated companies, parents, subsidiaries,
licensees, contractors, joint venturers and other related business entities, and their successors or
assigns.640

ST asserts that SanDisk’s expert, Mr. Napper, only analyzed three categories of downstream

639
640

CIB 94-95.
CIB 95.
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products-removable memory cards, USB drives, and cell phones-and that any request by SanDisk
to exclude other types of downstream products should be rejected.641
Staff asserts that the Commission should not issue an exclusion order that covers all
downstream products, because the range of products that contain or could potentially contain a flash
memory chip is enormous, which would place an undue burden on Customs that would disrupt
legitimate trade.642 Staff also asserts that the exclusion order should not extend to cell phones or

DSL residential gateways.643 Staff does, however, agree that the Commission should issue an
exclusion order that covers downstream products such as flash cards and USB drives.644

B.

Downstream Products

Under Section 337, the Commission has broad discretion in selecting the form, scope, and
extent of the remedy in a Section 337 proceeding. If the Commission finds a violation of Section
337, the Commission may issue an exclusion order that not only covers the articles found to infringe,
but also covers “downstream products,” which are products that incorporate the infringing articles
as components. The Commission has identified relevant factors to be considered in deciding
whether to include downstream products in an exclusion order, commonly referred to as the

EPROMs factors, including: (1) the value of the infringing articles compared to the value of the
downstream products in which they are incorporated; (2) the identity of the manufacturer of the
downstream products, i.e., whether it can be determined that the downstream products are
manufactured by the respondent or by a third party; (3) the incremental value to the complainant of

RIB 95.
SIB 95.
643 SIB 95.
644 SIB 96-98.
642
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the exclusion of downstream products; (4) the incremental detriment to respondents of exclusion of
such products; (5) the burdens imposed on third parties resulting from exclusion of downstream
products; (6) the availability of alternative downstream products that do not contain the infringing
articles; (7) the likelihood that the downstream products actually contain the infringing articles and
are thereby subject to exclusion; (8) the opportunity for evasion of an exclusion order that does not
include downstream products; (9) the enforceability of an order by Customs; and any other factors
the Commission determines to be relevanta5 In deciding whether to exclude downstream products,
the Commission balances all of the above factors and nothing in the case law puts the burden of
proof on any particular party with respect to the EPROMs factors.
SanDisk requests that the exclusion order not only cover the allegedly infringing chips that
are found to infringe, but also cover all “downstream products” that incorporate the infringing chips

as components. Examples of the types of “downstream products” that SanDisk wishes to exclude
are memory cards, USB drives, cell phones, and DSL residential gateways. SanDisk contends that
in order to have complete and effective relief, any limited exclusion order must include downstream
products. SanDisk concludes that the EPROMs factors weigh in favor of an exclusion order.a6 ST
asserts that the exclusion order should not extend to any downstream products,a7 while Staff asserts
that the exclusion order should only extend to downstream products such as flash cards and USB
drivesu8

645 See Certain Erasable Programmable Read-only Memories, uw. No.
7-TA-276, JSITC
Pub. 2196, Comm’n Op. at 124-126,136 (May 1989) (“Certain EPROMs”) a f d s u b nom. Hyundai
Elec. Indus. Co. v. US. Int ’1 Trade Comm ’n, 899 F.2d 1024 (Fed. Cir. 1990) (“Hyundai”).
646 CIB 94-98.
647 RIB 95.
648 SIB 96-98.
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1.

Factor 1: The value of the infringing articles compared to the value of
the downstream products in which they are incorporated

SanDisk asserts that, with respect to factor 1, the value of the infringing ST flash chips is
high compared to the value of the downstream products in which they are incorporated, both
qualitatively and quantitatively. For example, SanDisk asserts that infringing ST chips enable the
very function of memory cards, namely data transfer and storage, as well as the enhanced features
driving demand for the newest and most advanced cell phones.649

ST asserts that, according to the evidence from third-party cell phone makers, flash chips
only represent a small fraction of the value of the phones in which they are used, i.e. between 4.35.6%. ST also asserts that the flash chips only provide a small fraction of the overall fimctionality
of the cell phone, the essential feature being to make telephone calls.650
Staff asserts that the first factor weighs in favor of an exclusion order covering downstream
products because memory is an essential component in a flash card and USB drive, and that the
memory constitutes a high proportion of the final cost of the device.651
The undersigned agrees with SanDisk and Staff that the first EPROMs factor weighs in favor
of including downstream products such as flash cards and USB drives in the exclusion order, on both
a qualitative and quantitative basis because the evidence shows that flash memory is an essential
component in a flash card and USB drive, and also constitute a high portion of the flash card and
USB drive cost. The undersigned agrees with ST and Staff, however, that the first EPROMs factor
weighs against including downstream products such as cellular telephones and DSL residential

CIB 96.
650 RIB 95.
"' SIB 96 citing CX-2234C (Napper Direct) at 65-66.
649
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gateways, because the flash memory only provides a small fraction of the overall functionality of
these devices. Accordingly, the first EPROMs factor weighs in favor of including downstream
products such as flash cards and USB drives in the exclusion order.
2.

Factor 2: The identity of the manufacturer of the downstream products
(Le., are the downstream products manufactured by the party found to
have committed the unfair act, or by third parties)

SanDisk asserts that, with respect to factor 2, the identify of many downstream product
manufacturers has been confirmed during the investigation. SanDisk asserts that the following
manufacturers incorporate infi-ingingST chips into their products and then import those products into

1652

the United States: [

ST asserts that, except for very limited sales of memory cards, ST does not manufacture any
of the downstream products and that the exclusion order would primarily affect third parties, who
SanDisk chose not to name as respondents.653

Staff asserts that the second factor weighs in favor of an exclusion order covering
downstream products because ST makes flash cards and works with certain customers to make USB
drives.654
The undersigned agrees ST that the second EPROMs factor weighs against including
downstream products in the exclusion because SanDisk, knowing the identity of the manufacturers
and customers that incorporate ST’s chips into their products, chose not to name these third parties

CIB 96-97.
RIB 95-96.
654 SIB 96 citing Casagrande, Tr. 15 10-11;CX-383C (NAND Flash presentation) at 11577681; CX-486C (ST NAND Flash & Storage Media business plan) at 36355.
652
653
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as respondents.655Accordingly, the second EPROMs factor weighs against including downstream
products such as flash cards and USB drives in the exclusion order.

3.

Factor 3: The incremental value to the complainant for excluding the
downstream products

SanDisk asserts that, with respect to factor 3, only an exclusion order which covers
downstream products will provide full and effective relief in this investigation. According to
SanDisk, flash memory chips cannot h c t i o n without first being installed into a downstream
products. SanDisk acknowledges that some infringing chips are imported into the U.S. separately,
but that the vast majority of infringing ST chips enter the United States incorporated in downstream
products.656

ST asserts that an exclusion order that only covers ST’s flash memory chips and flash
memory cards would provide effective and adequate relief to SanDisk. According to ST, from
January to June 2006, ST sold[
at [

]657

] units of the accused chips in the U.S., which is valued

ST argues that there is little evidence that a significant quantity of downstream

products containing ST’s accused chips are actually imported into the U.S. because SanDisk did not
quanti@ the volume of such imports.658According to ST, its worldwide market share is relatively
small. For example, ST’s worldwide market share in NAND is [

]659

For NOR, ST’s

655 See Certain Baseband Processor Chips and Chipsets, Transmitter and Receiver (Radio)
Chips, Power Control Chips, and Products Containing Same, Including Cellular Telephone
Handsets, Inv. No. 337-TA-543, Initial Determination at 275-76 (October 10, 2006) (“Certain
Baseband Processor Chips”).
656 CIB 97.
657 RIB 96 citing RX-1763C (ST flash chips North America 2006); RX-18OOC (Mulhern
Direct) at Q. 82, p. 15.
658 RIB 96.
659 RIB 96 citing RX-1738 (isupppli Corp. Table “42 NAND market share”); RX-18OOC
(continued.. .)
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worldwide market share is [

3 however, ST asserts that only a fraction of those sales are for

MLC NOR chips, which SanDisk accuses in this investigation.660Furthermore, ST asserts that if
third-parties were forced to find an alternative flash memory supplier, SanDisk would reap no benefit
because SanDisk does not supply chips to manufacturers and does not produce or sell NOR flash
chips at all; therefore, SanDisk would not make any additional sales (or receive any additional
licensing revenue) if the exclusion order covered downstream products.661
Staff asserts that the third factor weighs in favor of an exclusion order covering downstream
products because SanDisk would benefit from an exclusion order covering flash cards and USB
drives because SanDisk itself makes directly competitive products.662
The undersigned finds that the third EPROMs factor weighs in favor of including
downstream products such as flash cards and USB drives in the exclusion because without an
exclusion order covering flash cards and USB drives, SanDisk will be deprived from receiving full
and effective relief in this investigation. Accordingly, the third EPROMs factor weighs in favor of
including downstream products such as flash cards and USB drives in the exclusion order.
4.

Factor 4: The incremental detriment to respondents if the products are
excluded

SanDisk asserts that, with respect to factor 4, there is no evidence that ST would s a e r undue
harm if the Commission’s order excludes downstream products containing the infringing chips.
According to SanDisk, ST is a large, diversified company with a broad product line and that ST’s
659(. ..continued)
(Mulhern Direct) at Q. 92, p. 17.
660 RIB 96 citing RX-1739 (isuppli Corp. Table “NOR flash rankings”); RX- 18OOC (Mulhern
Direct) at Q. 92, p. 17.
661 RIB 96.
662 SIB 96 citing Harari, Tr. 285-86; CX-2234C (Napper Direct) at 70.
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NAND and MLC NOR sales constitute a relatively small proportion of its business. SanDisk
contrasts this with its own business, the core of which consists of flash memory products.
Furthermore, SanDisk asserts that there is no evidence that downstream ST customers would halt
purchases of ST’s flash memory chips, rather than simply aggregate products that contain the
infkinging chips, if a downstream exclusion order were to

ST asserts that an exclusion order covering downstream products would harm ST because
an ST customer, being faced with the possibility of an exclusion order in the U.S., may go to other

suppliers not only for the U.S. market, but for all markets. For example, ST asserts that [

] in order to comply with the exclusion order, and that [

3 if such were the case.Staff asserts that the fourth factor weighs against an exclusion order covering downstream
products because ST will suffer some detriment, but that it would be relatively small compared to
the benefit to SanDi~k.~~’
The undersigned agrees with ST and Staff that the fourth EPROMs factor weighs against
including downstream products in the exclusion because of the incremental detriment to ST,
including decreased sales and possible loss of customer base to ST. Accordingly, the fourth

EPROMs factor weighs against including downstream products in the exclusion order.

CIB 97.
RIB 97.
665 SIB 97 citing CX-2234C (Napper Direct) at 72.
663
664
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5.

Factor 5: The burden borne by third parties as a result of excluding
downstream products

SanDisk asserts that, with respect to factor 5, any burdens imposed on third parties due to the
exclusion of downstream products would be minimal because the third parties could simply
substitute the accused chips with chips manufactured by others.666
ST asserts that third party manufacturers, as well as exporters and distributors, would incur
additional costs to identi@ and segregate products that have already been manufactured with ST
chips, which weighs against the issuance of an exclusion order covering downstream
Staff asserts that the fifth factor weighs against an exclusion order covering downstream
products because there will be a burden on third parties, although Staff finds that such burden would
be limited due to the natures of the products covered.668
The undersigned agrees with ST and Staff that the fifth EPROMs factor weighs against
including downstream products in the exclusion because of the financial burden born by third parties,
such as identifying and reconfiguring products if another chip manufacturer is used. Accordingly,
the fifth EPROMs factor weighs against including downstream products in the exclusion order.

6.

Factor 6: The availability of alternative downstream products that do
not contain the infringing articles

SanDisk asserts that, with respect to factor 6, numerous downstream products that do not
contain ST’s infringing chips are available.669ST does not address the sixth factor. Staff asserts that
the sixth factor weighs in favor of an exclusion order covering downstream products because there

CIB 97.
RIB 97.
668 SIB 97.
669 CIB 97.
666
667
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are many chips and downstream products that could replace ST’s excluded products.670
The undersigned agrees with SanDisk and Staffthat the sixthEPROMsfactor weighs in favor
of including downstream products such as flash cards and USB drives in the exclusion because there
is a lot of competition in the flash memory chip industry with many alternative component suppliers
available. Accordingly, the sixth EPROMs factor weighs in favor of including downstreamproducts
such as flash cards and USB drives in the exclusion order.

7.

Factor 7: The likelihood that the downstream products actually contain
the infringing article and, thus, are subject to the exclusion order

SanDisk asserts that, with respect to factor 7, ST and its customers sell and import into the
United States, downstream products that contain infringing ST flash memory chips. According to
SanDisk the number of imports is increasing rapidly and will likely continue in the
ST asserts that it only supplies [
of the world’s NOR market.

] of the world’s NAND market, while supplying [

3

According to ST, a large portion of the NOR market, however,

includes chips that have not been accused in this investigation. Therefore, ST asserts that the
likelihood that a downstream product will contain the accused chip is small and the exclusion order
should not extend to downstream
Staff asserts that the seventh factor weighs in favor of an exclusion order covering
downstream products because there is evidence of downstream products, such as flash memory cards
and USB drives, that incorporate the accused chips.673
The undersigned agrees with SanDisk and Staff that the seventh EPROMs factor weighs in
SIB 96 citing CX-2234C (Napper Direct) at 72-74.
CIB 97-98.
672 RIB 98.
673 SIB 96 citing CX-2234C (Napper Direct) at 74-75; [
670

671
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1

favor of including downstream products such as flash cards and USB drives in the exclusion because

ST has a clear market share in both NAND and NOR products. Accordingly, the seventh EPROM.
factor weighs in favor of including downstream products such as flash cards and USB drives in the
exclusion order.

8.

Factor 8: The opportunity for evasion of an exclusion order

SanDisk asserts that, with respect to factor 8, ST could easily evade an exclusion order that
does not prohibit the importation of downstream products simply by further directing its sales
energies to customers who make their downstream products abroad.674

ST asserts that it sells a significant quantity of its flash memory chips to U.S. customers,
including ST’s three distributors. According to ST, these distributors have alternative chip suppliers
and would have no incentive to attempt to evade an exclusion order by purchasing end products in
lieu of flash memory
Staff asserts that the eighth factor weighs in favor of an exclusion order covering downstream
products because there is an opportunity for evasion of the order because the majority of ST’s sales
are made abroad to companies that incorporate the chips into downstream products.676
The undersigned agrees with SanDisk and Staff that the eighth EPROM. factor weighs in
favor of including downstream products such as flash cards and USB drives in the exclusion because
without an exclusion order covering flash cards and USB drives, there is an opportunity for
customers to incorporate the accused infringing chips into downstream products. Accordingly, the
eighth EPROMs factor weighs in favor of including downstream products such as flash cards and
CIB 98.
675 RIB 98.
676 SIB 97 citing CX-2234C (Napper Direct) at 76-78; CX-2296C (Napper Rebuttal) at 25.
674
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USB drives in the exclusion order.
Factor 9: The enforceability of an order by Customs

9.

SanDisk asserts that, with respect to factor 9, Customs will be able to enforce an exclusion
order which covers downstream products because ST labels it infringing chips, making them easily
identifiable as ST chips. SanDisk asserts that this labeling will allow Customs to differentiate ST’s
flash memory chips from those of other manufacturers. SanDisk asserts that, it would be beneficial
if the limited exclusion order included a certification provision from importers of downstream
products that the imported products do not contain infringing ST flash memory

ST asserts that Customs would face significant burdens in enforcing a downstream exclusion
order. According to ST, Customs would need to open a memory card or phone, which would destroy
the product in the process. ST also asserts that [

3 which would make it difficult to identifl if the chip was an ST
Staff asserts that the ninth factor weighs against an exclusion order covering downstream
products because there will be a burden on Customs, however, it would be limited if a certification
provision were included in the exclusion order.679
The undersigned agrees with ST and Staff that the ninth EPROMs factor weighs against
including downstream products in the exclusion because of the significant burdens placed on
Customs and importers.

Accordingly, the ninth EPROMs factor weighs against including

downstream products in the exclusion order.

CIB 98.
RIB 98-99.
679 SIB 97.
677

678
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10.

Conclusion

The undersigned finds that EPROMs factors one, three, six, seven, and eight weigh in favor
of including downstream products such as flash cards and USB drives in the exclusion order, while

EPROMs factors two, four, five, and nine weigh against including downstream products such as
flash cards and USB drives in the exclusion order. After considering all of the parties’ arguments,
the undersigned finds that, after balancing all of the above factors, the incremental benefit to
SanDisk outweighs the burden that will borne by ST and third parties if downstream products such
as flash cards and USB drives are included in the exclusion order.
As to downstream products such as cellular telephones and DSL residential gateways,
however, the undersigned finds that EPROMs factor one weighs heavily against including these
downstream products in the exclusion order because the flash memory chip is not a significant
portion of the downstream product, either quantitatively or qualitatively.680In addition, EPROMs
factors two, four, five, and nine also weigh against including these downstream products in the
exclusion order. Including cellular telephones and DSL residential gateways in the exclusion order
has the potential to greatly expand the coverage of the exclusion order, which increases the risk of
interfering with legitimate commerce. The evidence does not show that it is necessary for the
exclusion order to cover these types of downstream products because the risk that an exclusion order
covering these types of downstream products would interfere with legitimate commerce far
outweighs the incremental benefit to SanDisk in excluding these types of downstream products.
Therefore, the undersigned does not recommend that the exclusion order include downstream
680 See Certain Zero-Mercury-Added Alkaline Batteries, Parts Thereox and Products
ContainingSame, Inv. No. 337-TA-493, Initial Determination at 225 (June 2,2004) (“Certain ZeroMercury-Added Alkaline Batteries”), rev’d on other grounds.
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products such as cellular telephones and DSL residential gateways.
C.

Cease and Desist Order

Under Section 337(f)( l), the Commission may issue a cease and desist order in addition to,
or instead of, an exclusion order. Cease and desist orders are warranted primarily when the
respondent maintains a commercially significant inventory of the accused products in the United
States.681
SanDisk requests a cease and desist order against ST because ST maintains a commercially
significant inventory of accused products in the United States.682ST concedes that it maintains a
commercially significant U.S. inventory of approximately [

3 accused ~ h i p s . 6Staff
~~

agrees that ST maintains a commercially significant U.S. inventories of the accused chips,
warranting a cease and desist order.684
The undersigned agrees that the evidence shows that ST maintains significant inventories of
accused products in the United States and that a cease and desist order is warranted.
D.

Bond During Presidential Review Period

If the Commission enters an exclusion order or cease and desist order, parties may continue
to import and sell their products during the pendency of the Presidential review under a bond in an
amount determined by the Commission to be “sufficient to protect the Complainants from any
injury.”685SanDisk requests a bond in the amount of 100% of the entered value of accused ST

Certain Crystalline, 15 U.S.P.Q.2d at 1277-79.
682 CIB 98.
683 RIB 99.
684 SIB 98-99.
685 19 U.S.C. 9 1337(e); 19 C.F.R. 0 210.50(a)(3).
681
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chips.686
ST requests a bond of 5% based on SanDisk’s licensing revenue. According to ST, because
SanDisk does not supply flash memory chips, and does not sell any NOR products at all, a
reasonable royalty rate adequately protects its sole interest in licensing revenues. ST asserts that
SanDisk’s licenses command royalties of between [

1687
Staff notes that, in the previous 526 investigation, ALJ Luckern recommended a bond of

100%. For this investigation, however, Staff recommends a bond based on a reasonable royalty rate

3 According to Staff, SanDisk

of lo%, [
has testified that[

]Therefore, Staff finds a bond that is based on a reasonable royalty rate to adequately
protect SanDisk against any lost licensing revenues.688
The Commission frequently sets the bond by attempting to eliminate the difference in sales
prices between the patented domestic product and the idiinging

In the absence of

reliable price information, the Commission has used other methods to determine an appropriate
bond. For example, where a price comparison is unworkable, the Commission has determined that
a bond of 100% is appropriate.690In other instances where a direct comparison between a patentee’s
product and the accused product was not possible, the Commission has set the bond at a reasonable

CIB 99.
RIB 99.
688 SIB 99-100.
689 See Certain Microsphere Adhesives, Commission Opinion at 24.
See, e.g., Certain Wind Turbines, Comm’n Op. at 27-28 and 40.
686

687
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royalty rate.691

In this case, the parties did not introduce any evidence of current sales or pricing information
that would permit the undersigned to determine a price differential. The parties did, however,
introduce evidence of a reasonable royalty rate. The undersigned finds Staff’s arguments persuasive
and recommends a bond in the amount of 10% of entered value of both the chips themselves and of
downstream products.
Within seven days of the date of this document, each party shall submit to the office of the
Administrative Law Judge a statement as to whether or not it seeks to have any portion of this
document deleted fiom the public version. The parties’ submissions must be made by hard copy by
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Any party seeking to have any portion of this document deleted fiom the public version
thereof must submit to this office a copy of this document with red brackets indicating any portion
asserted to contain confidential business information. The parties’ submission concerning the public
version of this document need not be‘filed with the Commission Secretary.

SO ORDERED.

Administrative Law Judge

691See,

e.g., Certain Digital Satellite System (DS,!?‘)Receivers and Components ThereoJ;Inv.
No. 337-TA-392, U.S.I.T.C. Pub. No. 3418, Initial and Recommended Determinations at 245,
vacatedon other grounds, Comm’n Determination (May 13,1999)’ 2001 WL 535427 (U.S.I.T.C.,
October 20, 1997) (“Certain DSS Receivers”).
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